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Preface

The International Research Training Group (IRTG) “Visualization of Large and Unstruc-
tured Data Sets – Applications in Geospatial Planning, Modeling, and Engineering” is a
joint effort of the University of Kaiserslautern (Germany) and the U.S. partners University
of California at its Davis and Irvine campuses, Arizona State University, and University of
Utah. It is funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG) under grant DFG GK 1131.

The primary research goal of this graduate program is the enhancement of scientific and
information visualization techniques applied to large and unstructured data sets. Every
visualization task is based on application data. For providing these data, we integrate
applications from the domain “Geospatial Planning, Modeling, and Engineering”, which
produce these huge amounts of unstructured data that are of interest for the visualization
tasks at hand. This integration is necessary to allow a deeper understanding of the provided
data due to the sharing of knowledge through the projects.

Up to now, visualization of large and structured or small and unstructured data sets is the
state of the art. Large and unstructured data sets are still not very well understood, espe-
cially with respect to visualization. In order to address these questions, we have defined
a set of projects aiming at solving these problems. In detail, we are handling visualiza-
tion problems, with respect to modeling, feature detection, and comparison tasks. For
doing this, both the extension of existing techniques and the development of new ones are
investigated.

In the application areas there is an increasing need to handle huge amounts of unstructured
data that are produced either by data from field measurements like environmental obser-
vation stations, from experiments, and from simulation. For example, nowadays environ-
mental monitoring systems are capable of measuring data at a very high resolution and in
a large number of frequency bands. On the other hand, in scaled-down earthquake labora-
tory experiments within a centrifuge improved sensor technology permits the measurement
of an increased number of parameters at higher sampling rates. Finally, earthquake sim-
ulations produce more and more data because of more elaborate simulation techniques.
All these improvements in measurement technology lead to large, high-dimensional data
sets. Visualizing these data is very useful to get new insights into the problems involved.
The visualizations themselves are based on improved or newly developed visualization
techniques like volume modeling, feature detection and visualization, etc.

The current issue of GI’s Lecture Notes in Informatics presents the results of the first
annual workshop of this IRTG held in Dagstuhl, June 14–16, 2006. Aim of this meeting
was to bring together all project partners, advisors, and of course PhD students as well as
to report on the different research projects. After three days of presentations and lively
discussions at Dagstuhl Castle, slightly more than three months were spent on writing
papers that cover the outcome of the first year of the graduate program and give surveys
on related topics. These papers were cross-reviewed internally as well as by the project’s
advisors. Note that the covered topics do not include all ongoing projects because not all
IRTG members could attend.



We would like to thank all attendees for their contribution to this fruitful workshop. We
are also grateful to Dagstuhl Castle for their support and hosting this event, and we thank
the Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI) for publishing the workshop papers in the LNI
series.

October 2006 Hans Hagen
Andreas Kerren

Peter Dannenmann
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Survey of Texture-based Techniques in Flow Visualization

Guo-Shi Li, Xavier Tricoche, and Charles Hansen
Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT, USA

{lig, tricoche, hansen}@sci.utah.edu

Abstract: Texture-based techniques constitute an effective choice to generate intuitive
visualizations of vector fields. The resulting dense representation is a powerful way to
convey essential patterns of the vector field while avoiding the tedious task of seeding
individual streamlines to capture all the structures of interest. Although this approach
has been considered computationally expensive in the past, recently we have seen
significant advances in this field thanks to the rapid evolution of graphics hardware
and algorithms leveraging the resulting computational power. In this paper, a survey
of texture-based flow visualization techniques is presented.

1 Introduction

Vector fields play an important role in many scientific, engineering, and medical disci-
plines. A wide variety of phenomena, such as electromagnetic fields, fluid flows, or the
diffusion process within the living cell, can be described and studied with the help of vector
fields. Since the flow field of interest is oftentimes invisible, flow visualization techniques
are introduced to depict certain flow properties directly for visual perception. Many of
these experimental techniques were first pioneered by renowned fluid dynamics scientists
such as Reynolds, Prandtl, and Mach, and they remain invaluable tools to this date.

Over the past few decades we have seen the rapid advancement and progress of Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which has become the primary source of vector field
datasets. Vector fields generated from large scale numeric simulations usually exhibit com-
plex structures, therefore proper computational visualization techniques are necessary for
researchers and engineers to perform an effective data analysis and comprehend the flow
behavior. According to [LvWJH04], there are different approaches to flow visualization:

1. Direct flow visualization

Techniques belonging to this category directly translate the given flow data into
visual representation. Common methods include color coding velocity. The com-
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putational cost of this approach is very low, which is valuable since typical datasets
are large. Such methods are able to generate straightfoward representation of the
two-dimensional flow data. However, when visualizing 3D vector fields, the effec-
tiveness of direct flow visualization is severely hampered by occlusion.

2. Flow integral geometry flow visualization

To better understand long-term behavior of the vector fields, geometric primitives
can be used to further enhance the visual perception. The simplest form of this
approach is particle tracing. Assuming a weightless particle is introduced into the
vector field, its trajectory p(t) induced by the vector field over time can be obtained
by numerically solving the following differential equation:

p(t) = p0 +
∫ t

s=0

v(p(s), s)ds

The movement of a particle can be depicted as a moving vertex. Streamlines / path-
lines further enhance the visual coherence by connecting successive particle posi-
tions along the flow. This idea can be further extended by advecting particles from
a rack or a plane to construct stream surface [Hul92] and stream volume [MBC93].
The polygonal geometries constructed by these methods can be then rendered using
standard graphics hardware.

The line, surface, or volume geometries created from flow integral oftentimes can
only cover a fraction f the entire domain due to the contracting or diverting behavior
of the flow. In order to construct a set of geometries providing a representation of
the overall flow behavior, the initial position of the particles, or seeds, need to be
chosen carefully. There have been a large number of techniques proposed to achieve
a better seeding strategies [TB96], [VKP00], [JL00] [MAD05]. This is not a trivial
task since knowing the proper location for seeding implies a priori knowledge of the
overall flow behavior, which is to be visualized. Even if the seeding locations are
chosen carefully so that evenly distributed geometries can be constructed, the flow
information in the gap between primitives is still missing.

3. Texture-based visualization

The dense texture techniques generate a texture covering the entire domain. Every
pixel in the visualization is shaded in a way that, the texture as a whole, convey
some spatial/temporal patterns induced by the flow. Since the texture is synthesized
pixel by pixel, this approach is has been long considered computationally expensive.
Since the main topic of this paper is about techniques belonging to this category, we
defer more detailed discussions in following sections.

12



4. Feature-based visualization

Another approach is to visualize an abstraction of the flow field. The most common
examples are topological features, such as sinks, sources, and saddle points.Other
feature types exist which are not mathematically well-defined, such as vortices and
flow seperation. Corresponding techniques often require expensive flow analysis in
order to extract the features of interest. Once they are identified, flow features allow
efficient visualization and can be very expressive. [PVH+03] provides a thorough
overview of this field.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes texture-based tech-
niques introduced before the emergence of GPU era. In section 3 we put more emphasis on
recent research efforts leveraging the SIMD processing power provided by programmable
graphics processors. In section 4, we conclude the paper by a discussion and pointing out
possible venues of future work.

2 Classical Techniques

As mentioned previously the dense texture flow-based flow visualization is traditionally
considered computationally expensive. In the geometry-based approach, visualizing the
resulting mesh can be done efficiently using the graphics hardware at interactive frame
rates. On the other hand, the texture-based approach needs to shade every pixel in the
resulting visualization to properly depict the spatial and temporal behavior of the flow
data. In a practical visualization setting, the number of pixels can easily be in the range of
several hundred thousands. This is about two to three order of magnitude more than the
number of seeds used in a geometry-based approach. Nevertheless, the extra amount of
computation yeidls a the visualization that covers the entire domain, exempting the user
from having to guess the flow behavior in the unfilled void. In this section, we discuss
some of the seminal works considered “classical”, in a sense that they help to coin the
concept of dense texture flow visualization, as well as being the precursor of more recent
algorithms using GPUs.

2.1 Spot Noise

Spot Noise [vW91] is the technique first pioneering the field of dense flow texture visu-
alization. The idea is to use the stochastic texture which local variations to represent the
behavior of the underlying vector field. The local distortion of each spot, is dictated by the
flow direction at that position in the domain. One can think of Spot Noise as the convo-
lution of white noise with spot kernels with various sizes, shapes, and patterns. Figure 1
gives a visual impression of this method.
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de Leeuw et. al. [dLP+95] improve the spot parameter to simulate the visual effect of an
experimental technique where a thin oil film is smeared on the surface of an embeded body.
de Leeuw and van Wijk [dLvW95] extend it to work with high speed flows. In [dLvL97]
de Leeuw proposes another extension for unsteady flow and provide a parallel implemen-
tation for better performance.

2.2 LIC and related works

The expressive power of Spot Noise comes from the collective representation of local be-
haviors. The Line Integral Convolution (LIC) [CL93] provides better illustration of spatial
relationship in the flow field by depicting globally coherent patterns. Local streamlines are
computed at every pixel locations of a white noise, serving as the convolution path of 1D
kernel of finite length. As a result, pixels belonging to the same streamline exhibit highly
coherent values while those orthogonal to the flow direction are assigned to uncorrelated
values due to the stochastic nature of the underlying white noise. A cyclic convolution
kernel can be used to create the illusion of flow direction.

Since its introduction LIC has inspired a large number of research works. The list here is
not intended to be complete. For a more comprehensive survey of LIC-related methods,
please refer to [LHD+04]. Forssell and Cohen [FC95] extend LIC to visualize unsteady
flows on surface represented as curvilinear grids. Their approach consisting in apply-
ing convolution on pathlines rather than streamlines. Known as fast LIC, Stalling and
Hege [SH95] propose to accelerate LIC computation by avoiding the redundant computa-
tion of streamline construction and convolution. The same authors also experiment using
high order kernels to enhance the image quality in [HS98]. Zockler et al [ZSH96] pro-
pose to use a massive parallel machine to compute animation of LIC images. Battke et
al. [BSH97] extend fast LIC to arbitrary surfaces in 3D represented as triangular meshes
by computing LIC texture for each triangle individually in the packed texture domain (Fig-
ure 2). Interrante [IG97] applies LIC to visualize volumetric flows. In order to alleviate the
occlusion problem, she applies LIC only to a fraction of the volume occupied by a certain
number of streamlines while leaving the rest of the volume transparent. Halos are also
introduced to surround streamline to enhance the depth perception. Chameleon [LBS03]
is inspired by this work and is able to create LIC-like volumetric patterns at interactive
frame rates by storing streamline parameterization in the volume which is then used as
texture coordinates for texture mapping in the rendering stage. The authors also extend it
to work with unsteady flow in [SLB04]. Please see Figure 3.

The methods discussed above are most effective when visualizing steady flows. Although
extensions for unsteady flow exists, the visual effectiveness is usually not on par with its
steady counterpart due to insufficient visual insights into the spatial and temporal evolve-
ment of the flow. Shen and Kao [SK97] propose Unsteady Flow LIC, or UFLIC, to vi-
sualize unsteady flow with highly correlated spatial patterns smoothly evolving over time.
Although the name suggests it as an extension of LIC to unsteady flow, it is not working
under the same principle as LIC which relies on 1D convolution to create the perception of
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coherent line patterns. Instead, the algorithm utilizes a scheme called forward scattering
to obtain both temporal and spatial coherency. In forward scattering, particles are released
at every pixel locations in the domain to sample the current texture (initially a white noise)
at each time step. For a prescribed life span, every particles deposit the value it carries to
pixels on its path on a canvas where each pixel maintains a specialized data structure to re-
ceive values. Along with the value the particle also stores a timestamp indicating when the
pixel is visited. To obtain the flow texture for the nth time step, for each pixel the values
with timestamp corresponding to the interval between the n − 1th and the nth time step
are used to perform weighted average. This process is repeated for every time step. The
spatial pattern perceivable in each image of the UFLIC animation is the combination of
the behavior of the current and the past flow behavior. Therefore, the transition of patterns
over time is smooth and intuitive.

UFLIC is computationally very demanding. The authors provide a parallel implemen-
tation in [SK98]. Liu and Moorehead’s AUFLIC (Accelerated UFLIC) [LM02] [LM05]
enhances the performance by save, re-use, and update pathlines using a seeding strategy
similar to Fast LIC [SH95] on a multi-processor, shared memory machine. However, the
performance reported (about 1 frame/sec) is still far from interactivity.

3 GPU techniques

In less than a decade, we have seen significant advancement of Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) technologies. Driven by the demand of the entertainment industry and with the
support of the semiconductor manufacturing infrastructure, hardware companies such as
nVidia and ATI have made tremendous amount of processing power available for a price of
a consumer product. One issue distinguishes a visualization from a graphics prationioner:,
while the former needs to construct graphics primitives to be rendered from data or an
abstraction of data which is oftentimes non-graphical, the latter focuses on techniques to
render information which is inherently perceivable. The emergence of GPU, for visualiza-
tion researchers, opens new possibilities to design novel algorithms since the construction
of the graphical representation of the data can be performed or tightly integrated in the ren-
dering stage. This allows many algorithms become interactive and thus greatly improves
their usability and effectiveness.

Jobard et al. [JEH00] pioneer the idea of using graphics hardware to synthesize flow tex-
tures. Their method, called Lagrangian-Eulerian Advection (LEA), utilizes the dependent
texturing capability to warp the texture using backward advection at every pixel and then
blend the warped texture with the previous one to create the illusion of flow coherence. The
reason of using backward advection instead of forward is that the latter can create holes in
the domain. Since the blending and dependent texturing are provided by the hardware, the
method is capable of running at very high frame rates. However, the visual impression of
spatial and temporal coherence in visualizations generated by LEA are limited, mainly due
to the short convolution path (only between consecutive frames) and exponentially decay
of contribution in the past caused by successive alpha blending.
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Image Based Flow Visualization (IBFV) by van Wijk [vW02] provides a GPU-based
framework capable of generating a wide range of dense texture representation of flows.
The idea is very similar to [JEH00] but instead of advecting every pixels in the domain
only vertices of a Cartesian grid are translated by the flow. The warped grid is then used
to warp the dense texture using standard texture mapping. The warped texture is then
blended with the previous ttexture. At the next iteration the grid is reset before repeating
the process just described. In IBFVS [vW03] it is extended to visualize flows defined on
polygonal surfaces in 3D. Instead of warping a Cartesian grid in 2D, vertices of a polyg-
onal mesh are translated by the flow in 3D. The projection of the polygonal mesh on the
image plane is used to sample and blend the flow textures. Since the texture is defined in
the image place rather than the on the object, the patterns generated in this method are not
stationary on the object. This can be very confusing when the user interactively rotate or
translate the object. Laramee et al [LJH03] introduce a scheme called Image Space Advec-
tion(ISA) which is also capable of visualizing flows on 3D surfaces. In ISA the flow is first
projected onto image space using standard rasterization provided by the graphics hardware
and then is used to warped a 2D Cartesian grid in a manner similar to IBFV. Laramee et
al. [LvWJH04] provides an in-depth analysis and comparison of ISA and IBFVS. Please
refer to Figure 4.

Among all these similar GPU-based flow visualization techniques proposed in the past
few years, Weiskopf et al. [WEE03] is the one of the few providing a framework to dissect
this approach in a mathematical and signal processing perspective. In this view, the dense
texture approach of visualizing unsteady flow is composed of two components, i.e. 1) the
construction of the property field, and 2) the convolution performed upon it. The property
field for a 2D unsteady flow is a stack of stochastic noise textures aligned along the time
axis where each one is evolved from the previous one by the flow. To compute the visu-
alization, a convolution path in this 3D (x, y, t) domain is used to average the value for
every pixel. This framework is capable of explaining several techniques, including ISA,
IBFV, and LEA. However, the forward scattering nature of UFLIC does not quite fit into
this framework without discrete approximation. The authors also propose a scheme called
Unsteady Flow Advection-Convolution (UFAC), which, in the framework they propose,
performs convolution along local streamlines with length adjusted to temporal unsteadi-
ness at every pixel location. In [WSEE05] the framework is further improved and the
authors propose to use forward advection scheme with radial bais functions to construct
the property field.

In general, GPU-based texture techniques are capable of running at high frame rates. This
is especially true for image-based techniques such as ISA and IBFVS. The biggest ad-
vantage of the image-based approach is that the performance is dependent only on output
resolution. Moreover, boundary flows on arbitrary surfaces can be visualized without the
explicit knowledge of a surface parameterization, which is difficult if not impossible to
construct. The problem of this approach, however, is mainly related to the discontinu-
ity in physical space. Silhouettes and boundaries of the objects are lost in the image-
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space vector field so that patterns across them can be developed. Both the methods utilize
image-processing techniques to detect object silhouettes in the image space used to stop
cross-advection. Weiskopf [WSEE05] proposed a hybrid approach where the image-space
vector field and the particle positions are maintained in 3D. Alongside with a solid proce-
dural 3D noise, the 3D particle trace will follow the surface of the object hence the patterns
developed will never cross silhouettes or boundaries.

Despite high frame rates, the quality of the visualization delivered by most of GPU-based
dense texture techniques described so far is not on par with previous off-line techniques
such as UFLIC. Li et al [LTH06] proposed a reformulation of UFLIC enabling an efficient
GPU implementation. The new algorithm, called GPUFLIC, constructs particle traces
iteratively and uses advanced fragment and vertex programmability of modern GPU to
perform numerical integration and then achieve value scattering by drawing and blending
line segments. Please refer to Figure 5. The frame rate of GPUFLIC outperforms by an or-
der of magnitude to the most efficient software implementation of UFLIC ([LM05]) to our
knowledge. Although the performance of GPUFLIC is not as fast as other dense texture
approaches mentioned before, it is still interactive while is able to deliver highly coher-
ent patterns with smooth temporal transition at each image in the animation sequence. In
constrast, the patterns in each still image in the sequence generated by algorithms such
as ISA and IBFVS areis oftentimes not well defined. Therefore the user needs to resort
to animation and view the entire animation to better comprehend the flow behavior. This
can greatly reduce the effectiveness of visualization when the dataset of interest is spa-
tially/temporally complicated. However, just as the original algorithm it is unclear how to
apply UFLIC to an arbitrary surface that lacks a global parameterization.

4 Conclusions and Future Prospect

Texture-based flow visualization have been applied to visualize a wide range of fluid flow
datasets and have achieved a fair degree of success. As of now, 2D unsteady flows can
be visualized with high quality at interactive frame rates using algorithms such as UFAC
and GPUFLIC. The image-space approach such as ISA and IBFVS can visualize unsteady
boundary flows, however we believe there is still room to improve the visual expressive-
ness. As for 3D volumetric flows, the effectiveness of the texture-based approach may
be greatly limited due to occlusion and visual perception issues. Techniques such as cut-
ting plane and heptics have been utilized together with dense texture representation of
3D flows [RSHTE99]. When looking at experimental techniques used by researchers in
various engineering disciplines, we believe that interactive spatially-selective texture rep-
resentations of 3D flow, such as dye/smoke advection, may be an alternative interesting
venue for future exploration.
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Figure 1: Spot Noise [vW91]. Image courtesy of van Wijk.
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Figure 5: GPUFLIC. Image courtesy of Li at el. [LTH06]
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Abstract: In this paper we give a survey on topology- and feature-based flow visual-
ization methods. After an introduction into the respective methodologies and a basic
classification of techniques, we will focus on practical aspects and several application
examples from different areas of flow physics. We show the utility and importance of
these classes of tools in the design and analysis of technical flows.

1 Introduction

The ongoing strive for improved efficiency, performance, and safety is at the core of tech-
nical flow design. Typical examples of such flows can be found at all scales, ranging from
the gas-burning chamber in household heating appliances that depends on an optimal mix-
ture of oxygen and gas, to high-performance aircraft design. In the recent past, computers
have become powerful enough to be truly instrumental in this field, primarily through the
widespread use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). This methodology offers new
means to rapidly simulate and evaluate new designs. Moreover, it allows for unprece-
dented insight into complex fluid dynamics phenomena observed in practical experiments
by generating very high resolution data sets that accurately reproduce the entirety of the
flow. This evolution emphasizes the need for analysis tools that are both effective and
efficient. Scientific Visualization has become essential in this context.

The dedicated research effort is called Flow Visualization. Its major task is to provide
tools that allow the user to visually explore and assess the properties of the ever-increasing
amount of numerical information that results from CFD computations. One classical ap-
proach is to focus the visualization on features of interest that engineers and fluid dynami-
cists consider essential for both scientific and industrial applications. Prominent examples
are vortices, shock waves, and separation or attachment lines. The corresponding visual-
ization techniques are very useful in practice because they yield a simplified representation
of involved flow phenomena made of patterns that directly match the intuition of the ob-
server. Their limitation, however, follows from the loose notion of feature that, in most
cases, is essentially application specific. In general, different methods rely on different (if
not contradictory) definitions of the same feature and therefore yield heterogeneous results.
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Vortices constitute a typical illustration of that problem: many definitions have been pro-
posed over the years but none of them is able to properly characterize vortices in all types
of flows [Lug96]. Following a different approach topology-based methods extract global
flow structures defined with respect to the limit sets of streamlines. The corresponding
techniques are built upon the rigorous mathematical formalism of the qualitative theory of
dynamical systems, which guarantees objective results. Unfortunately, the connection be-
tween topological structures and the practical properties of the flow is sometimes unclear
and the resulting pictures tend to lack the intuitive appeal of feature-based representations.

The objective of the paper is two-fold. First, it provides an introduction to state-of-the-art
feature and topology-based flow visualization methods. Beyond the techniques tradition-
ally used in practice it describes recent contributions made by the authors, following an
approach aimed at combining the strengths of both topological and feature-based tech-
niques to yield more effective visualizations. Second, it demonstrates the use of these
algorithms for practical applications. In particular it discusses their ability to meet the
needs raised by the analysis of large-scale multi-field CFD data sets.

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. Our description starts with an overview
of feature-based flow visualization techniques in section 2. We focus our presentation on
the feature types that are most prominent in practice. Topology-based methods are intro-
duced in section 3. Basic notions are defined along with algorithms relevant for visualiza-
tion purposes. After these initial considerations we adopt a more practical viewpoint and
consider successively two different visualization applications. One is concerned vortex
breakdown analysis, as discussed in section 4. The other is dedicated to flow analysis and
optimization in engine components, section 5.

2 Feature-based Visualization

The goal of feature-based visualization methods is to generate images that restrict the de-
piction of complex flow data to a limited set of points, lines, and volumes representing
features of particular interest for the considered application. This yields fairly abstract
pictures that convey significant flow properties in a concise and compact form. The most
prominent examples of features in CFD applications include vortices, separation and at-
tachment lines, shock waves and recirculation zones.

The loose, empiric nature of the definition of those feature explains the variety of algo-
rithms available to locate, identify, and visualize them and requires the user to determine
experimentally which method is best suited for the needs of his particular application. Fur-
ther restrictions on the type of method can be imposed by the size or the structure of the
data.

In this section we present visualization methods dedicated to vortices on one hand, and
separation and attachment lines on the other hand. This choice is motivated by the major
practical significance in practice as explained below and illustrated in sections 4 and 5. For
a more general introduction to the topic of feature-based visualization, refer to [PVH +02].
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Figure 1: Samples of feature-based visualization methods. Left: Volume rendering of the λ2-
criterion to illustrate vortices above a delta wing. Middle: Vortices as extracted by the Sujudi-
Haimes algorithm. Note the false positives and the generally bad quality of the results. Right:
Separation and attachment lines of the shear flow on the wing surface, computed using the scheme
from[TGS03] (cf. 4 for a detailed discussion of this dataset).

2.1 Vortices

The extraction of vortical structures has been a major topic in visualization for quite some
time. Although a vortex is most intuitively conceived as the superposition of a flow along
an axis and a flow around this axis, there is no satisfying and objective definition that exists
for this flow pattern. As a result, vortex extraction methods are essentially characterized
by the type of vortex criteria they are built on. This is either a region-based criterion
(identifying regions of vortical flow behavior) or a line-type description (focusing on the
vortical axis or vortex core line). Region definitions include high vorticity, helicity, low
pressure. Most often used in engineering is the λ2 definition by Jeong and Hussain [JH95].
The physical meaning behind this method is a similarity measure of the local flow structure
to that induced by a pressure valley line. The major limitation of λ 2, however, lies in its
incapacity to isolate individual structures.

Among the line-type definitions, the approach of Sujudi and Haimes [SH95] is most widely
used. The idea here is to perform on a cell-wise basis the pattern matching of a rotation
motion on the vector field and to extract locally sections of the rotation axis that can be
patched together to approximate the vortex core line. Because of the linear nature of
the sought pattern, the method has issues with vortex core lines that are strongly curved.
Roth and Peikert proposed a higher-order scheme that can extract curved core lines reli-
ably [RP98]. They also showed in a subsequent paper that this and other similar methods
can be formulated in a unified framework involving their parallel operator [PR99].

Additionally, some approaches try to identify a vortical or swirling flow behavior by exam-
ining the evolution of particles [JMT02]. Recently, Garth et al. presented a more general
stream surface1-based approach [GTSS04] that allows for the extraction of a vortex core
line approximated as the medial axis of a stream surface that exhibits vortical behavior.
The stream surface can be seeded along a closed curve surrounding the center of a two-

1A stream surface is the surface spanned by an infinite set of streamlines starting on an arbitrary seeding curve
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Figure 2: An illustration of the vortex extraction algorithm from [GTSS04]. Left: Manually seeded
stream surface showing vortical behavior. Middle: Stream surface medial axis as a smooth approx-
imation to the vortex core line. Right: Vortex surface grown outward from the medial axis.

dimensional rotation identified on a probing plane that the user can position arbitrarily in
the flow. The starting curve can also be adjusted to the vortex core line approximation
provided by another scheme. The authors combine this technique with a region-growing
algorithm that relies on a common vortex model from fluid dynamics to identify a vortex
region. Overall this method proves significantly more robust than alternative solution when
applied to slowly swirling vortices. An overview of the successive steps of the method is
proposed in Fig. 2.

While most of the methods mentioned above provide satisfactory visualizations for simple
datasets, the extraction of vortices in modern CFD datasets remains essentially challenging
and a significant amount of user interaction is required to obtain useful results.

2.2 Separation and Attachment Lines

Separation and attachment lines are another major feature type. They are defined as the
lines along which the flow attaches or separates from the surface of an embedded body
(e.g. an aircraft). This phenomenon is induced by viscous effects that take place in direct
proximity of the object. In that setting, the flow has so-called no-slip boundary condition
which means that the velocity magnitude goes to zero as one approaches the surface along
a normal direction. Therefore, the analysis is focused on the non-zero, tangential shear-
stress vector field defined over the surface that exhibits the same flow patterns as nearby
located streamlines. In particular flow separation and attachment induce the creation of
curves of asymptotic streamline convergence which are visible in the shear stress vector
field. The corresponding three-dimensional flow pattern is characterized by the presence
of a stream surface starting or ending along the feature line that, on the other hand, swirls
around a nearby located vortex. As a matter of fact, flow separation and vortex genesis are
two closely related phenomena.

Following the original idea of Sujudi and Haimes for vortex core lines, Kenwright et
al. proposed a simple and fast method for the extraction of separation and attachment
lines [KHL94]. Their basic observation is that these feature lines are present in two lin-
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Figure 3: Successive steps of the extraction method for separation and attachment lines [TGS03].
Top left: ridge and valley lines of density function. Top right: streamlines seeded along ridge
and valley lines. Bottom left: cell-wise accumulation monitoring. Bottom right: separation and
attachment lines.

ear patterns, namely saddle points and nodes (see section 3), where they are aligned with
an eigenvector of the Jacobian. The original method works on a cell-wise basis and ex-
tract these pattern within each triangle. Hence it results in disconnected line segments,
caused to the discontinuity of the Jacobian. Yet, applying the parallel operator leads to
the reformulation of the features in terms of lines of zero curvature and yields connected
lines. However this definition is quite restrictive because it assumes that separation resp.
attachment lines always have zero curvature. Moreover, since it requires derivative com-
putation it is very sensitive to noise. Consequently strong pre-smoothing of the data is
often necessary which in turn can deform and shift the features. Another approach was
proposed earlier by Okada and Kao [OK97] who extend the classical Line Integral Convo-
lution (LIC) algorithm [CL93] by color coding the flow direction so as to highlight the fast
changes in flow direction that occur as streamlines approach separation resp. attachment
lines. The weakness of this approach lies in the heavy computation associated with LIC
on one hand, and in the fact that the geometry of the feature lines is not extracted. Instead,
the method computes a density function that indicates the proximity / likelihood of these
feature lines.

Using a different approach, Tricoche et al. recently proposed a scheme [TGS03] designed
to overcome the restrictions imposed by the purely local analysis used in the algorithms
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mentioned previously. Their method can be decomposed in three stages. The first one
applies a local criterion to estimate the likelihood of each grid vertex to lie close to a sep-
aration resp. attachment line. In essence, this stage is comparable to the method of Okada
and Kao [OK97]. However the density computed here is not directly visualized but serves
as input for the next step of the algorithm. Moreover the local criterion used can be chosen
arbitrarily by the user. In particular, the pattern matching idea underlying Kenwright’s
method [KHL94] can be reformulated to yield a distance value. The second step leverages
these local estimates to monitor the global convergence of streamlines toward separation
resp. attachment lines. This step is justified by the asymptotic streamline convergence that
takes place along separation and attachment lines in the shear stress vector field. Observe
that streamline integration is global in nature, which makes the method both more robust
and more flexible than Kenwright’s approach. Practically, the ridge and valley lines of the
density function computed previously are extracted. The resulting skeleton is then used
to restrict the candidate seed points for streamline integration to a set of isolated lines
that are discretized at a predefined resolution. Streamline convergence is measured on a
cell-wise basis by incrementing a local counter every time a streamline crosses a cell. The
final step consists in extracting the ridge and valley lines of this convergence map. This
yields an approximation of the location of separation and attachment lines, the accuracy
of which is determined by the grid resolution. The actual geometry is eventually provided
by streamline integration. An overview of these successive steps is shown in Fig. 3.

3 Topology-based Visualization

Vector field topology is a powerful approach for the visualization of planar flows.
Topology-based methods leverage basic results of the qualitative theory of dynamical sys-
tems to generate effective depictions characterized by a high level of abstraction and an
accurate segmentation of the domain in regions where the flow exhibit a uniform behav-
ior. Formally, this classification is defined with respect to the limit sets of the streamlines.
Additionally, parametric topology and the notion of bifurcation can be used to extend this
technique to time-dependent flows and account for the structural transformations that their
topology undergoes over time.

Unfortunately, the application of this methodology to three-dimensional problems has not
so far demonstrated the same usefulness in visualization applications. One explanation is
the intricacy of the resulting pictures: the topology of volume flows involve stream sur-
faces that are plagued by self-occlusion and visual clutter. Another problem concerns the
lack of intuitive connection between topological structures and major features of interest
in fluid dynamics problems, as described in the previous section. Neither vortices nor sep-
aration lines are, in general, topological in nature. Thus topology-based methods fail to
extract them properly.

In the following we provide a short introduction to essential notions of planar and three-
dimensional vector field topology. Our presentation is driven by the needs of visualization
algorithms discussed in the next section. For a more complete survey of existing methods
in topology-based flow visualization, we refer the reader to [ST05].
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Figure 4: Linear planar critical points

3.1 Topological Skeleton of Steady Flows

The topology of a vector field is the decomposition of its phase portrait into regions where
all streamlines have the same limit sets. The phase portrait considers all points located
along the same streamline as a single equivalence class. In other words, it interprets the
domain in terms of its dense coverage by streamlines. A limit set is defined as a set of
points that constitute the asymptotic limit of a streamline, either forward or backward. We
restrict our considerations to the two most common types of limit sets: critical points and
cycles.

3.1.1 Limit Sets

The critical points of a steady vector field are the locations where the field magnitude
vanishes. Because of the uniqueness of the solution of a dynamical system with respect
to its initial conditions, critical points are the only locations where streamlines can meet
asymptotically. In the non-degenerate, linear case, the nature of a critical point is deter-
mined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. The different types are illustrated in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the planar and three-dimensional case, respectively. In both cases, the
eigenvalues are shown along with the associated configuration. When all the eigenvalues
have positive (resp. negative) real parts, the critical point is a source (resp. sink). If both
positive and negative real parts are present, the critical point exhibits both source and sink
behavior and is called a saddle point.

Cycles are closed streamlines that correspond to periodic solutions of the dynamical sys-
tem. The non-degenerate case corresponds to cycles that act as sink or sources with respect
to the surrounding streamlines.

3.1.2 Separatrices

The limit sets present in a vector field induce a segmentation of the domain into regions
where all streamlines share the same limit sets for forward and backward integration. The
boundaries between such regions are called separatrices.

Specifically, in the planar case two major types of separatrices exist: cycles and streamlines
that attach to a saddle point along its eigenvectors. Refer to Figure 4. As in the planar
setting, separatrices of the three-dimensional topology are either periodic manifolds or
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Figure 5: Linear critical points in three-dimensions

they start at saddle points along their eigenvectors. However these separatrices are either
1D (streamlines) or 2D (stream surfaces). The latter are spanned by both eigenvectors
associated with the eigenvalues whose real parts have same sign. Again, refer to Fig. 5.

3.2 Topology Extraction

In practice critical points are extracted on a cell-wise basis. In the piecewise linear case,
the equation to solve in each cell to determine the position of a zero vector is linear. In the
planar, bilinear case, the same problem leads to a quadratic equation. Trilinear interpola-
tion requires numerical schemes like Newton-Raphson to locate critical points. If such a
point is found in the interior of a given cell, its type is determined by solving the associ-
ated Eigensystem. In the case of saddle points, this analysis also provides the eigenvectors
along which the integration of separating streamlines or stream surfaces is carried out.

The extraction of cycles is more involved. Wischgoll and Scheuermann proposed the first
method for that purpose [WS01]. The basic idea of their algorithm is to first identify
a cell-wise cycle in which a streamlines appears to be captured. The next step consists
in verifying this property by integrating streamlines from the boundary of the cell cycle
to ensure that the vector field does indeed prevent any streamline from leaving the cor-
responding region. This result is then combined with the Poincare-Bendixson theorem
which states that in the absence of any critical point in the cell cycle, the limit set present
in this region must be a cycle. A method derived from the same principle was later pro-
posed by the same authors for the 3D case [WS02]. Observe that tori that are stable under
the flow are another possible generalization of cycles in a three-dimensional setting.

3.3 Parametric Topology and Bifurcations

When a vector field depends on a parameter (e.g. time), changes in the parameter value
induce changes to its topology. These transformations are called bifurcations and exist
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Figure 6: Fold bifurcation

Figure 7: Hopf bifurcation

in an infinite variety. Their common property nonetheless is to replace a stable structural
configuration by another stable configuration through an instantaneous, unstable pattern.
Here, stability is defined with respect to the ability of a given structure to remain qualita-
tively unchanged after a small but arbitrary modification of the vector field. Bifurcations
are either local or global depending on the extent of the region they impact.

For the need of this presentation, we consider only local bifurcations. The most common
ones in the planar case fall in two categories: fold and Hopf bifurcation. The former
corresponds to the pairwise annihilation (resp. creation) of a saddle point and a sink or
source. An example is shown in Fig. 6. The latter is characterized by the transformation
of a sink into a source (and vice versa) and the simultaneous creation (resp. annihilation)
of a cycle surrounding the critical point. See Fig. 7.

Similar transformations occur in the 3D case. A simple example can be derived from a
2D fold bifurcation by adding a one-dimensional source behavior to a saddle point and a
source affected by the transformation. This creates two 3D saddle points that merge and
vanish in the very same way. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.
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3.4 Topology Tracking

A simple algorithmic solution to track the continuous evolution of the topology and detect
the associated bifurcations was proposed by Tricoche et al. in [TWSH02]. The method
was designed for two-dimensional unsteady flows. Its basic idea is to embeds the discrete
space-time domain of the data in a three-dimensional grid. More precisely, assuming that
the grid is a fixed triangulation, each triangle is expanded along the time axis which creates
a prism that connects two consecutive time steps. In each prism, a linear interpolant along
the time axis extends to 3D the planar, piecewise linear interpolation defined at each time
step.

In this prism grid, the singularities are tracked in a cell-wise manner. Given a critical point
present in a cell at a time step the algorithm uses the equation of the 3D interpolating
function to determine the path of this critical point throughout the prism. Observe that the
interpolation is chosen such as to ensure that at most one critical point is present in a cell
at any given time. Therefore only two cases are possible for this path: it can either cross
the prism from one time step to the next (i.e. move within the same triangle cell in a 2D
perspective) or cross the side faces of the prism before reaching the next time step (that is,
leave the triangle where it was located initially between two time steps). When a critical
point leaves a prism, its path must be followed further in the corresponding neighbor.

As far as bifurcations are concerned, they can take two forms in that framework. The only
local bifurcation that can occur in the interior of a cell (thus involving a single critical
point) is a Hopf bifurcation. It is detected by checking the persistence of the sink/source
type of the critical point along its path. The cycle originating at the bifurcation point can
be tracked by extracting it at each subsequent time step using the scheme of Wischgoll and
Scheuermann [WS01]. Fold bifurcations are constrained to take place on the side faces
of a prism. In that case, the path of a saddle point contained in a prism connects with the
path of a sink (resp. source) located in a neighboring prism. As explained previously, this
configuration can either cause the creation or the annihilation of both critical points. The
separatrices emanating from a saddle point can be integrated at each point along the path
and reconnected along the time axis to span surfaces in the space-time domain.

The extension of this scheme to three-dimensional vector fields was described by Garth
et al. in [GTS04]. The basic idea is the same as in the 2D case. However the space-time
domain is decomposed into 4D simplices in their implementation. This choice greatly
simplifies the equations to be solved to track the critical points and determine their type
everywhere along the time axis. The application of this method to the temporal analysis
of a vortex breakdown bubble is discussed in section 4.3. Remark that an alternative
technique for topology tracking in two and three dimensions called Feature Flow Field
was proposed by Theisel and Seidel [TS03]. However, their method requires all time steps
to be available in memory at once which makes it non suitable to handle the large data sets
considered in the next section.
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Figure 8: Three-dimensional fold bifurcation

3.5 Cutting Plane Topology

To finish this overview of topology-based flow visualization methods, we briefly present a
technique called Cutting Plane Topology introduced recently by Tricoche et al. [TGK +04].
It is based on the topology tracking algorithm mentioned previously and permits to ex-
tract and explore complex three-dimensional flow structures. Specifically, a steady three-
dimensional flow is investigated through the parametric topology of its 2D projection onto
a plane that is swept along a prescribed curve across a volume of interest. In other words,
the curve controls how the cutting plane is moved to span a 3D volume and is interpreted
as the parameter space for topology tracking. The choice of this curve is therefore appli-
cation specific. We describe in section 4.2 how the inherent symmetry of the considered
flow structures can be exploited to create effective visualizations that unravel intricate flow
structures. Another important aspect to consider here is the orientation of the plane as a
continuous function of its position along the curve. Once again this choice must be dictated
by the flow to yield meaningful results. The solutions proposed in [TGK +04] range from
a fixed orientation imposed by a symmetry axis to a direction chosen in order to maximize
the amount of flow crossing the plane. Once the curve and the plane orientation have been
decided, topology tracking can be carried out in a computational space where the succes-
sive positions of the plane and the associated sampled vector values are aligned to satisfy
the original configuration of [TWSH02]. The extracted paths and bifurcations often re-
quire low-pass filtering in post-processing to discard the short-term artifacts introduced by
the choice of plane orientation. Additional details can be found in [TGK +04].

4 Vortex Breakdown Analysis

4.1 Background

In both the civil and military fields, the demand for shorter flight times and faster air-
crafts has been a driving force behind research in recent years. Although it is not a recent
development, together with supersonic speeds becoming more attractive, the delta wing
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Figure 9: Left: Overview of the delta wing dataset with vortex creation at apex and the two primary
vortices, breaking down differently. Right: Formation of primary, secondary and tertiary vortices
at wing apex. Note how the shape of the tertiary vortex is strongly elliptic. For both images, the
surface color coding depends on the starting curve location of individual streamlines (s-parameter).

design has found its way back into aircraft construction, as is demonstrated by a number
of military aircrafts and the transatlantic passenger jet Concorde. An increased percep-
tion of security and the ever-shortening take-off and landing intervals on modern airports
mandate a thorough examination of delta wing configurations with the aim of control-
lable flight even in exceptional flight situations, e.g. at a high angle of attack at subsonic
speed. Furthermore, in military airflight, exceptional maneuverability is of prime impor-
tance. Due to this, the understanding of flow phenomena related to delta wing setups has
become a major point of research activity. Among the most interesting of these is vor-
tex breakdown due to its severe impact on flight stability. Delta wing designs differ from
more conventional wing designs in that a substantial part of the lift on the wing is not only
created by Bernoulli’s principle (i.e. the velocity and hence pressure difference above and
below the wing), but by large vortex systems above the wing. Breakdown of these vor-
tices, i.e. the sudden loss of coherent vortical flow structures above the wing, can have
catastrophic consequences, due to the sudden loss in lift and structural failure of the wing
construction. While the phenomenon has been known for quite some time, there is still
a lack of good theories of its genesis. Numerical research can be extremely helpful in
allowing to study the occurrence of vortex breakdown in computer simulations. In the fol-
lowing, we describe a dataset from a simulation of a delta wing configuration that exhibits
breakdown and apply a number of visualization techniques to study it. The dataset results
from an unsteady computation of the Navier-Stokes equations in a volume surrounding a
delta wing. As the simulation progresses, the angle of attack increases. The data is given
on an unstructured adaptive-resolution grid with about 12 million cells and includes 1000
time steps. This dataset poses a significant challenge for visualization algorithms, owing
to both size and numerical resolution issues.
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4.2 Formation of Vortex Systems

In order to verify the correctness of the simulation and get an insight into the vortex sys-
tems above the wing, the extraction of vortices above the wing surface is an important
task. The vortices above the wing actually form two symmetric vortex systems consisting
of primary, secondary and tertiary vortices each.

Figure 9 (left) provides an overview showing the basic configuration. A stream surface
started just below the wing apex illustrates the flow of air going over the edges and rolling
up into the two primary vortices. The right image provides a view of the same surface from
an opposing angle, revealing the three vortices on each side of the wing. It is interesting to
note that while the primary and secondary vortices are almost circular in shape, the tertiary
vortex is extremely elliptic. In the left image, another pair of stream surfaces wraps around
the primary vortex core lines and exhibits spiraling behavior, as illustrated by proper color
coding. About two thirds along, the coherent motion of these surfaces is interrupted and
replaced by a bubble shaped structure. Despite the general symmetry of the dataset, the
vortex breakdown it exhibits is asymmetric. On the (in direction of flight) right side, a
so-called breakdown bubble forms, while the left-side structure looks chaotic.

The stream surfaces make for a good illustration of the major phenomena in the dataset.
Since the vortex axes move over time, the seeding curves for the streamlines need to be
determined manually for every time step, which is tedious. Automatic vortex core line
extraction can help to some extent. Figure 10 (left) shows the results of an application of
the Sujudi-Haimes algorithm (dark lines). The results are of mixed quality in that they
include the vortex systems as well as some false positives. Using stream surfaces and
the vortex surface technique detailed above, it is possible to discard the false positives,
extract smooth vortex core lines (magenta lines) and obtain good vortex regions for each
of the three vortices (red, green and blue surfaces). The right image shows a closeup. The
separation between the individual vortices is excellent, and the elliptic shape of the tertiary
vortex is extracted well.

Figure 10: Vortices as extracted by the vortex surface technique. False positives (indicated by ar-
rows) are reliably discarded. The closeup (right image) shows clean separation between the three
vortices that form the vortex system. Note the strongly elliptic shape of the tertiary vortex (red).
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Figure 11: Left: Separation and attachment lines in the wing shear flow as extracted with the method
from [TGB+04]. Right: Illustrative sketch of the three-dimensional flow structure above a delta
wing and the resulting shear flow structure on the wing (from [Dal83]).

To further understand the relation between the different vortices in each system, we have
applied cutting-plane topology. The resulting structures are shown in Figure 13. The
left image gives an overview of the structures that are revealed when the cutting plane
travels along the symmetry axis of the wing. Although it is not orthogonal to the vortical
structures, a good overall picture of the flow situation results. The primary vortex cores
can be identified as the paths of critical points as the plane travels. The middle and right
images show a closeup of the vortex system structure. More detail is extracted as the plane
travels orthogonal to the primary vortex core. The interaction of the different vortices
can be inferred from the topology. Effectively, the visualization of the vortex system is
here reduced to two-dimensions, where it is much easier to comprehend. The separation
in the wing shear flow appears as a natural part of the vortex system (individual vortices
indicated by green arrows) and is extracted as the paths of saddle critical points close to
the wing surface (red arrow in the right image). This primary separation is essentially the
boundary of the influence regions of the primary and secondary vortices.

The separation and attachment structures can also be extracted directly, although with
some difficulty. Figure 11 (left) shows results obtained using the approach described in
Section 2. The primary separation is clearly visible. Together with the topological visu-
alizations presented before, a complete picture of the complex vortex dynamics above the
delta wing can be obtained and compared to a theoretical model (cf. [Dal83]). Although it
is not of direct use in the analysis of vortex breakdown, it is of great value with respect to
a validation of simulation results. In the next section, we focus on a direct visualization of
the breakdown structure.

4.3 Structure and Evolution of the Breakdown Bubble

The complicated structure of the breakdown bubble presents a serious challenge for estab-
lished visualization techniques. Since it is three-dimensional in nature, naive geometric
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Figure 13: Application of cutting-plane topology to a delta wing simulation. Left: Plane travels
along the wing symmetry axis, revealing the primary vortices and extracting their core lines as spiral-
type critical point paths. Middle: Plane travels along the primary vortex core line. The full vortex
system is visible. Right: A single slice (from the middle image) allows a detailed observation of
the structural interaction between different vortices (marked by green arrows) and the corresponding
separation and attachment (see also Fig. 11) on the wing surface (blue and red arrows).

visualizations such as streamlines suffer from issues of spatial perception. Stream sur-
faces can deliver better images here by providing a surface primitive that helps in un-
derstanding the three-dimensional structure of the flow. Fig. 15 provides an example.
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Figure 12: Structural graphs of left (blue) and
right (red) side breakdown bubble evolution.
While both sides start out almost identically, the
left side deteriorates into chaotic breakdown and
shows several rapidly oscillating bubbles in later
time steps.

While the stream surface completely wraps
the breakdown bubble, inner structure is
easilyrevealed by applying a clipping plane.
The observed motion is of a recirculation-
type, overlaid by a simultaneous rotation
around the original vortex axis.

To better identify the recirculation zone,
cutting-plane topology is an ideal tool as it
allows to discard the superposed rotation.
In this case, the cutting-plane rotates on the
vortex axis. The recirculation can easily
be identified by a closed, strongly curved
vortex core (cf. Fig. 14) that appears as a
spiral-type critical point path in the cutting-
plane topology. It is interesting to note that
these recirculation vortices are very hard to
extract using conventional schemes due to
their strongly curved nature. The right im-
age shows three recirculation zones, hinting
at several occurrences of vortex breakdown
of the primary vortex.

Although the cutting-plane topology is immensely useful in the analysis of the breakdown
bubble flow structure, it cannot provide an understanding of the dynamic of the flow in
this case since it is essentially limited to a single time slice. Topological methods can
still be useful in this context. It has been known that the occurrence of a breakdown bub-
ble is accompanied by stagnation points in the flow, i.e. critical points of the flow vector
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Figure 14: Application of cutting-plane topology to vortex breakdown analysis. Visualization of
topology is enhanced by volume-rendered isosurfaces of velocity magnitude. Left: Right-side
breakdown bubble. Structure is revealed through cutting-plane topology (plane revolving on vor-
tex axis). The recirculation core is extracted as a spiral-type path (yellow). Right: Left-side stag-
gered breakdown. Although a breakdown bubble is not discernible, several recirculation zones are
extracted (yellow), hinting at multiple breakdown bubbles.

field, that lie on the vortex axis and essentially “delimit” the bubble. While these critical
points are of saddle-type, topological visualization of the separating surfaces is essentially
equivalent to a direct application of stream surfaces (Fig. 15). It is interesting, however,
to apply critical-point tracking in this context. Although the resulting visualization is es-
sentially four-dimensional (the critical points move in three-dimensional space over time),
it can be reduced to two dimensions by observing that the movement of the stagnation
points is limited to the axis of the primary vortex. The benefit of this procedure is twofold:
First, the resulting structural graph allows to infer the structural evolution over all time
steps. Second, since the dataset under consideration is asymmetric, it provides a simple
and effective means to compare the evolution on both sides (Fig. 12). Comparing these
results with those from Fig. 14 confirms that the left-side breakdown is chaotic (several
small rapidly oscillating bubbles).

5 Evaluation of Flow in Engine Components

Figure 15: A stream surface illustrating the flow structure of the breakdown bubble in the delta wing
dataset. While the opaque rendering (left) fails to provide insight, application of a clipping plane
(middle) or transparent rendering (right) details the internal flow structure, essentially consisting of
an asymmetric recirculation zone rotating around the original vortex core line.
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Figure 16: Left: Stable, circulating flow pattern
in a diesel engine designated as swirl motion, with
the cylinder axis as the axis of rotation. The
flow enters tangentially through the intake ports.
Right: Transient tumble motion in a gas engine.
The axis of motion moves as the cylinder expands
downwards and stays halfway between the top
cylinder wall and the piston head at the bottom.

With the general progress of state-of-the-
art CFD simulations, the discipline of en-
gine design is made accessible to both
numerical simulation and visualization of
the resulting datasets, allowing for rapid
testing of engine designs. In the follow-
ing we give an example of the application
of topological and feature-based visualiza-
tion methods for the analysis of prototype
simulations.

Among the many design goals of combus-
tion engines, the mixing process of fuel
and oxygen occupies an important place.
If a good mixture can be achieved, the re-
sulting combustion is both clean and effi-
cient, with all the fuel burned and mini-
mal exhaust remaining. In turn, the mix-
ing process strongly depends on the inflow
of the fuel and air components into the
combustion chamber or cylinder. If the in-
let flow generates sufficient kinetic energy
during this valve cycle, the resulting turbulence distributes fuel and air optimally in the
combustion chamber. For common types of engines, near-optimal flow patterns are actu-
ally known and include, among others, so-called swirl and tumble motions. We show two
examples of simulation datasets showing each of these two types of flow patterns (hence-
forth termed “swirl-motion” and “tumble motion”). The basic geometries of the datasets
and the respective desired motion patterns are shown in Figure 16.

Diesel Engine
This simulation is the result of a the simulation of steady charge flow in a diesel
engine, based on a stationary geometry, resulting in a simple and stable flow. The
main axis of motion is aligned with the cylinder axis and is constant in time. The
spatial resolution of the single time step is high with a total of 776,000 unstructured
cells on an adaptive resolution grid.

Gas Engine
This dataset results from an unsteady simulation of the charge phase of a gas engine.
As the piston moves down, the cylinder volume increases by an order of magnitude
and the fuel-air mixture entering the cylinder is drawn into a gradually developing
tumble pattern. The overall motion is highly transient and unstable. Both spatial
and temporal resolution are relatively low, with the data given on 32 time steps and
the grid consisting of roughly 61,000 unstructured elements at the maximum crank
angle.

For both datasets, the simulation results are given in the form of a vector field defined in the
interior of the respective cylinder geometries. As is quite common in CFD simulations,
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Figure 17: Application of cutting-plane topology and boundary topology to the gas engine dataset.
Left: Cutting-plane topology provides a good overview of the overall motion pattern. Spiral-critical
point paths (green) indicate rotation centers. Middle: In combination with boundary topology, inter-
actions of boundary and volume flows are visible. Spiral critical points occur on the boundary where
vortices intersect it. Right: Rotational centers enable an enhanced interpretation of conventional
particle visualizations. Particles are color coded according to velocity magnitude. It is visible how
the rotation centers capture particles in small-scale rotations.

the flow is required to vanish on the domain boundary (the so-called no-slip boundary
condition) in order to correctly model fluid-boundary friction. Nevertheless, values on the
boundary of the domain are easily inferred by e.g. extrapolation of volume values next to
the boundary. We remark that in classical automotive engineering analysis, visualization is
rarely performed for volume or boundary data but instead on two-dimensional slices. The
main visualization goal in these cases is is the extraction and visual analysis of the swirl-
and tumble-motion patterns. Unlike the previous dataset, in these datasets methods for the
extraction of separation and attachment lines could not be applied since the resolution of
the boundary flow field is too low. However, in our experiments we found that boundary
topology is successful in extracting separation and attachment structures in the boundary
fields due to the existence of critical points. In combination of with cutting plane topology,
it is an effective approach to the extraction of swirl or tumble patterns and gives a good im-
pression of the mutual influences of boundary and volume flows. Figure 17 illustrates this
in a single time-slices of the gas engine dataset. From these images, one can recognize that
the overall desired tumble motion actually consists of three independent rotational centers
that together form the tumble motion. Since one of these vortices is rotating opposite to
the other two, the tumble motion is much weaker than expected, and the design must be
improved. Here, the axis for the cutting-plane approach is quite naturally parallel to the
desired tumble axis, discarding patterns of motion that are not considered important for
this application.

For the diesel engine (where a swirl-type pattern is desired), topological methods can pro-
vide results of similar quality, especially in combination with other techniques. Since the
topological visualizations are mostly sparse in the sense that they provide a concise line-
type depiction of the flow structure, it makes sense to combine them with feature extraction
techniques that create a dense visualization (such as the λ2-criterion) or other visualiza-
tion techniques. Figure 5 gives several examples of hybrid visualizations of this type. The
combination of boundary and volume visualizations gives a good understanding of the
general nature of the flow. Again, we find that the overall swirl pattern is a combination of
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Figure 18: Visualization results for the diesel engine. Interaction of volume and boundary flows can
be observed where separatrices on the boundary indicate a separation between two vortices in the
volume close to the boundary. Left: A combination of boundary topology with a volume rendering
of λ2. The transfer function is chosen to indicate rotation strength. Middle: Here, the transfer
function is chosen to represent the direction of the rotation (red vs. blue). Counter-rotating vortices
close to the cylinder top take away kinetic energy from the formation of the main swirl pattern.
Right: Boundary topology laid over a LIC image of the boundary flow.

several smaller vortices. There is only one large but weak vortex extending all the way to
the bottom of the engine cylinder. The achieved pattern is therefor suboptimal.

For both the gas and diesel engines, the presented visualizations can be constructed with-
out user assistance. This guarantees that visualizations are comparable between different
simulation datasets of the same type, an important property when using visualization as a
design analysis tool.
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Abstract: Feature detection and pattern matching play an important role in visual-
ization. Originally developed for images and scalar fields, pattern matching methods
become increasingly interesting for other applications, e.g., vector fields. To apply
pattern matching to vector fields the basic concepts of convolution and fast Fourier
transform (FFT) have to be generalized to vector fields. A formalism supporting an
elegant generalization of these concepts is provided by the Clifford Algebra, originally
developed for describing geometry and geometric operations. We discuss an applica-
tion of the Clifford Pattern Matching (CPM). We apply CPM to images for ”Clifford
Color Edge Detection” (C2ED), an approach for detecting edges and other features in
color images. The basic idea is to treat color value tripels as vectors and apply the
pattern matching algorithm to the resulting vector field. We introduce vector-valued
filters for edge detection and present results.

1 Introduction

Today, large amounts of data are produced by simulations and experiments. Pattern recog-
nition methods have become more important as essential information is mostly hidden
”in-between less important data”. A good visualization should be capable of highlighting
important facts, pointing out key features.

Recently, a new method for visualizing vector fields was introduced based on pattern
matching methods. A convolution operator for pattern recognition was constructed and ap-
plied to uniform vector field data, see Heiberg et al. [HEWK03], and Ebling and Scheuer-
mann [ES03]. The latter method is based on Clifford algebra.

In signal processing it is common to filter data in frequency domain, as the convolution
operation is very expensive and is reduced to a multiplication in frequency domain. To
devise a similar method for vector fields a continuous and discrete Fourier transform for
multi-vector field data by using a Clifford algebra approach [Sch04, ES05] was adapted.
Multi-vectors are elements of the Clifford algebra representing a combined set of complex-
valued vector and scalar data. We implemented the discrete Clifford Fourier Transform
(CFT) using the FFT for regular grids.
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Besides the application to flow vector data, there are various other possibilities. One of
these options is the application of these vector methods to color image edge detection. Seg-
mentation based on edge detection is a vital part of current classification systems. These
systems are used in various application areas, including astronomy, medicine, robots, etc.
In most cases, edge detection is performed on gray-scale images. Therefore, there are
many common methods for this task, which are for example discussed in [Jai89], for ex-
amples. One of the most important techniques was developed by Canny [Can86], which is
discussed in section 2.1.2.

There are also approaches for detection of edges using color information, i.e., the compo-
nent-wise Canny edge detection applied to each of the RGB color channels. In order to
improve color edge detection, we had the idea of regarding the RGB triple of colors as a
vector, therefore the color image as vector field. Thus, we are able to apply our Clifford
Fourier transform and Clifford convolution to find features.

As the vector field is given on a planar 2d domain, a 3d convolution leads to a 3d re-
sult, being inappropriate for our needs. We decided to stay in a 2d domain and consider
only a 2d vector field. This could be achieved by switching the color model from RGB to
YUV and treat the luminance component (Y) as scalar and the chrominance components
(UV) as a 2d vector field. Machuca and Phillips [MP83] proposed similar settings for their
method. We found that using any of the filter masks we use for representing special topo-
logical features (rotation, convergence, and divergence) allows one to detect edges in a
color image. The 2d Clifford algebra is especially suitable for this task, as all components
fit perfectly into the mathematical concept.

2 Edge detection

For computer vision one of the basic goals is the recognition of objects in complex scenes.
Given an image in digital form, a first step towards segmentation and recognition of ob-
jects can be the detection of edges. Using this information a segmentation in for- and
background can be performed, and semantics can be assigned through the process of clas-
sification.

2.1 Edge detection in grey-scale images

In practice, edge detection is performed on grey-scale images. We focus on the 2d case
and define a 2d-image (see Jähne [Jäh95]):

Definition 1 A 2d-image is a discrete scalar function p on a rectangular grid having N 1

grid points in x-direction, N2 in y-direction with distances Δx, Δy and value set W ⊆ C:

p : {0, 1Δx, ..., (N1 − 1)Δx} × {0, 1Δy, ..., (N2 − 1)Δy} → W.
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For pixels pij the following notation is used:

rij =
(

iΔx
jΔy

)
pij = p(rij).

A 2d-image is defined by the collection P = (N1, N2, Δx, Δy, W, {pij}).

Each grey-scale value is assigned to a scalar number w ∈ W.

2.1.1 Filter operations

There exist many different possibilities for filters for image processing. We concen-
trate on the class of linear-and-shift-invariant (LSI) filters as their impulse response can
be described as a neighborhood representation. For application of LSI filters the per-
formed operation can be either convolution or correlation. While the correlation oper-
ator directly performs a pattern matching to a given filter on the given signal, the (in
practice more important) convolution uses a mirrored version of the filter. As the neigh-
borhood representation of a filter can also be regarded as an image, one can define (see
Jähne[Jäh95] ):

Definition 2 Let g be a 2d image, h be a 2d filter. The discrete convolution g ∗h is defined
as

(g ∗ h)m,n =
N1−1∑
i=0

N2−1∑
j=0

hi,jgm−i,n−j.

Convolution is a computationally expensive operation. It is in practice simplified by trans-
ferring image and filter into frequency domain, where the convolution operation reduces to
a multiplication. The result is then transformed back into spatial domain. As transforma-
tion between spatial and frequency domain the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used.

Through the application of filters different goals can be achieved. One special class of
filters is used to smooth images to reduce various types of noise in an image. Examples
for smoothing filters are box filters, binomial filters, and Gauss filters. Another class of fil-
ters was especially designed for edge detection. Those filters basically focus on gradients
in an image. Examples for filters are the simple gradient filters (first order) and Laplace
filter (second order). An optimized version of the gradient filter is the Sobel operator. The
Marr-Hildreth operator [MH80] is an enhancement of the Laplace operator. It combines a
noice-reducing Gauss filter with a Sobel edge detection filter.

2.1.2 Canny edge detection

Canny developed an optimal edge detector for grey-scale images [Can86]. His method
is similar to the Marr-Hildreth approach, see [MH80]. First, a Gaussian is applied for
smoothing, then the actual edge detection is performed. The Canny algorithm uses four
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gradient filter masks to detect horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges, as an edge in an
image can be oriented arbitrarily. It is assumed that important edges form continuous
traceable lines. The application of thresholding results in a binary image containing line
segments that represent edges. The major problem of this approach is finding an appropri-
ate threshold. Another parameter affecting the result is the size of the Gaussian blur filter
applied in the beginning. With an appropriate choice of these parameters for a specific
grey-scale image, ”optimal” results can be obtained.

2.2 Extensions to color edge detection

As most camera-recorded images contain colors, converting them to grey-scale images
comes with a big loss of information. Therefore, several publications focus on the use of
colors for segmentation and image understanding. The first color image edge detectors
were presented by Robinson [Rob77] and Nevatia [Nev77]. Koschan applied the standard
techniques to the three color channels and performed a comparative study [Kos95]. Tao
and Huang used cluster analysis to determine better thresholds [TH97]. Most methods
apply the well-known grey-scale methods to the three RGB color channels seperately. The
most successful method is again the Canny color edge detection scheme using the Canny
edge detector for the RGB channels. Furthermore, other authors have proposed the use
of different color spaces, e.g., Weeks and Myler [WM95] as well as Machua and Phillips
[MP83]. Among others, some of the mentioned methods have recently been reviewed by
Koschan and Abidi [KA05].

3 Clifford algebra in two dimensions

Clifford algebra can be understood as an extension of complex numbers to vectors:

Definition 3 Let E2 be the IR vector space with basis {e1, e2}. The Clifford algebra G2

is the real 22-vector space with basis

{1, e1, e2, e1 ∧ e2},

where

1. 1ek = ek, k = 1, 2,

2. ekek = 1, k = 1, 2, and

3. ekel = −elek, k �= l.

The elements of a Clifford algebra are called multi-vectors. For the 2d case, they are
shown in the following table:
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name grade dimension basiselements
scalar 0 1 1
vector 1 2 e1, e2

bivector 2 1 e1e2

A multi-vector consists of a scalar, a 2d vector and the so-called bivector (pseudo-scalar).
Regarding the Clifford algebra as an extension of complex numbers, it can be regarded
as a tuple of two complex numbers, one having the scalar as real part and the bivector
as imaginary part, the vector having the e1 component as real and the e2 component as
imaginary part. For detailed information on Clifford algebra, see Hestenes and Sobczyk
[HS99].

4 Pattern matching using Clifford algebra

A first definition of a convolution operator was proposed by Heiberg et al. [HEWK03]. It
uses the inner (scalar) product for vectors. Ebling and Scheuermann [ES03] defined the
convolution using the Clifford product consisting of inner and outer products. In addi-
tion, for efficient calculation a fast Fourier transform for Clifford algebra was introduced
[Sch04, ES05]. These techniques enabled an image processing-like detection of patterns
in vector fields. Patterns can be defined as vector valued LSI filters as neighborhood rep-
resentation. Figure 1 illustrates the process of pattern matching applied to vector fields
using vector-valued masks and Clifford convolution.

5 Clifford color edge detection

5.1 General idea

As color images can be represented as vector fields using the color components as vector
components, the general idea of Clifford color edge detection is using pattern matching
for vector fields for the detection of edges in color images. The given 3d vectors (RGB)
are on a 2d grid. The application of 3d pattern matching would lead to a 3d similarity map
as result, being an inappropriate representation as our result has to be projected back into
two dimensions. For that reason, we decided to handle the luminance and chrominace part
separately. This can be achieved by transferring an RGB image to a corresponding YUV
image. The Y channel represents the luminance (grey-scale image), while the chrominance
is represented by the 2d vector field UV. After filtering, we obtain two scalar similarity
maps that can be combined to a final similarity map representing edges in the color image.
The grey-scale part (Y) can be treated exactly as done in the common approaches, and the
pattern matching applied to the color part (UV) adds additional information.
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Figure 1: Pattern matching applied to vector fields: a fluid flow dataset (swirling jet entering fluid at
rest) is undergoing a convolution operation with a rotation filter mask. The result is a scalar map of
”similarities”, showing regions of high vorticity.

5.2 Data structure

The Clifford multi-vectors in the 2d case are suitable for this approach. We can assign the
values as follows:
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name grade dimension values
scalar 0 1 Y
vector 1 2 U, V
bivector 2 1 0

The Y component becomes the scalar part of our multi-vector at each grid position. The
vector component is represented by UV, using U as real part with basis e 1 and V as imagi-
nary part with basis e2. The imaginary scalar part with basis e1 ∧ e2 is set to zero, as there
is no imaginary component for the scalar part.

5.3 Choice of patterns

For the scalar part the choice of filters is simple, as it reduces to grey-scale edge detection.
For the color component UV, the main question for using vector pattern matching is what
patterns to search for. Since the topologically interesting features like rotation, divergence,
and convergence are related to the derivation operator, these patterns are a reasonable
choice. We used four different vector patterns for filtering the UV part. They are presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Four different vector pattern mask used as filters for the UV part: divergence (upper left),
convergence (upper right), clockwise rotation (lower left) and counter-clockwise rotation (lower
right).

5.4 Summary

We did not mentioned, that a blur filter could be applied prior to edge detection, as done
in Marr-Hildreth and Canny edge detection schemes. It could be applied separately to all
color channels, before converting an image to YUV, as well as to the YUV representation,
since the conversion is a linear operation. As mentioned in section 2.1.2, an appropriate
choice for these filters could enhance the final result.
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The complete process of the Clifford color edge detection process is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. We obtain two resulting similarity values. One real similarity value for the scalar
part and a complex one for the vector part. Computing the magnitude of the complex
value, the resulting two real values can either be combined or seperately further processed
according to Canny’s algorithm.

Figure 3: Illustration of Clifford color edge detection. Image given in YUV color space in a multi-
vector structure, grey-scale edge detection performed as usual, UV part filtered with vector pattern
matching. Result is a multi-vector of similarities.

6 Results

Given a color image, our algorithm computes two sets of similarity values: a set of real
values and a set of complex values. The real set describes a fuzzy representation of the
edges in the grey-scale image, while the magnitude of the complex value indicates edges in
the color part of the image. The exact structure of the complex value depends on the used
filter, but the unsigned magnitude of the complex similarity values turned out to be equal
for all four filters that we applied (two rotation pattern, a convergence, and a divergence
pattern, see Figure 2).

A user can adjust the binary threshold and the ratio of grey-scale and color contribution.
It is possible to configure the identified edges as desired. We have chosen manual adjust-
ment, as the automatic thresholding problem known from Canny’s algorithm still applies
to our case. Using the YUV model, we allow a user to control luminance and chrominance
separately. This representation is more intuitive than a representation in RGB space, as the
human sensory system processes luminance seperately from chrominance.
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Figure 4: Example where grey-scale edge detection fails, while color edge detection succeeds. Upper
left: (contrast enhanced) original image, upper right: result of a grey-scale edge detection, lower left:
the color edge detection, lower right: the combined edge detection, showing all edges in the original
image.

We have processed various images using this method. It generally performed better than
simple grey-scale edge detection. Figure 4 shows an example where a grey-scale recogni-
tion fails. Examples for real-world image data are shown in Figures 5 and 6. We illustrate
the enhancement using our color approach by comparing with the common grey-scale
algorithm. Our algorithm turned out to be equal in performance to an optimally config-

Figure 5: C2ED applied to example image, resulting in a fuzzy representation of the similarity
values. Upper left: original, upper right: Y filtered, lower left: UV filtered, lower right: weighted
combination of Y and UV parts

ured color edge detection method using the RGB color model. The transformation from
RGB into YUV space does not change the result when all component results are weighted
equally. The vector-based approach in Clifford algebra for handling the UV part is an op-
eration applied to complex-valued scalars. Those can again be rewritten component-wise,
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splitting them into a real and an imaginary part. Rewriting the vector filter pattern (see
Figure 2) in components yields the commonly used filters for edge detection for scalar
images in both axis directions. The four different types of filters only differ in their alge-
braic signs for the real and imaginary values. Since in the final step of our algorithm the
magnitude of the complex result is computed, the search pattern can be either one of the
given ones to obtain the same result.

Figure 6: For this image of a car (upper left) thresholding was performed, resulting in a binary
edge representation (upper right: Y, lower left: UV, lower right: combined). Results can be further
improved using Canny’s method.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a new method for color image edge detection for color images using
Clifford algebra. We handle grey-scale data seperate from the color part of the image. The
luminance part is handled using common methods, while the color part is filtered with a
vector-valued filter. Those two approaches fit perfectly in the data structure of Clifford
algebra’s multi-vector setting. Our results have shown that this approach outperformes the
grey-scale edge detection in most cases, since additional information is gained through the
processing of the color part. However, it turned out to be equal in performance when com-
pared to other color edge detection methods working component-wise on RGB images.
For non-automatic detection, we implemented a framework that offers the possibility to
adjust thresholds manually. For manual adjustment the YUV color model is more intu-
itive. Our algorithm can also be combined with the optimal Canny edge detector.

A remaining challenge is the threshold problem. There is still a need for an automatic
method to determine a ”good” threshold.
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Abstract: Computing arrangements of curves is a fundamental and challenging prob-
lem in computational geometry as leading to many practical applications in a wide
range of fields, especially in robot motion planning and computer vision. In this sur-
vey paper we present the state of the art for computing the arrangement of planar
curves, considering various classes of curves, from lines to arbitrary curves.

1 Introduction

The arrangement of planar curves is the decomposition of the plane into vertices, edges,
and faces induced by the curves. It can be represented as a graph. The applications of
arrangements include robotics, computer graphics, molecular modeling, and computer vi-
sion. Their study started with simple classes of geometric objects such as lines and - in
current active research - tends to generalize to much more general classes such as algebraic
objects of arbitrary degree or even completely arbitrary curves.

In this survey paper we present the current state of the art for computing the arrangement
of planar curves. We first consider lines, which are already of great interest regarding the
application side, for instance by dualizing problems involving points into line problems.
We focus then on cubics - including the particular class of conics - before ending on latest
results about algebraic curves and also more general curves.

In Section 2 we introduce several mathematical concepts which will be omnipresent
allover the paper. Definition and motivation for arrangements are then provided in Sec-
tion 3 which allows in Section 4 entering the heart of the topic, i.e. different techniques
to compute the arrangement of planar curves. The studied classes are ordered with respect
to their complexity: straight lines, cubics, algebraic curves, and arbitrary curves. In Sec-
tion 5 we show the wide range of applications of arrangements in real world. Finally we
conclude with a discussion and perspectives for on-going research.
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2 Some definitions

Following are some mathematical definitions for several types of curves which are studied
in this survey. For an introduction on algebraic curves, see [G85].

Algebraic curve An algebraic curve is an algebraic variety of dimension one. A planar
algebraic curve can be represented as P (x, y) :=

∑
i

∑
j pijx

ixj = 0, where pij ∈ R.
The degree d of an algebraic curve is d = maxi,j(i + j).

For instance, the algebraic curve defined by the equation 2x 3y + 5xy2 − y − 1 = 0 is of
degree 4. We are now able to give the definitions of conics and cubics:

Conics and cubics A conic (or conic curve) is an algebraic curve of degree at most 2 and
a cubic (or cubic curve) is an algebraic curve of degree at most 3.

Named for the French mathematician Pierre Bézier, a Bézier curve is a curved line defined
by mathematical formulas. Mathematically, we can formulate this as follows:

Bézier curve Given n + 1 control points P0, P1, ..., Pn, the Bézier curve (of degree n) is
defined by: B(t) =

∑n
i=0 Pibi,n(t) with t ∈ [0,1] and where bi,n are known as Bernstein

polynomials.

3 Arrangement structures

Arrangement structures are of great interest in computational geometry as expressed in
[H97] and [AS00] surveys. Early work focused especially on the arrangement of hyper-
planes, with the particular case of 2D lines. Many efforts were put to extend the study to
more general objects, i.e. conics, cubis, and even arbitrary algebraic curves, being useful
on the application side by matching real world applications.

3.1 What is an arrangement?

Given a collection C of geometric objects, the arrangement A(C) is the decomposition
of Rd into connected open cells of dimensions 0, 1, ..., d induced by C. Considering a
collection of curves in 2D, we have 0-cells (vertices - which are the intersection points),
1-cells (edges), and 2-cells (faces). An arrangement can be represented as a graph where
its nodes are the 0-cells and its edges, the 1-cells. The graph gives two main information:
the geometry (position of the cells), and the topology (connectivity of the cells) of the
collection of the considered objects.
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3.2 Why arrangements?

There are many practical applications of arrangements which will be studied in Section 5
but at this stage we only give a flavour to motivate our interest in arrangement structures.
For instance, by considering the simple class of lines, many problems involving points
can be transformed into problems involving lines, thanks to a duality transform. The
task of determining whether any three points of a planar point set are collinear could be
determined in O(n3) time by brute-force checking of each triple. However, if the points
are dualized into lines, then this reduces to the question of whether there is a vertex of
degree greater than 4 in the arrangement, which can be computed in O(n 2) time.

4 Computing 2D arrangements

For each considered class of curves we are first interested in counting the number of inter-
sections. Indeed, the number of curves intersections will highly vary whether we consider
lines or arbitrary algebraic curves. For n lines, we know that in a simple configuration we
will have exactly n(n−1)

2 intersection points, which is also an upper bound for all possible
configurations. For algebraic curves we can use Bezout’s upper bound result which says
that the number of intersection points of two algebraic curves of degrees respectively p
and q is bounded by the product of the degrees, i.e. d = pq. For n algebraic curves, this
implies a combinatorial complexity (counting the cells) both quadratic in n, the number of
curves, and d, the degrees of the curves.

One often meets the term “sweep” when interested in computing arrangements. Usually,
sweeping a planar arrangement means sweeping with a vertical line and updating the event
points where curves start, end or cross. The sweep line doesn’t necessarily need to be
straight as shown in [EG89] by the use of a topological line. One can even think about
the term “sweep” more generally, as for example adressed by Breuel in [B92]: Cass’
algorithm in [Ca90] - called Critical Point Sampling (CPS) - is equivalent to a sweep of the
arrangement generated by the feasible sets implied by all correspondences between model
and image points, regarding computational geometry. Also, in addition to sweep line
approaches, subdivision methods are emerging for the task of computing arrangements.

4.1 Lines

Arrangements of lines (more generally, hyperplanes) were already studied in the 19th cen-
tury. Now - and since a long time - everything is known for the arrangement of straight
lines. In particular, the arrangement of lines defined by rational numbers can be computed
exactly, i.e. without any numerical error. Complete, exact, and efficient implementations
for the arrangement of lines can be found in LEDA [M00].
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As already mentionned, the combinatorial complexity for lines arrangement is O(n 2). Due
to log n time operations the “naive” overall time complexity for computing an arrangement
of n lines is O(n2logn) which can be reduced to O(n2) time by using a topological line
sweep as in [EG89]. This result is proved to be the best one can achieve for lines.

4.2 Cubics

A lot of work has been carried to study arrangements of non-linear objects, starting with
conics and cubics. As conics are special cases of cubics and as similar approaches are
used for computing their arrangement, only cubics will be discussed in our study. Also as
our concern remains on planar curves, arrangements of 3D quadrics (i.e. quadric surfaces)
will be skipped, despite their importance in the literature. Conics and cubics are very
interesting classes as we know such curves quite well from the mathematical point of view
and they already provide a wide range of applications.

In [ESW02] and [EKLW04] the authors use a Bentley-Ottmann sweep-line algorithm
[BO79] to compute the arrangement. Their algorithm in [EKLW04] is complete (handles
all possible degeneracies), exact (provides the mathematically correct result), and efficient
(in terms of complexity). At our knowledge it is the only result succeeding in both the-
oretical (exactness, completeness) and practical (efficient implementation) challenges for
this class of planar curves.

4.3 (Semi-) Algebraic and Bézier Curves

There are several papers studying the arrangement of semi-algebraic, algebraic and Bézier
curves and methods to succeed in this goal vary considerably. In [W03] Wolpert presents
an approach that extends the Bentley-Ottmann sweep-line algorithm - used in [EKLW04]
for cubics - to the exact computation of the topology of arrangements induced by non-
singular algebraic curves of arbitrary degrees. This paper overcomes the problem of de-
tection and location of tangential intersection points of two curves using only rational
arithmetic, and extending the concept of Jacobi curves [W02]. The result is an output-
sensitive algorithm.

A different approach - but also for computing the arrangement of semi-algebraic curves -
is presented in [MS06] where a vertical sweep line is being used together with a module
that computes approximate crossing points of the input curves. The authors provide an im-
plementation for semi-algebraic curves based on numerical equation solver. The running
time of their algorithm is O(V logn) for n curves with N crossings and k inconsistencies
where V = 2n + N + min(3kn, n2/2). One claim of the paper is that the algorithm
performs much better than the best known published results (1000 cubics in 100 seconds,
versus 2000 seconds).
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In [Y06] Yap follows a new direction and presents the first complete subdivision algorithm
for the intersection of two Bézier curves, possibly with tangential intersections. The adap-
tive algorithm uses a robust subdivision scheme based on geometric separation bounds,
using a criterion for detecting non-crossing intersection of curves, and avoids manipula-
tion of algebraic numbers and resultant computations.

In [WM06] Wintz et al. describe a new subdivision method to construct the arrangement
of implicit planar algebraic curves and provide an incremental dynamic algorithm main-
taining the solution of the problem as the input objects are inserted, without preliminary
knowledge on the input data. The subdivision scheme is based on the bounding boxes of
the input data - rather than using a classical hierarchical quadtree - keeping though advan-
tage of quadtrees’ adaptivity feature. The method combines the multivariate Bernstein’s
basis with Descarte’s Law of Sign and uses an algebraic criterion to decide whether further
subdividing a box. Experiments have been run on the algebraic modeling platform AXEL
using the algebraic computation library SYNAPS. The technique proved reliable and can
be extended to higher dimensions and different kinds of objects.

4.4 Arbitrary curves

Little work has been done for computing the planar arrangement of arbitrary planar curves
as they are unpredictable objects and not well known mathematically. Nevertheless, there
have been two attempts in this direction using a divide-to-conquer interval arithmetic-
based approach. In [CdFC98] the authors are interested in determining the exact topologi-
cal adjacency structure of the planar subdivision induced on a rectangle by a set of curves
given in implicit form. They use a recursive method based on estimates provided by in-
terval arithmetic, together with conditions guaranteeing the topological correctness of the
arrangement.

In [HB06] the authors present a method to compute the planar arrangement of implicitly
defined curves using an interval arithmetic-based recursive algorithm. In their method,
interval arithmetic is used both for reliable numerical computations and as an integral part
of the search. They use an adaptive subdivision of the domain: interval arithmetic is used
to reliably classify each rectangle according to whether it is empty, contains a curve, or
contains multiple curves and/or intersections. The resulting decomposition is used to con-
struct a topologically well-characterized representation of the arrangement together with
algebraic representations of the cell boundaries. The algorithm is applicable to the enu-
meration of the cells of arrangements of arbitrary collections of curves defined implicitly
using interval arithmetic and generalizes to higher dimensional spaces.
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5 Applications of arrangements

This section is inspired from the survey of Agarwal/Sharir [AS00], as being the reference
for this topic. The reader is invited to consult the survey for details. The following non-
exhaustive list of applications involves planar arrangements: range searching, transversals,
geometric optimization (slope selection, distance selection, segment center, minimum-
width annulus, geometric matching, center point, Ham sandwich cuts) and robotics. We
develop some of them.

5.1 Range searching

Geometric range searching [AE98] is the problem of:

Preprocessing a set S of n points in Rd, so that all points of S lying in a query
region can be counted quickly.

Range searching has important applications in Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
computer graphics, spatial databases, and time-series databases. Range searching and
arrangements are strongly related as point location in hyperplane arrangements can be
used for range searching.

Mathematically, we can formulate this as follows: By defining the dual of a point p =
(a1, ..., ad) to be the hyperplane p∗ : xd = −a1x1 − ...− ad−1xd−1 + ad, and the dual of
a hyperplane h : xd = b1x1 + ... + bd−1xd−1 + bd to be the point h∗ = (b1, ..., bd), then
p lies above h if and only if the hyperplane p∗ lies above the point h∗. Hence, halfspace
range searching has the following equivalent “dual” formulation: Preprocess a set Γ of n
hyperplanes in Rd so that the hyperplanes of H lying below a query point can be reported
quickly. Using the point-location data structure for hyperplane arrangements provided in
[Ch90], the level of a query point can be computed in O(logn) time using O( nd

logdn
) space.

5.2 Geometric optimization

In this subsection we focus on geometric optimization problems and how they are related
to arrangements. As we will see, the area of geometric optimization is a natural extension
and a good application area of the study of arrangements. We examine a sample of them
starting with slope selection.

• slope selection:

Given a set S of n points in R2 and an integer k, find the line with the
kth smallest slope among the lines passing through pairs of points of S.

If points of S are dualized to a set Γ of lines of R2, the problem becomes that of
computing the kth leftmost vertex of the arrangement A(Γ).
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• minimum-width annulus:

Compute the annulus of smallest width that encloses a given set of n
points in the plane.

This problem arises in fitting a circle through a set of points in the plane, though
involving arrangements.

• geometric matching:

Given two sets S1 and S2 of n points in the plane, compute a minimum-
weight matching in the complete bipartite graph S1xS2, where the weight
of an edge (p, q) is the Euclidian distance between p and q.

One can use the underlying geometric structure of these graphs in order to obtain
faster algorithms than those available for general abstract graphs. In term of com-
plexity, geometric matching problems can be seen as sweeping or exploring a geo-
metric arrangement generated by constraint sets [B92] [B01].

• Ham sandwich cuts:

Let S1, S2, ..., Sd be d sets of points in Rd, each containing n points,
where n is assumed being even. A ham sandwich cut is a hyperplane h
so that each open halfspace bounded by h contains at most n/2 points of
Si, for i = 1, ..., d.

It is known [E87] that such a cut always exists. Let Γi be the set of hyperplanes
dual to Si. Then the problem reduces to computing a vertex of the intersection of
An/2(Γ1) and An/2(Γ2), i.e. involving arrangements.

5.3 Robotics

Motion planning for a robot system has been a major motivation for the study of arrange-
ments. The problem can be seen as:

Let B be a robot system with d degrees of freedom, which is allowed to move
freely within a given two- or three-dimensional environment cluttered with
obstacles. Given two placements I and F of B, determine whether there
exists a collision-free path between these placements.

This problem reduces to determining whether I and F lie in the same cell of arrangement
of the family Γ of “contact surfaces” in Rd, regarded as the configuration space of B. Other
problems in robotics that have exploited the theory of arrangements to lead to efficient
algorithms include assembly planning, fixturing, micro electronics mechanical systems
(MEMS), path planning with uncertainty, and manufacturing.
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6 Conclusion

Computing arrangements has been of great interest for researchers starting in the 19th
century with the study of lines and many results already arised from this simple class of
curves. Naturally came the curiosity of studying non-linear objects such as conics and
cubics, as quite well understood mathematically, which concretized in [EKLW04].

In current research, people are also interested in computing the arrangement of algebraic
curves and arbitrary ones. We can distinguish between three main approaches to over-
come this problem: an approximate method [MS06] based on numerical equation solver;
an exact method [W03] using rational arithmetic; and finally subdivision schemes where
Yap provides a complete algorithm for intersecting two Bézier curves [Y06], Wintz et al.
[WM06] compute the arrangement of implicit planar algebraic curves based on algebraic
criterion, [HB06] et al. provide an output-sensitive algorithm based on interval arithmetic
for computing the arrangement of arbitrary planar curves.

This interest in arrangements is motivated by a wide range of real world applications and
therefore a need of more general methods being both theoretically and practically well-
defined. There are still many open problems as adressed in [Y06] and a compromise is to
be found between exactness and efficiency as the complexity of the input data increases.
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Abstract: In this paper we give a survey on natural neighbor based interpolation, a
class of local scattered data interpolation schemes that define their support on natural
neighbors in the Voronoi diagram of the input data sites. We discuss the existing
work with respect to common aspects of scattered data interpolation and focus on
smoothness of the interpolant.

1 Introduction

Scattered data interpolation (SDI) is the problem of finding an interpolating functional de-
scription which is as close as possible to an unknown function for which values are known
only at discrete, scattered locations. Among the SDI methods existing so far, those based
on natural neighbors possess the best adaption to inhomogeneous sample distributions
while only building on a highly local support.

After Sibson introduced natural neighbor coordinates [Sib80] (Sibson’s coordinates)
and their application to SDI [Sib81], the theory of natural neighbor based local coordi-
nates and SD interpolants built from them has received an in-depth investigation. Piper
developed formulas and geometric interpretation of derivatives of Sibson’s coordinates
[Pip92]. Probably inspired by Sibson’s original work, a less smooth type of natural neigh-
bor coordinates (Laplace coordinates) has been proposed independently by several authors
[CFL82, Sug99, BIK+97]. An interesting relationship between Laplace and Sibson’s co-
ordinates has been found and generalized by Hiyoshi et al. [HS00b], yielding local coor-
dinates of arbitrary continuity except at the data sites.

The problem of transfinite interpolation based on natural neighbor coordinates has been
subject to the work of Anton et al. for Sibson’s coordinates with respect to points and line
segments [AMG98], of Gross et al. with respect to circles and polygons [GF99], and of
Hiyoshi et al. for Laplace coordinates with respect to points, line segments, and circles
[HS00a].

The geometric definition of natural neighbor coordinates is inappropriate for actual
computation, especially in higher dimensions. The two main approaches to solve this are
either to reformulate the geometric entities based on the Delaunay neighborhood and al-
gebraic expressions [BS95, Sug99, Hiy05, BBU06b], or to solve the computation approx-
imately on graphics hardware [FEK+05, PLK+06]. Results on the approximate computa-
tion of generalized Voronoi diagrams on graphics hardware can be found in [HCK +99].
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The interpolation of smooth functions requires additional efforts to overcome deriva-
tive discontinuities at the data sites inherent to all natural neighbor based local coordinates.
We are only aware of two approaches, one building polynomials of the local coordinates
to interpolate derivatives [Sib81, Far90, HS04], the other a construction of non-convex
coordinates from a bigger natural neighborhood as explained in [Cla96, Flö03].

If the input data sites are scattered over a manifold rather than its embedding space, the
Voronoi diagram and consequently the notion of natural neighbors are subject to a mod-
ified metric. That special setting received attention from [BC00, Flö03], where the local
coordinate property is established for power diagrams and their restrictions to manifolds.

Outline: We will briefly review the aspects of scattered data interpolation for scalar valued
functions in Section 2 to introduce the problems addressed by the natural neighbor based
SDI methods which we discuss thereafter, focusing on:

• Smoothness of the local coordinates except at the data sites in Section 3,

• Smoothness of the interpolant at the data sites Section 4,

• Extension of the local coordinates to arbitrarily shaped sites Section 5,

• Extension of the local coordinates to manifolds in Section 6,

• Implementation of natural neighbor interpolation in Section 7.

We end this survey with a classifying summary of all considered methods and a compari-
son to some other established SDI methods in Section 8.

2 Scattered Data Interpolation

The problem of scattered data interpolation can be stated as follows: given sample data
sites X = {xi}i=1...m ⊂ Rn and data values Z = {zi}i=1...m ⊂ R, find a function
f : Rn → R that satisfies the interpolation constraint f(xi) = zi. The subset {(xj , zj)}j

on which the value at a query position q depends is called the support of f at q and leads
to the distinction between schemes with local and global support. While schemes with
global support usually have higher smoothness than local ones, their cost of computation
makes them inapplicable for large scale data sets.

The aspects that are addressed by a multitude of scattered data interpolation schemes
cover, among others:

Support: How is the support determined? If the size of the data set exceeds that of the
available RAM, global schemes fail. Local schemes have a small memory footprint
and can be computed much more efficiently, but are less smooth.

Smoothness: How often is f continuously differentiable?
Derivative Interpolation: Can f interpolate higher order derivatives at the data sites?
Polynomial Precision: Up to what order does f reproduce polynomials?
Transfinite Interpolation: Instead of points can one interpolate to curves or higher-

dimensional manifolds? Transfinite interpolation leads to a continuous represen-
tation of the input data and usually requires considerably more effort in implemen-
tation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Voronoi Diagram of points in R
2. (b) Points in the shaded region have the bold point as

one natural neighbor. (c) Points in the shaded region have the four bold points as natural neighbors.

Interpolation on manifolds: Can the interpolation scheme still be applied if the underly-
ing space itself is a manifold, and measurements are subject to other metrics?

Computation: How can f be efficiently evaluated? Naı̈ve implementations of interpola-
tion methods can lead to inacceptable performance. The appropriate implementation
of the interpolation schemes is important for its applicability.

Derived values: Exist formulas for derivatives or integrals of f?

Extrapolation: Local schemes typically define only f |D with D being the convex hull
of X . Does f have a meaningful definition outside D?

Approximation order: If data is sampled from a known function, how close does f get
to that function with increasing sampling density? To know the approximation order
of a method is to know how well it is suited to model phenomena with a certain class
of governing functions.

Non-scalar values: Can function values Z �⊂ R, e.g. Z ⊂ Rd, be interpolated? For scalar
data at the input sites, the space of possible functions can be described using linear
combinations of neighborhood data. This does not necessarily hold for non-scalar
data, where more sophisticated blending functions may be needed.

3 Natural Neighbor Coordinates

The group of interpolation schemes we discuss here exploits geometric identities of natural
neighbors, building an interpolant by applying the same identity to the data values. We first
repeat some facts about Voronoi diagrams and local coordinates, then focus on Laplace,
Sibson’s and Hiyoshi’s coordinates.

3.1 Voronoi Diagrams

Let X be data sites that act as generators of a Voronoi diagram, and d(·, ·) the Euclidean
distance on Rn. The resulting Voronoi diagram (Figure 1(a)) is the partition of space into
convex tiles V(X) = {Ti}i=1...m,

⋃
i=1...m Ti = Rn, with

Ti = {x ∈ R
n|d(x, xi) ≤ d(x, xj), i �= j}. (1)
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Two generators xi and xj are called natural neighbors if their associated tiles share a
non-empty hyperface sij := Ti ∩ Tj . To ensure boundedness of the tiles, we will restrict
our considerations to the interior D of the convex hull of X . We denote the set of indices
of the natural neighbors for a generator x i by Ni. If n + 1 or more tiles share a common
point, the unique circumsphere through their generators is called Delaunay sphere, since it
contains no other generator in its interior. For an overview on Voronoi diagrams the reader
may refer to [Aur91, OBSC00].

We denote by x0 ∈ D an arbitrary point, called query point, and defineV(X∪{x0}) =:
{T ′

i }i=0...m. All notions from the Voronoi diagram carry over to x 0, and T ′
0 is called the

virtual tile of the query position.

3.2 Local Coordinates

As long as the set of data sites X is not degenerate and the query point x0 lies inside
its convex hull, it is also always contained in the convex hull of its natural neighbors
{xi}i∈N0 . Since {xi}i∈N0 is in general position, i.e. contains n + 1 affinely independent
points, we can express x0 in terms of generalized barycentric coordinates with respect to
its natural neighbors

(local coordinates) x0 =
∑

i∈N0
λi(x0)xi, (2a)

(partition of unity) 1 =
∑

i∈N0
λi(x0), (2b)

(convexity) 0 ≤ λi(x0), i ∈ N0. (2c)

Then, (2a) - (2c) guarantee affine invariance for λ, yielding the linear precision scattered
data interpolant

f(x0) =
∑

i∈N0
λi(x0)zi. (3)

We will refer to the local coordinates λi by the |N0|-tuple λ and omit the argument x0 for
the sake of brevity unless required by context. For |N 0| = n + 1, λ reduces to the usual
barycentric coordinates and f is a linear function. If |N 0| > n + 1, there are infinitely
many choices for λ that satisfy (2a)-(2c).

From (3) it is clear that f is as smooth as λ. Therefore, we concentrate on how to
control the smoothness of λ. The sequence of local coordinates we discuss next will be
denoted by λk and fk consequently denotes the interpolant (3) based on these coordinates.

3.3 Some Properties of Natural Neighbor Coordinates

Natural neighbor coordinates are based on sizes of geometric entities in the virtual tile
T ′

0 of the query position x0. The rate at which these entities change with x0 basically
determines the smoothness of the coordinates. Whenever the query position coincides
with a data site, x0 = xi, these entities are not defined. The coordinates, however, can be
continuously extended for x0 → xi, yielding C0 continuity at the data sites.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Interpolation of 1493 scattered points sampled from the crater lake data set. The original
data set is due to US geological survey with 344 · 463 points. (a) The nearest neighbor interpolant
is piecewise constant and discontinuous along the edges of the Voronoi diagram. (b) The Laplace
interpolant is continuous with derivative discontinuities along the Delaunay circles.

The region of influence for each data value z i is the set of points which have xi as
natural neighbor, i.e. for which the contribution of z i is not zero. This region is just the
union of all Delaunay spheres passing through x i, depicted in Figure 1(b) for the center
data site. The regions of constant neighborhood, i.e. where N 0 does not change, are all
areas that are bounded by Delaunay spheres, as depicted in Figure 1(c). These regions
are considerably more complex than those appearing e.g. in barycentric interpolation in
Delaunay tessellations, where they are polygonal domains.

3.4 Nearest Neighbor Interpolation

A simple scattered data interpolation scheme that uses the Voronoi diagram of data sites is
nearest neighbor interpolation. The weights used here are simply defined as

λ−1
i :=

{
1, x0 ∈ Ti,

0, otherwise.

Thus, f is discontinuous along the Voronoi edges, as can clearly be seen in Figure 2(a).

3.5 Laplacian Interpolation

A set of Cn−2-smooth local coordinates has been proposed by different authors as
Laplace- or Non-Sibsonian coordinates [CFL82, Sug99, BIK +97]. Denote by σi :=
voln−1(s0i) the n − 1-dimensional area of the hyperface shared by T ′

0 and T ′
i , and

ri := d(x0, xi). Then Laplace coordinates λ0 are defined as

λ̂0
i := σi/ri and λ0

i := λ̂0
i /

∑
j∈N0

λ̂0
j .

These coordinates and the resulting interpolant f 0 are continuous in D and have derivative
discontinuities at the generators. For X ⊂ Rn, we find that λ0

i is Cn−2 on the Delaunay
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Reflection lines on the basis function of Sibson’s (a) and Hiyoshi’s C2 (b) coordinates,
seen from above. (a) The cusps indicate the C2 discontinuities at the Delaunay circles. (b) Due to
C2 continuity away from the data sites, the cusps have vanished.

spheres. For n = 2 this results in the C0 artifacts that can be seen in Figure 2(b). Different
proofs for λ0

i satisfying (2a) have been given in [HS00b, BIK+97].

3.6 Sibson’s Interpolation

The first appearance of natural neighbor based local coordinates is due to Sibson [Sib80],
who extended this to scattered data interpolation in [Sib81]. Sibson’s coordinates are based
on the volumes νi := voln(T ′

0 ∩ Ti) via

λ̂1
i := νi, and λ1

i := λ̂1
i /

∑
j∈N0

λ̂1
j .

The fact that νi is a n-dimensional volume results in λ1 being Cn−1 continuous except at
the generators, where they are still only C 0. See Figure 3(a) for an example.

Properties of Sibson’s coordinates received close attention by Farin [Far90] and Piper
[Pip92]. With ci denoting the centroid of s0i their explicit formula for the gradient of λ i is

∇λ1
i = σi(ci − x0)/ri. (4)

Different proofs for λ1
i satisfying (2a) have been given by [Sib80, Pip92, HS00b].

3.7 Hiyoshi’s Interpolation

Hiyoshi and Sugihara [HS00b] proposed a generalization of Laplace and Sibson’s coordi-
nates based on an integral of σi. In [Hiy05] Hiyoshi restated this as

λ̂k
i :=

1
(k − 1)!

∫
p∈Ti∩T ′

0

(
(x0 − xi) · (p − ci)

)k−1|dp|,

λk
i := λ̂k

i /
∑

j∈N0
λ̂k

j .
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For k = 0, 1, Hiyoshi’s coordinates coincide with Laplace and Sibson’s coordinates. For
k > 1, these coordinates are Ck+n−2 in D \ X . As Hiyoshi pointed out in [Hiy05], the
limit k → ∞ does not lead to C∞ coordinates but to the piecewise linear interpolant on
the Delaunay tessellation.

4 Smooth Interpolation at the Data Sites

The previous section considered interpolants building on a linear combination of data val-
ues by local coordinates as in (3), resulting in derivative discontinuities at x i. Here we
consider basically two approaches to overcome this. One is to construct polynomials of
the local coordinates to control the derivatives at the data sites. Another is to construct lo-
cal coordinates from a larger neighborhood, which results in smooth, non-convex weights.
To apply the first approach, the derivatives at the data sites need to be known. Otherwise
they can be estimated using the approach described in [BBU06b].

In the remainder of this section we will denote by f ab an interpolant based on local
coordinates λa which has smoothness Cb at the data sites.

4.1 Sibson’s C1 Interpolant

In [Sib81] Sibson described a construction of a C 1 interpolant. He generates gradients ∇i

based on the weighted least squares plane through the neighboring data values, which are
then interpolated by blending first order functions with the help of coordinates λ 1

i . With
ri := d(x0, xi), γi := λ1

i /ri, define

ζi := zi + (x0 − xi)T∇i and ζ :=
(∑

i∈N0
γiζi

)
/
(∑

i∈N0
γi

)
,

α :=
(∑

i∈N0
λ1

i ri

)
/
(∑

i∈N0
γi

)
and β :=

∑
i∈N0

λ1
i (ri)2.

Blending this with Sibson’s C0 interpolant f 1(x0) yields Sibson’s C1 interpolant

f11
Sib(x0) = (αf1(x0) + βζ)/(α + β),

which does not easily generalize to higher orders of continuity.

4.2 Farin’s C1 Interpolant

A much more general approach which is not restricted to natural neighbor coordinates but
can be applied to all local coordinates having properties (2a)-(2c) was proposed by Farin
[Far90]. λ can be seen as barycentric coordinates in a l-variate Bézier simplex which
projects to the convex hull of {xi}i∈N0 , where l = |N0|. In Bézier simplexes it is easy
to model directional derivatives at the vertices xi by appropriately choosing the Bézier
control net. From prescribed derivatives at x i, a certain number of control points is fixed.
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Figure 4: Planar projection
of the control net of a cubic
Bézier simplex in R

3.

The remaining control points can be chosen arbitrarily with-
out interfering with the interpolation property. Exploiting
the concept of degree elevation, these can be chosen to
yield polynomial precision. In the following, we will de-
note by Dv the directional derivative along v. By α ∈ Nn,∑

αi = d, we denote the n-dimensional multi-index that
enumerates the d-th degree Bézier control points bα. The in-
dexes of the vertices of the Bézier simplex are denoted by α i,
where the i-th entry is set to d, and ei is a multi-index with
zero entries except for the i-th component which is one.

Farin presented the implementation of the above idea for
cubic Bézier simplexes over λ1 to interpolate gradients ∇i,
yielding a globally C1 interpolant. By setting the directional
derivatives in each vertex xi towards its neighbor xj ,

Dxj−xi = ∇i(xj − xi), j ∈ N0 \ {xi},
we constrain xi and all inner control points bαi−ei+ej , to be coplanar, i.e.

bαi = zi, and bαi−ei+ej = zi +
1
3
(xj − xi)T∇i for i �= j.

This fixes all control points except those on simplex faces. By degree elevation for Bézier
simplices, these are chosen to ensures quadratic precision of the resulting interpolant, see
[Far90, Flö03]. Let β = ei + ej + ek for i < j < k, then bβ is an inner control point. Set
u= 1

3 (bαi +bαj +bαk) and v= 1
6

∑
a,b∈{i,j,k},a<b bβ−ea+eb , the average of the remaining

fixed control points, then bβ = 3
2v− 1

2u yields quadratic precision for the interpolant. The
resulting interpolant inherits C 1 continuity on C \ X from λ1 and is given by

f11
Far(x0) := b3(λ1).

4.3 Hiyoshi’s C2 Interpolant

Applying the above approach to quintic Bézier simplexes over λ 2, [HS04] present a con-
struction of control points that matches derivatives up to order two given by the Hessian
Hi at generator xi. Let i, j, k be mutually distinct and dij = xj − xi, then

bαi = zi,

bαi−ei+ej = zi +
1
5
∇ T

i dij ,

bαi−2ei+2ej = zi +
2
5
∇ T

i dij +
1
20

d T
ij Hidij ,

bαi−2ei+ej+ek = zi +
1
5
(∇ T

i dij + ∇ T
i dik) +

1
20

d T
ij Hidik

fix the control points based on the prescribed derivatives. Cubic precision of the resulting
interpolant is given by the choice of the remaining control points based on the degree
elevation principle, see [HS04].
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4.4 Clarkson’s Interpolation

One special kind of local coordinates that does not directly fit definition (2) is an idea of
Clarkson [Cla96, Flö03]. It is based on the two-ring neighborhood of the query position
and is designed to reproduce spherical quadratics, i.e. functions of the form x �→ a‖x−b‖ 2,
a ∈ R, b ∈ Rn. It is the only approach so far that has a really implicit C 1 construction and
does not depend on prescribed derivative information. Clarkson’s local coordinates differ
significantly from those of Section 3:

• They depend on
⋃

i∈N0
Ni, i.e. the two-ring neighborhood of x0.

• They are not convex, i.e. (2c) does not hold.

• They seem to be C1 at xi, which is not yet proved.

5 Transfinite Interpolation

In this section we discuss methods to interpolate line segments, polygons and circular
arcs instead of points. Non-point generators lead to generalized Voronoi diagrams, and
the geometric primitives that constitute the local coordinates from Section 3 are no longer
convex polygons. The main consequence of this generalization is an increased complexity
in both data handling and the computation of the interpolant, which also seems to be the
reason that research in this direction has been restricted to two dimensions so far.

Interestingly, transfinite interpolation enables us to impose discontinuities along the
manifold data sites by using different values for each side.

This section will first explain the main differences between ordinary Voronoi diagrams
and such with curves as generators, before taking a closer look at how the identities from
Section 3 extend to the transfinite case.

5.1 Generalized Voronoi Diagrams in 2D

Assume the data sites are points xi ∈ X and non-intersecting curves ci ∈ C, where i
runs over the combined set of data sites X ∪ C. Definition (1) still holds with a modified
distance function,

d(x, ci) = min
q∈ci

‖x − q‖.

We denote the bisectors Ti ∩Tj by eij . Tiles induced by points are still convex, while for
curves this is in general not true. As in the ordinary Voronoi diagram, the virtual insertion
of a new point x0 into V(X) results in a new, convex tile T ′

0 . An example of a generalized
Voronoi diagram and the virtual tile (shaded) can be seen in Figure 5(a). The shape of the
bisectors between the various elements of the Voronoi diagram is at least as complicated as
that of the elements itself. Thus, an exact computation of areas and lengths seems feasible
only for simple shapes of the generators. For arbitrary shapes, the Voronoi diagram can be
approximated using graphics hardware, see Section 7.3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) The Voronoi diagram of a set of points, line segments and general curves (drawn bold).
The virtual tile of a new point is shaded. Picture courtesy of [Hof99]. (b) Transfinite interpolation
of a directed line segments and a couple of points. Picture courtesy of [AMG04].

5.2 Interpolating Data on Line Segments

If the data sites are line segments, there are bisectors between lines, between points, and
between points and lines, where endpoints of line segments also count as points. The
bisectors are parabolic arcs between the interior of a line segment and a point, while all
other bisectors remain linear. In practice, the endpoints of a line segment are treated as
separate generators, which leads to a partition of its Voronoi tile into tiles for its directed
half edges and its end points, as shown in Figure 6(b).

To account for the continuous nature of the data sites, local coordinates in the transfinite
setting have their identity expressed similar to

x0 =
∑

i∈NX
0

λixi +
∑

i∈NC
0

∫
q∈ci

λi(q)q |dq|, (5)

with NX
0 ∪ NC

0 being the union of point shaped and line shaped neighbor indices, and
λi(q) denoting a scalar weight function over the length of c i. The interpolant thus is

f(x0) =
∑

i∈NX
0

λizi +
∑

i∈NC
0

∫
q∈ci

λi(q)zi(q) |dq|, (6)

with zi(q) being the scalar value distribution over the site.
In [GF99], the interpolation of arbitrary functions along polygons is solved. Each

subtile T ′
0 ∩ Ti can be interpreted to have a certain thickness above x i, which is nonzero

only where the subtile projects to xi. The λi(q) are taken to be this thickness, normalized
by the overall area, and define a meaningful density for the accumulation of data values.
The application of this interpolant to the data distributed along the non-convex polygon in
Figure 6(a) is shown in Figure 6(b).

In [AMG98, AMG04], the same approach has been implemented for arbitrary arrange-
ments of non-intersecting line segments and points. Although they restrict their approach
to a linear data distribution along the lines, the approach of [GF99] can also be applied to
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Transfinite interpolation of curves. (a) The Voronoi diagram of a polygon, the contribution
of the lower subtile depicted by the thin lines. (b) Transfinite interpolation of the boundary values.
(c) Transfinite interpolation of a collection of points, line segments and circular arcs. Pictures (a),
(b) courtesy of [GF99], (c) courtesy of [HS00a].

interpolate to arbitrary scalar functions over the sites. By allowing different values on both
sides of the line segments, they are able to faithfully model discontinuities as they arise in
e.g. geology. See Figure 5(b) for an example.

While the last two approaches focus on a generalization of Sibson’s coordinates,
[HS00a] generalizes Laplace interpolation to arrangements of multiple classes of curves.
The main difference lies in the definition of λ i(q), which can now be interpreted as a den-
sity function over the bisectors boundary of T ′

0 . The result of this interpolant applied to
an arrangement of points, line segments, and circles is shown in Figure 6(c).

5.3 Interpolating Data on Circles, Lines and Points

In case the input consists of data distributed over a circle, the tile T ′
0 is an ellipsis. Conse-

quently, Sibson’s transfinite interpolant takes a simple form. Let x1 be the circle centered
at 0, z1(Θ) the data, parameterized over Θ ∈ [0, 2π), and x0 = (ρ, θ) be expressed in
polar coordinates with respect to 0. Then in [GF99] a Sibson’s transfinite interpolant on
circles is defined as

f(x0) =
(1 − ρ2)3/2

2π

∫ 2π

0

z1(Θ)
(ρ cos(θ − Θ) − 1)2

dΘ
{

0 ≤ ρ < 1
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π

.

Based on a similar idea, [HS00a] formulated an identity and the thereby defined inter-
polant for Laplace coordinates.

6 Natural Neighbor Coordinates on Manifolds

The Voronoi diagram is defined by a set of points and a distance measure. For points on
a manifold, this definition still holds, at the expense of potentially non-convex tiles due to
a non-Euclidean metric, see [LL00]. The manifold setting results in bisectors of arbitrary
complexity and computing areas (volumes) becomes tedious for non-trivial geometries.
To the author’s best knowledge, there has been no work carried out on natural neighbor
based interpolation on continuous manifolds.
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In [BC00], however, it is shown that if the manifold has a sufficiently dense sampling,
a less complicated approach is possible. The data sites on the manifold induce a Voronoi
diagram in the manifold’s embedding space, Rn. The intersection of that Voronoi diagram
and the manifold gives a partition of the manifold that locally converges to the Euclidean
Voronoi diagram when the sampling density goes to infinity. Furthermore, the main result
in [BC00] states that Sibson’s identity holds for an infinitely dense sampling of the surface.

Based on this work, natural neighbor based interpolation on point clouds issued from
manifolds is developed in [Flö03]. As a main result, a point on a manifold can be ex-
pressed in local coordinates in the tangent plane at that point, given the manifold is sam-
pled densely enough. The intersection of the n-dimensional Voronoi diagram of the data
sites with the tangent plane defined by the normal vector at the query position produces a
power diagram in the tangent plane. [Flö03] proves Sibson’s identity for power diagrams
and develops natural neighbor coordinates for point clouds.

7 Implementation of Natural Neighbor Interpolation

Natural neighbor based interpolants are based on an underlying identity that provides gen-
eralized barycentric coordinates in the natural neighbors. The definition of those local
coordinates is motivated geometrically on the Voronoi diagram of the input data sites. The
computation, however, can often be carried out in a more elegant and also more stable way.
These approaches can be classified as geometric, algebraic and approximate. For simple
settings, the geometric approach is still feasible. For higher dimensions, higher orders of
continuity and more complex input data sites, algebraic and approximate approaches yield
more efficient and more stable solutions.

In the rest of this section we describe the computation of natural neighbor coordinates,
since they are the main building block for all interpolants in this survey. The implementa-
tion of the C1 and C2 constructions at the data sites from Section 4 is straightforward.

7.1 Geometric Computation

The dual to the Voronoi diagram is the Delaunay tessellation. Therefore, evaluation and
traversal of the Voronoi diagram of a set of points can be carried out on its Delaunay
tessellation, for which the adjacency information is known. One drawback of this approach
is the numerical instability in cases where both nominator and denominator in the formulas
of Section 3 tend to infinity.

Laplace and Sibson’s coordinates relate to areas and volumes of intersections of Voronoi
tiles which are easily computed in two dimensions, and implementations are known for
three dimensions as well [Owe93]. In case of line segment shaped data sites, the con-
strained Delaunay tessellation can be used. Input data sites of arbitrary shape are difficult
to handle in classical geometric data structures and usually require more intricate represen-
tations of the Voronoi diagram. The common solution to this is a tessellation of the input
data sites, once again allowing for the constrained Delaunay tessellation to be applied.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Generalized Voronoi diagram computed on graphics hardware. (b) Polygonal approxi-
mation of a distance function. Pictures courtesy of [HCK+99].

In three or more dimensions, the data structures required for storing the Delaunay
tessellation and its adjacency graph become very complex, and traversing the topological
neighborhood becomes error prone and cumbersome.

7.2 Algebraic Computation

For algebraic computation the explicit construction of the Voronoi diagram is avoided, and
computation is carried out directly on the geometric entities by which it is defined. Note
that except for Hiyoshi’s approach [Hiy05], also algebraic approaches suffer numerical
instabilities when both nominator and denominator tend to infinity.

To compute Laplace coordinates in the two-dimensional setting, the calculation pre-
sented by Sugihara only assumes the natural neighbors of the query position to be given
in counterclockwise order [Sug99]. The resulting identity also holds in the more gen-
eral case of star-shaped neighborhoods, making this approach robust against topological
inconsistencies as they appear from numerical noise.

Watson [Wat92] explains Sibson’s coordinates as the signed decomposition of the area
of a triangle, spanned by the circumcenters of the involved triangles. Building on this
idea, [Hiy05] proposed a way to stably compute λk in R2 by encoding the construction of
Voronoi entities into algebraic expressions in Delaunay entities that circumvent numerical
instabilities based on zero denominators as they might appear in the equations in Section 3.

A straightforward computation of Laplace and Sibson’s coordinates in any dimension
exists once the one-ring Delaunay neighborhood is known. The content of the correspond-
ing tile facets and tile intersections can be expressed as an intersection of half-spaces that
are entirely defined by the query position and its Delaunay neighbors [BS95]. Thus, the
computation of Laplace and Sibson’s coordinates reduces to the determination of Delaunay
neighbors [Wat81] and volume computation in n dimensions [BEF00]. This approach has
been applied to derive a construction of Hiyoshi’s coordinates in R 2 in [BBU06b]. Note
that the average number of Delaunay neighbors grows exponentially with dimension, and
so does the complexity of volume computations.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 8: Discrete computation of Sibson’s interpolant for the setting in (a). Each point in the
domain gives rise to a disc colored with the value of the nearest generator and the distance to that
generator as its radius, depicted in (b)-(d). The translucent overlay of all discs is the discrete Sibson’s
interpolant. Pictures courtesy of [PLK+06].

7.3 Approximate Computation

By allowing a certain error for the local coordinates, an approximate formulation of natural
neighbor coordinates can be given based on a discretization of the Voronoi diagram. The
discrete version of the two-dimensional Voronoi diagram can efficiently be computed by
rendering appropriate primitives to frame- and z-buffer, utilizing the capabilities of recent
graphics hardware.

The computation of generalized Voronoi diagrams with the help of graphics hardware
is discussed in [HCK+99]. Basically, the distance function of each of the generators is
represented by a geometric object. Rendering these leaves the minimum distances in the
z-buffer and the associated generator in the color buffer. An example is shown in Figure 7.

The computation of Sibson’s coordinates can now be performed by counting pixels in
the approximate Voronoi diagram with added query position [FEK +05]. However, this
does not allow for an efficient or stable evaluation of Laplace or Hiyoshi’s C k coordinates.

If, instead of evaluating single point queries, a whole field is to be evaluated, the influ-
ence of the data values at the generators can directly be distributed to the domain in a more
efficient manner. The way described in [FEK+05] requires the Delaunay triangulation to
be known, while [PLK+06] do without tessellation at all solely using a k-d tree to provide
nearby points. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

8 Summary and Comparison

The properties of all schemes discussed in this paper are summarized in Table 8. A dis-
cussion of the four blocks is given below.

Point Based Interpolation Schemes: Schemes with global smoothness have only been
proposed for the setting of data sites. Both Farin’s and Sibson’s C 1 constructions op-
erate on Sibson’s coordinates and yield fairly straightforward implementations. Farin’s
construction has quadratic precision and adapts to a wider range of input constellations.

Hiyoshi’s C2 scheme provides a high quality interpolant but is computationally expen-
sive and tedious to implement even though explicit guidelines for its implementation in R 2

exist. The C2 construction at the data sites requires the construction of quintic Bézier con-
trol nets and bears considerable combinatorial complexity. In our experiments, we found
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� Cd−2 - C0 + -

lin
ea

r ++ 1 + [CFL82, Sug99, BIK+97]
Sib. coord. Cd−1 - C0 + - ++ 1 + [Sib81]
Hiy. coord. Ck - C0 (+)(1) + - 1 + [HS00b]
Sibson C1 C0 ∇ C1 + - s.q.(3) + 1 + [Sib81, Far90, Pip92]
Farin C1 C1 ∇ C1 + + (2) quad. + 1 + [Far90]
Hiyoshi C2 C2 ∇, H C2 (+)(1) + (2) cub. – 1 + [HS04, Hiy05]
Clarkson C1 C1 in D - C1 + - s.q.(3) ? 2 + [Cla96, Flö03]

Transfinite
Gross pol, ci C1 - C0 - -

lin
ea

r - 1 + [GF99]
Anton pt, li C1 - C0 - - - 1 + [AMG98, AMG04]
Hiyoshi pt, li, ca C1 - C0 - - - 1 + [HS00a]

Manifold
Flötotto points C1 - C0 + - n.a. - 1 n.a. [BC00, Flö03]

Other meth.
Nearest n. points C−1 - C∞ + - - ++ 0 - [OBSC00]
FEM points Ck - C0 + - lin. ++ 0 - -
RBF points C∞ - C∞ + + polyn. - - g - -

(1) ongoing research. (2) based on the Bézier simplex approach. (3) spherical quadratics. (4) ++ low, - - high.
(5) {012}-ring, g(lobal). (6) pt=points, li=lines, pol=polygons, ci=circles, ca=circular arcs.

Table 1: Overview of considered interpolation schemes.

considerable increases in computation time for extreme situations with more than 20 nat-
ural neighbors, which very likely becomes an issue in higher dimensions. Besides these
drawbacks, the C2 interpolant provided the best results when applied to data representing
a smooth function, which has been verified in [BBU06a].

In contrast to the schemes above, Clarkson’s construction does not interpolate pre-
scribed derivatives but achieves C 1 smoothness implicitly. Since the final interpolant is
a linear combination of data from the two ring neighborhood it is similar to the other C 0

schemes over natural neighbor coordinates, but requires a larger support and results in
non-convex coordinates.
Transfinite Interpolation: Research on transfinite natural neighbor interpolation has so
far only concentrated on expressing the identity of Laplace and Sibson’s coordinates with
respect to line- and circle-shaped generators in two dimensions. Consequently, the re-
sulting interpolants remain C 0 across the data sites. In simple cases like line segments
and circular arcs, closed form integration is possible, but more general shapes require ap-
proximations. In spite of these restrictions the improved flexibility provided by transfinite
interpolation is useful e.g. for fault modeling in geosciences.
Interpolation on Manifolds: Sibson’s identity holds on smooth manifolds for an infinites-
imal sampling, but not necessarily for arbitrary samples of the manifold. The Voronoi
diagram in that non-Euclidean metric does not have the same, simple geometric structure.
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However, local restriction of the Euclidean Voronoi diagram to the tangent plane reveals
the lower-dimensional power diagram, for which Laplace and Sibson’s identity hold. As a
result, Sibson’s interpolant can be used on manifolds with sufficiently dense sampling.
Other Scattered Data Schemes: Many other scattered data interpolation schemes have
been proposed, among them finite elements, radial basis functions with global or local sup-
port, subdivision and bivariate splines, all of which have advantages in certain applications.
Yet, natural neighbor based interpolation offers a unique combination of the properties

• locality,

• support determined by truly automatic neighborhood,

• continuous dependency on positions of input sites.

Radial basis functions offer very good mathematical properties in terms of approximation
order and smoothness and do like natural neighbor based schemes not depend on a partic-
ular tessellation. But even the construction of a compactly supported interpolant requires
the solution of a global linear system. Finite elements can be constructed with high orders
of continuity but are defined over one fixed choice of elements, i.e. the tessellation of the
domain, and thus do not continuously depend on the positions of the data sites. Similar
arguments apply to bivariate splines and subdivision. In the more relaxed setting of scat-
tered data approximation approaches like hierarchical B-splines, thin plate splines exist,
or moving least squares exist. Of these, only the latter has properties similar to natural
neighbor based schemes and can even be integrated with natural neighbor coordinates as a
replacement for the inverse distance weights.

9 Conclusion

Natural neighbor based interpolation offers some unique properties that make it appealing
in settings where the sample distribution is inhomogeneous or changes over time. Its local
support is an advantage in large scale data processing, its automatic neighborhood defini-
tion and the continuous dependency on the data site positions is especially interesting for
meshless methods in mechanical engineering and computational fluid dynamics, where
they have been successfully applied in two- and three-dimensional settings. Sibson’s iden-
tity as well as Laplace coordinates have been generalized to data sites of arbitrary shape,
which is useful in geological and terrain modeling.

The main drawback of natural neighbor based interpolation so far lies in the lack of
smoothness of the local coordinates at the data sites. For point shaped data sites, this can
be solved. One remedy is a non-convex coordinate construction by Clarkson. Another are
schemes that interpolate prescribed derivatives, which are unknown in most settings and
must therefore be estimated. Furthermore, local coordinates with higher smoothness so far
only exist for two dimensions and are tedious to implement.

Some unsolved aspects about natural neighbor based interpolation remain interesting.
The smoothness across the data sites in transfinite interpolation could be improved by
adopting one of the approaches from the point shaped setting. The implementation of
higher-dimensional local coordinates with C 2+-smoothness is an open problem and sub-
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ject to current research. Furthermore, direct formulas for derived values such as integrals
would certainly add to the attractivity of natural neighbor based interpolation.
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Abstract: Octrees are attractive data structures for rendering of volumes, as they pro-
vide simultaneously uniform and hierarchical data encapsulation. They have been
successfully applied to compression, simplification, and extraction as well as render-
ing itself. This paper surveys and compares existing works employing octrees for
volume rendering. It focuses specifically on extraction, direct volume rendering, and
isosurface ray tracing.

1 Introduction

An octree is a hierarchical binary decomposition of 3-space along its component axes. A
conventional octree guarantees regular, non-overlapping node spacing, thus is well-suited
as a container for rectilinear scalar field data. How this hierarchical container is used, how-
ever, varies with application. For general purposes, octrees allow data to be stored with
adaptive levels of resolution, and accessed quickly via a binary hash function. In volume
rendering, the octree often mutates to suit the individual technique, commonly delivering
occlusion, acceleration, adaptive multiresolution, compression, or a combination of sev-
eral features. We will examine the role of the octree structure in three different volume
rendering systems: extraction and rasterization; direct volume rendering; and interactive
ray tracing. As background, we survey several varieties of octree and efficient hashing
schemes for their traversal.

2 Octree Structures and Hash Schemes

The first actual octree publication is unclear [Sam90]. Among the first credited works
is that of Morton [Mor66] using quadtrees for geographic indexing scheme. The term
“quad-tree” was first used by Finkel and Bentley [FB74] for non-uniform point quadtrees.
The first definitive octree is credited to Jackins and Tanimoto [JT80], adapting the earlier
quadtree work of Hunter and Steiglitz [HS79] to three dimensions.

The principle of recursive eight-fold subdivision of space is common to all octrees. How-
ever, several varieties exist depending on the desired application. Different methods exist
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to store the structure in memory and provide pointers from children to parents. Imple-
mentation of the structure in turn affects the behavior of data access. In general, data is
retrieved from an octree via a one-way hash function: given a point in octree space, it
seeks the leaf node containing that point. This process is often referred to as point loca-
tion. A related problem is neighbor finding: given a node deep in the tree, finding adjacent
or nearby nodes. Often, hashing is extended such that a hash code can refer to a region of
nodes, or coordinates of one node relative to another.

2.1 Pointer Octree and Hashing

In a traditional octree, a parent node stores pointers to all children. A leaf node could be
indicated by a eight null pointers, but most commonly it is given a separate pointerless
leaf structure, or represented implicitly within the parent node. While the pointer octree
carries a higher storage footprint than pointerless varieties, it is generally simpler to hash
as each pointer guarantees the path to the desired child octant. In addition, it is possible to
exploit memory tricks so that a node in a pointer octree does not require a full 32-bit (or
64-bit) pointer to each of its children.

Point Location Numerous options exist for performing point location on an octree. The
simplest consists of applying comparisons at each parent to determine which child octant
the point lies in, until this process reaches a leaf. Comparison operators are expensive,
however. Another common scheme is to store a horizontal array containing 0-7 octant
indices at each element, in order of increasing depth. Thus, the traversal path is given
explicitly in this locational array. The locational array can be built from simple integer
coordinates by a process called interleaving proposed by Morton [Mor66]. Array-based
keys were popular in early implementations of octrees [Gar82, HS79, JT80].

More recently, Frisken and Perry [FP02] observed that octree and quadtree locational
codes could be simply represented by a vector of integer coordinates. Specifically, given
a maximum octree depth dmax and x, y, z ∈ ([0, 2dmax ] ∩ N)3, one can hash directly to
the correct child node until a leaf is reached. This is accomplished by a bitwise & of each
x, y, z component with a 1-bit mask corresponding to the current depth of the hash func-
tion. As a result, point location can be performed by simply casting a vector to integer and
hashing to the desired node. It is important to note that while Frisken and Perry did not
invent the locational code, they were the first to recommend composing the code directly
from integer coordinates during hash operation.

Neighbor Finding The problem of finding adjacent neighbors was addressed early on
in octree research. Gargantini [Gar82] provides a concise algorithm for finding adja-
cent nodes in the linear quadtree, using Morton’s [Mor66] array-based locational code.
Samet [Sam82] proposed a more general scheme for adjacent neighbor-finding, using
only an original node and a desired direction, and no knowledge of a locational code.
The algorithm was later applied to accelerating ray tracing using a pointer octree [Sam89].
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Samet [Sam90] conducts rigorous analysis of the neighbor finding technique, decompos-
ing the algorithm into cases for edge, vertex and aligned neighbors. He concludes that the
average cost to find an adjacent neighbor at the same depth is O(1).

While neighbor-finding is demonstratably less complex than point location from the root,
Samet’s algorithms for pointer octrees without locational codes consist of case decom-
positions that could be highly optimized. Frisken and Perry noted that the “reflection”
function for adjacent neighbors, implemented by Samet via a switch statement, can be ac-
complished by a binary exclusive “or” of the current location and the direction in which
we seek a neighbor. [FP02]. Then, the neighbor itself can be retrieved by recursing up
to the deepest common ancestor, and performing point location to find the target neighbor
node.

Region Finding Another common goal in octree and quadtree hashing is a mechanism
for recovering all nodes in a certain region; or more simply determining if a given node
is within a region. With locational code schemes [Mor66, Gar82, FP02], a region can be
described by coverage of implicit parent nodes [Gar82]. This is done by marking lower
bits in the locational code with an appropriately high number, indicating that all children
form part of that region. Alternately, with a coordinate system similar to that of Frisken
and Perry [FP02], regions can more intuitively be described by a minimum and maximum
pair of vectors.

Region finding has proven useful in image processing applications; thus far its applica-
tion to volume rendering on octrees has been limited. However, it could conceivably be
used when individual sections of an octree volume require attention, particularly when the
region is not perfectly aligned with a parent block in the octree.

2.2 Octree Varieties

Other breeds of octree exist beside conventional pointer octrees, and are suited to vari-
ous applications. Full descriptions of most octree varieties are given by Samet [Sam90].
For our purposes, we will only examine octree structures that are of interest in volume
rendering.

Full Octree In a full octree, it is possible to compute the address of any node based on
its location in the tree, and thus pointers are unnecessary. Clearly, however, a full octree
is undesirable in most cases where data could be compressed or consolidated; the added
space obviates most gains from not storing pointers. A common application of a full octree
would be one where the encapsulated data is non-homogenous and universally significant,
and where we make use of a coarser-resolution representation in interior nodes of the tree.

Linear Octree The linear octree is a variety of pointerless octree in which only leaf
nodes are stored, and allocated contiguously in memory. This method was originally pro-
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posed by Gargantini for quadtrees [Gar82]. Linear octrees make use of an interleaved
base-8 code similar to that proposed by Morton for traditional octrees [Mor66]. The im-
portant difference lies in storage: rather than connect the leaf nodes via interior nodes, the
leaf nodes are sorted by locational code and then laid out sequentially in memory. Then,
rather than matching the Morton code segment with the correct child at each depth of the
octree, point location consists of a binary search on the sorted array of leaves. This bi-
nary search performs node lookup in O(log2(L)) in a tree with L leaf nodes; as opposed
to O(log8(N)) complexity for a pointer octree with N total nodes. Except in the case of
highly vertical trees with few leaf nodes relative to interior nodes, the linear octree is gen-
erally slower to hash. The major advantage is that it requires storage of neither pointers
nor interior nodes. In applications where storage is of the utmost importance, and we only
care about leaf nodes, the linear octree is an attractive structure.

Thus far, no one has directly applied the linear octree to volume rendering. However, it
is an intriguing structure in it potential compression abilities. As compression is one of
the main goals of adaptive octree methods on volume data, it is worth mentioning this
structure.

Branch-on-need Octree Wilhelms and Van Gelder [WV92] proposee an incomplete
pointer octree that subdivides space non-uniformly, the goal being to build an octree with
the fewest-possible empty subtrees within interior nodes. In this way, the ratio of nodes to
data points (scalars) is minimized, saving space. As it subdivides space non-uniformly, the
BONO may require multiple parent nodes at deeper regions of the tree where a traditional
octree would only require one. This potentially causes added traversal steps. In addition,
the non-uniform nature of subdivision precludes the use of a pure coordinate system (e.g.
Frisken and Perry [FP02]) as a direct hashing scheme.

3 Octrees in Volume Rendering

3.1 Extraction

Early interactive volume rendering commonly employed isosurface extraction via march-
ing cubes [LC87] or a similar variant; paired with z-buffer rasterization of the resulting
mesh. Before the widespread availability of GPU’s, the goal was to use the octree to sim-
plify the extraction process. In general, the purpose of the octree was to provide a structure
with a small memory footprint that could encapsulate cells of a volume, and from which a
mesh could be extracted.

Wilhelms and Van Gelder Perhaps the first application of an octree in isosurface ex-
traction was by Wilhelms and Van Gelder [WV92]. Their system employed the aforemen-
tioned branch-on-need octree (BONO) to minimize the number of nodes stored relative
to cells in the extraction phase. The main downside of this choice, sacrifice in speed of
cell location, was a non-issue: the algorithm was bound by extraction, not octree structure
traversal.
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The Wilhelms and Van Gelder system is best known as the first application of a min/max
tree for acceleration. While not explicity mentioned in their paper, they make use of a
dual relationship between voxels of the volume and cells from which surface points are
extracted. Specifically, a cell is composed of eight voxels, and always indexed by a voxel
at a single corner. In the octree, voxels are grouped into eights at the maximum depth
level. The min/max tree, then, is built by examining 27 voxels: the original voxels, and
their neighbors that constitute the far boundaries of the cells.

During extraction, the marching algorithm need only examine octree nodes when the de-
sired isovalue falls in between the minimum and maximum pair. These nodes can be
quickly identified by traversing the octree from top-down as a min/max tree.

Livnat and Hansen Wilhelms and Van Gelder only effectively used their octree to ac-
celerate the extraction process. However, in real-time adaptive surface reconstruction, the
same octree structure can be used to order visibility based on the user-specified camera po-
sition. This was exploited by Livnat and Hansen. [LH98]. In addition to using the octree
to prune empty subtrees (hence, nodes containing no surface), Livnat and Hansen perform
visibility culling on nodes that are occluded by previously-traversed nodes closer to the
camera. Thus, the octree is used not only to speed extraction, but rasterization as well.

Westermann et al. While the technique of Wilhlems and Van Gelder allowed large re-
gions of 3D scalar data to be systematically ignored, their extraction technique essentially
processed leaves at the deepest level of the octree. Westermann et al. [WKE99] recognized
that speedups could be gained by exploiting the multiresolution nature of the octree struc-
ture; namely by adaptively deciding to extract the mesh from fewer, coarser-resolution
nodes corresponding to the same region. This permits higher-resolution volumes to be
processed at real-time rates with appropriate level of detail.

The main problem with adaptive surface reconstruction is that cell corner values may vary
at junctions in the octree. Such junctions occur when a finer-resolution group of cells
is adjacent to a coarser cell. When surfaces are extracted from adjacent cells of different
resolution, they are not connected at junctions and therefore cracks appear. A major insight
in Westermann et al.’s work is how to patch the resulting meshes to guarantee continuity.

For adaptive multiresolution, the authors built upon previous view-dependent extraction
methods (e.g. Livnat et al. [LH98]). They proposed a single pass of the octree, building
an “oracle” structure that determines the level of detail, hence the depth of the octree to be
traversed, based on view-dependent and geometric criterion. Specifically, they implement
one “oracle” for predicting maximum surface curvature within each leaf node. Regions
of low curvature are represented with fewer polygons, hence allow shallower traversal of
the multiresolution octree. Regions of high curvature merit traversal to the finest level
available. In addition to curvature, the octree traversal depth is determined by a “focus
point” oracle based on distance to the camera view position.

Velasco and Torres Thus far, extraction-based techniques employing octrees used the
structure for indexing existing volume data, and accelerating extraction or rasterization.
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The advantage to this technique is that cells can be reconstructed from the original grid
data without no costly neighbor-finding [WV92]. The disadvantage is that the full original
3D scalar array must be stored in memory, in addition to a separate octree structure.

Velasco and Torres [VT01] propose a format called a Cells Octree, which enumerates
several types of distinct octree nodes. Internal nodes contain pointers to eight children.
“Single-cell leaf” nodes consist of a single cell, bordered by eight scalar values. Finally,
“eight-cell” leaf nodes contain eight cells at the maximum depth of the octree, rolled into
their parent node. The cells are represented entirely at every level of the octree, and no
neighbor-finding is required to reconstruct cells from voxels. Unfortunately, this technique
falls short of the compression achievable by storing only single-scalar voxels within an
octree. Moreover, the largest volume tested has dimensions 128 3; which is sufficiently
small that no compression would be necessary to store even a full octree, in addition to the
original uncompressed volume, at the time of its publication.

Worse still, Velasco and Torres propose modifying the original scalar data to smooth values
across cells, and thus guarantee continuous surfaces. This approach differs markedly from
that of Westermann et al. [WKE99]; from a visualization standpoint it is arguably wrong as
the source data is being modified to create a smooth surface. However, one could equally
argue that any piecewise linear mesh is itself an inexact representation of an interpolating
isosurface, no matter how well refined. In practice, the results of Velasco and Torres appear
acceptable, and theirs is the first published application of an octree towards visualization
of compressed structured data.

3.2 Direct Volume Rendering

An alternative to rendering a mesh is direct volume rendering (e.g. Levoy [Lev90]), which
integrates rays intersecting a volume. While this is slow in ray tracing, it is effective on
current GPUs by accumulating gradients across sequential cutting planes of the volume
stored as 2D textures. This no longer restricts the viewer to rendering an isosurface, al-
though choosing a singular color map yields a surface approximation if desired.

GPU volume rendering is quite fast; easily permitting medium-sized volumes (up to 512 3)
to be viewed at interactive rates. The main problem is that larger volumes are absolutely
limited by GPU memory. To bypass this, it is necessary to store the volume out-of-core in
CPU main memory, and page it into GPU memory.

Boada et al. The notion of rendering octree-compressed data was first applied by Boada
et al. [BNS01], with an important caveat: scalars are not compressed into a pure octree,
but rather an octree is built around bricks of a certain size. From these bricks, “cuts” of the
octree are reconstructed into textures, and then sent to the GPU for volume rendering. The
octree lookup process was a bottleneck in their implementation; they report sub-interactive
frame rates for medium-sized (2563) volumes. Admittedly, however, available GPU mem-
ory at time of publication was a fraction of this size.
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Ruijters and Vilanova More recently, a similar technique was applied by Ruijters and
Vilanova [RV06] with stunning results. Here, the authors do not use an octree for data
paging at all; instead they use the octree to speed up rendering of bricks by skipping empty
space. The octree itself is stored in main memory and used in an out-of-core preprocess
phase, where the desired bricks are decomposed into visible regions (non-empty octree
nodes) and those in turn are mapped to triangular cuts of the volume.

The technique of Ruijters and Vilanova demonstrates that GPU volume rendering can scale
to large data. However, it still requires that that data remain uncompressed in main mem-
ory, and rendered on the GPU using a paging scheme.

3.3 Ray Tracing

Ray casting involves traversing the path of a ray from an origin pixel in our frame buffer
to a point on some surface in space. Then, one evaluates a shading model to color that
pixel. Ray tracing is more computationally costly than rasterization, however the relative
cost decreases as scene complexity rises, as is the case for large volumes. Moreover, recent
advances in parallel or coherent ray tracing [PSL+99, WSBW01] allow for interactive ren-
dering rates on moderately powerful CPU hardware. Nonetheless, interactive ray tracing
is generally limited to isosurfacing, due to the high complexity of direct volume rendering.

Ray tracing does entail certain advantages, however. As a purely CPU technique, it has
access to full system memory and more sophisticated use of branching and caching than a
GPU. As such, it can process a pure octree structure without need of a proxy. Moreover,
isosurface ray tracing as proposed by Parker et al. [PSL+98] promises topologically cor-
rect surfaces within each cell. Although the global surface is only g 0-continuous at cell
borders, it is guaranteed to be “correct” with respect to the original data and a forward-
differencing stencil.

Before 1995, octrees were popular spatial acceleration structures for general-purpose polyg-
onal ray tracing [Gla84, Sam89, Sun91, GA93]. Afterwards, hierarchical grids and sub-
sequently kd-trees came into favor due to their faster traversal and better adaptability to
irregular geometry. Nonetheless, the octree remains potentially well-suited to volumes,
whose voxels are uniformly spaced and non-overlapping.

Knoll et al. The authors combine the min/max acceleration functions of the Wilhelms
and Van Gelder [WV92] octree with a compressed format similar to the “cells octree” of
Velasco and Torres [VT01]. Instead of containing cells as was the choice of the latter au-
thors, Knoll et al. [KWPH06] build the octree directly around voxels. This requires a fast
neighbor-finding scheme to retrieve the values of cell corners when ray tracing; for this
the authors borrow (and improve upon) the algorithm of Frisken and Perry [FP02]. Ray
traversal is performed on the min/max octree structure, which is the same structure encap-
sulating the voxel data. For this, the authors employ a traversal similar to that proposed by
Gargantini and Atkinson [GA93].

Even employing non-coherent single-ray traversal techniques, Knoll et al. achieve inter-
active frame rates on multicore architectures. Performance is underwhelming compared
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to that of GPU volume renderers; however it allows extremely large and time-variant data
to be rendered that otherwise would be difficult to accomodate even with a GPU paging
scheme. Octree volumes as proposed by Knoll et al. generally allow volumes to be loss-
lessly compressed into 10-30% their original size, even though they are ordinary pointer
octrees and optimized more for fast traversal than maximum compression.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, octrees are useful for a variety of purposes in volume rendering. In ex-
traction and direct volume rendering they traditionally serve the purposes of acceleration
and adaptive multi-resolution representation. For interactive ray tracing applications, it
is possible to employ a pure octree volume structure and render extremely large volume
data in compressed format. Future applications of octree volume rendering could attempt
to combine the pure octree volume with GPU rendering approaches, using out-of-core
methods.
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Abstract: The display of statistical information is ubiquitous in all fields of visual-
ization. Whether aided by graphs, tables, plots, or integrated into the visualizations
themselves, understanding the best way to convey statistical information is important.
Highlighting the box plot, a survey of traditional methods for expressing specific sta-
tistical characteristics of data is presented. Reviewing techniques for the expression
of statistical measures will be increasingly important as data quality, confidence and
uncertainty are becoming influential characteristics to integrate into visualizations.

1 Introduction

Understanding datasets is essential to the scientific process. However, discerning the sig-
nificance of data by looking only at their values is a formidable task. Descriptive statistics
are a quick and concise way to extract the important characteristics of a dataset by summa-
rizing the distribution through a small set of parameters. Typically, median, mode, mean,
variance, and quantiles are used for this purpose. The main goal of descriptive statistics is
to describe quickly the characteristics of the underlying distribution of a dataset through a
simplified set of values. Often these parameters provide insights into the data that would
otherwise be hidden. In addition, these data summaries facilitate the comparison of multi-
ple datasets.

Methods for visually presenting summary statistics include tables, charts, and graphical
plots. Graphical plots are interesting in that they pictorially convey a large amount of
information in a concise way that allows for quick interpretation and understanding of
the data. There are many graphical ways to present descriptive statistics, so covering all
of those methods here would be impractical. This survey will focus on one of the most
common techniques for summarizing data, the box plot. In addition to various ways to
construct the standard box plot, modifications which increase the amount of information
presented in the plot will be discussed.
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2 The Box Plot

The box plot has become the standard technique for presenting the 5-number summary
which consists of the minimum and maximum range values, the upper and lower quartiles,
and the median. This collection of values is a quick way to summarize the distribution
of a dataset. In addition, this reduced representation afforded by the 5-number summary
provides a more straightforward way to compare datasets, since only these characteristic
values need to be analyzed.

The typical construction of the box plot, which can be seen in Figure 1a, partitions a
data distribution into quartiles, that is, four subsets with equal size. A box is used to
indicate the positions of the upper and lower quartiles; the interior of this box indicates the
innerquartile range, which is the area between the upper and lower quartiles and consists
of 50% of the distribution. Lines (sometimes referred to as whiskers) are extended to the
extrema of the distribution, either minimum and maximum values in the dataset, or to a
multiple, such as 1.5, of the innerquartile range [FHI89] to remove extreme outliers. Often,
outliers are represented individually by symbols; this type of plot is sometimes referred
to as a schematic plot [Tuk77]. Finally, the box is intersected by a crossbar drawn at the
median of the dataset. The width and fill of the box, the indication of outliers, and the
extent of the range-line are all arbitrary choices depending on how the plot is to be used
and the data it is representing.

Median

Lower Quartile

Upper Quartile

Maximum

Minimum

a b c d e

Figure 1: a) The anatomy of a box plot. b-e) Variations of the Box Plot. b) The range-bar chart. c)
The box plot. d) The quartile plot. e) The abbreviated box plot.

2.1 Origins

The origins of the box plot can be traced to the range-bar chart. Haemer [Hae48] suggested
the use of range-bar charts not only for the comparison of ranges of data, but also for ex-
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pressing central measures such as median, mean, mode, standard deviation, and tolerance
limits through annotations on the chart. This idea was extended to displaying the 5-number
summary on the range-bar chart [Spe52], as seen in Figure 1b, by shortening the bar to
encompass only the central 50% of the data, using a thin line to indicate the entire range,
and a perpendicular line to show the median. This is the first appearance of the form of the
box plot we know today. The Tukey box plot became a popular representation and was in-
troduced in 1977 [Tuk77], Figure 1c. This plot truncated the length of the range-line to 1.5
times the length of the innerquartile range. Outliers are indicated by independently mark-
ing them on the plot. The look of Tukey’s box plot is also refined from that of the range-bar
chart. The box fill is removed and the end of the range-line is clearly marked. The visual
refinement of the box plot continued with the introduction of the quartile plot [Tuf83],
Figure 1d, which sought to reduce visual clutter and maximize the ink-to-paper ratio by
removing the box completely, and indicating the innerquartile range by an offset line. The
median is simply a break in the innerquartile line. Other versions of this plot indicate the
median using a small square and remove the innerquartile line, letting the empty space
between the two range-line segments represent the central quartiles. While these plots do
reduce the amount of ink used to indicate the 5-number summary, they may also reduce
the ease in interpretation of the plot due to the subtle way that the median is indicated, and
the similar technique used to show both the range of the data, and the innerquartile range.
Furthermore, reducing the amount of area taken up by the innerquartile representation is
counterintuitive since this region contains the majority of the data, a fact which the plot
should clearly express. The abbreviated box plot [PKR06], as seen in Figure 1e, is another
approach which reduces the ink needed to convey the 5-number summary, specifically for
the purpose of superimposing further summary statistics on top of the plot. This method
maintains the original form of the box plot, but removes the sides of the box, leaving only
the corners.

3 Modifications of the Box Plot

One of the major advantages of the box plot is its simplicity of design. Critical information
about a dataset is quickly expressed, and the box itself is a signature of the distribution.
General characteristics such as the symmetry of the distribution, the location of the central
value, and the spread of the observations are immediately apparent. This concise repre-
sentation allows for the inclusion of additional information about the dataset, and permits
the user to customize the plot for specific purposes.

3.1 Density Information

One of the most common types of information added to the box plot is a description of
the distribution of the data values. The box plot summarizes the distribution using only 5
values, but this overview may hide important characteristics. For instance, the modality
(or number of most often occurring data values) of a distribution is hidden by the box plot,
and distinctive distributions with varying modality may be encoded using similar looking
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a b c d

Figure 2: Examples of methods for adding density to the box plot. The a) histplot, b) vaseplot, c)
box-percentile plot, and d) violin plot.

box plots. This is especially problematic when no prior information is known about the
distributions, as comparing distributions with differing modalities may not be appropriate.
One solution to these types of problems is to add into the box plot indications of the density
of underlying distribution.

The histplot [Ben88], Figure 2a, is a simple approach for adding density information to a
box plot. In the histplot, the density of the distribution is estimated at the median and the
two quartiles. The width of the box plot at these locations is then modified to be propor-
tional to the density estimation, and lines are drawn to connect these widths, essentially
changing the box of the box plot into a polygon. The histplot adds a quick summary of the
density of the central area of the distribution, but it is still possible for important features
to be missed. The vaseplot [Ben88], Figure 2b, is a refined version of the histplot which
adds in estimated densities for every point between the upper and lower quartiles. A line is
drawn between each density estimation point (on both sides), and the polygon of the hist
plot is replaced with something that, depending on the distribution, resembles a vase. This
modification explicitly shows the density of the central 50% of the data. In addition, con-
fidence intervals can be added to both of these plots by superimposing a light gray shaded
bar over the median with the height of the bar signifying confidence.

The box-percentile plot [EB03], Figure 2c, is another method for adding the empirical
cumulative distribution of the dataset into the box plot. In this type of plot, both sides
of the box plot are used to plot the percentile of the distribution at each point. Thus, for
each position in the plot, the width of the box is proportional to the percentile of that data
value, up to the 50th percentile, at which point the width is switched to being proportional
to minus the percentile. The sides of the plot are symmetric and the 25th, median, and
75th percentiles are marked with a line. The advantages of this plot are that there is no
question as to how it should be drawn, it covers the entire range of data, and it does not
use any arbitrary choices for its creation. Additionally, the plot is straightforward enough
to be understandable by untrained readers, but includes details for trained readers.
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The violin plot [HN98], Figure 2d, combines the standard box plot with a density trace
to exploit the information contained in both types of diagrams. The box plot is used to
show the innerquartile range, however, it is modified in two ways. The first modification
changes the box plot by making the box solid black and replacing the median line with a
circle; this allows for quick identification of the median and easy comparisons. The second
modification removes the individual symbols for outlying data values since the outliers are
contained in the density trace and individual points would clutter the diagram. A density
trace is added as an alternative density estimator to the histogram and gives a smoother
indication of frequency by allowing the intervals in which density is calculated to overlap,
in contrast to the histogram. The density trace [CCKT83] at value y, f(y) is defined by

f(y) =
1

hn

n∑
i=1

W (
y − yi

h
), where W (u) = { 1 if |u| ≤ 1

2 ,
0 otherwise

where n is the sample size, and h is the interval width. The trace is added to the violin plot
as two symmetric curves on either side of the box plot, making the density and magnitude
easy to see. The main factor that controls the look of the density trace is the size of the
interval width h. There is no specific size that works best in every situation, but an h value
around 15% of the data range often produces good results; and the h values should stay
between 10 and 40% of the data range to maintain a pleasing smoothness of the density
trace curve.

Figure 3: The sectioned density plot.

The sectioned density plot [CC06], Figure 3, exploits characteristics of the human visual
system to present, in implied 3D, shape information of a data distribution and trends in
variance and central tendency. The human visual system is capable of using occlusion and
intensity variation as cues to spatial depth. The sectioned density plot uses these cues to
display the distribution of a dataset in order to create the illusion of 3D. To create a sec-
tioned density plot, the data is partitioned into fixed-width intervals, the number of which
is variable. Each of these intervals is plotted onto a black background. From lowest density
to highest, each interval is plotted using a rectangle shifted slightly to the left, occluding
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the previous interval, and filled with a monotonically increasing intensity. The 5-number
summary is incorporated into these plots by using the coordinate axis to show the range
of the values, indicating the upper and lower quartiles with thin rectangles superimposed
on the axis, and the median as a break in the range line. Each of these values is extended
through the graph as a thin white line.

3.2 Additional Descriptive Statistics

Often there are instances in which the 5-number summary is not enough information,
however adding a density plot is not feasible or necessary. For instance, when doing a
comparison of multiple datasets, adding the density distribution of each dataset may clutter
the plot, however, it would be useful to have information such as the relative number of
observations. Additional information may also reduce the possibility of the user making
false conclusions.

a b c

Figure 4: Variations of the box plot. a) Variable width box plot. b) Notched box plot. c) Variable
width notched box plot.

McGill et al. [MTL78] suggested a few minor modifications of the original box plot to
address these issues. The first variant is the variable width box plot which can be seen
in Figure 4a. This plot uses the width of the box to proportionally encode the size of the
dataset. The addition of this size clue easily alerts the viewer to distinctions in the number
of observations in each dataset and can help the viewer avoid misinterpretation. The sec-
ond variant proposed is the notched box plot as shown in Figure 4b. In this plot, notches
are added to the box plot to roughly indicate the significance of differences between values
or the confidence level of the data. The last proposed plot is the variable width notched
plot which combines the information contained in the previous two plots and can be seen
in Figure 4c.

One of the drawbacks of the simplicity of the box plot is that the box plot can hide dis-
tinguishing features of a distribution, and possibly encode very different distributions in
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similar plots. The addition of density information tried to solve this problem, but it is not
always feasible to add in this (possibly) large amount of data. An alternative to using den-
sity information is to use statistics that describe specific characteristics of a distribution.

An example of adding descriptive statistics to the box plot is the addition of skew and kur-
tosis measures. Skew and kurtosis are statistics which describe the symmetry and peaki-
ness of the distribution and can indicate modality. One method for adding these measures
into a box plot thickens the sides of the box when these measures indicate skew or high
kurtosis in a specific direction [CM05], Figure 5a. The topmost plot indicates that the
distribution is skewed toward the right. A bimodal distribution would be skewed in both
directions, and this is shown in the center plot in which both ends of the box plot are thick-
ened. Finally, a distribution that is centrally peaked has the median line of the box plot
thickened, as shown in the bottom plot. This technique quickly conveys an indication of
these statistics and can be used to distinguish between differing distributions.

a b

Figure 5: a) Box plots with varying skew and kurtosis. From top to bottom: right-skewed, bimodal,
and centrally peaked distributions. b) A Beam and Fulcrum diagram. A dot plot is added to the
bottom figure to indicate frequency and the size of the fulcrum base shows the width of a confidence
interval.

The beam and fulcrum display [DT00] is a complementary diagram to the box plot and
this combination can be seen as the two diagrams at the top of Figure 5b. In this type
of display, the range is represented as a line (or beam) and the fulcrum, represented as
a triangle, is placed at the mean. On each side of the fulcrum, tick marks are used to
show standard deviation points. As seen in Figure 5b, bottom, a dot plot can be added
to the beam and fulcrum display to show the frequency of data values, and the size of the
fulcrum base can be modified to express the width of a confidence interval. The benefits of
such a diagram when presented alongside a box plot are that the user is able to quickly pick
out non-normal distributions (i.e., when the mean and median are not equal), see where the
data are distributed with respect to the standard deviation scale (±σ,±2σ, ...) , and easily
find outliers, (i.e., data points outside 3 standard deviations). It is also a useful learning
tool, students can easily understand that the mean balances the distribution.
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a b c d

Figure 6: Bivariate extensions of the box plot. a) Rangefinder box plot. b) The Bagplot. c) The 2D
box plot. d) The Quelplot and Relplot.

3.3 Bivariate Extensions

Standard implementations of the box plot focus on univariate data distributions. The 5-
number summary is a useful descriptor of not only univariate, but also bivariate data dis-
tributions. The main challenge in extending the box plot for use with higher dimensional
data is how to translate the 5-number summary values, which are vector values in the bi-
variate case, into visual metaphors with meaningful spatial positions, while maintaining
the simplicity of the original box plot. A bivariate box plot can show not only the location
and a summary of the data distribution, but also skew, spread and correlation.

A rangefinder box plot [BG87], as seen as the solid back lines in Figure 6a, is a simple
extension of the box plot into 2D. To create a rangefinder box plot, all data values are
plotted as points on a 2D graph (this is often called a scatterplot). For each variable, the
5-number summary is calculated, a line segment is drawn along the innerquartile range
and perpendicular lines are placed at the adjacent values of the variable, where the 1D box
plot would terminate. The intersection of the two central line segments is the cross-median
value. This idea was further improved upon, as shown as the thick gray lines in Figure 6a,
to emphasize the quartiles rather than the range, by moving the perpendicular lines from
the adjacent values to the upper and lower quartile positions and extending whisker lines
to the extrema value of the variable [Len88]. These extensions of the box plot into 2D are
an unobtrusive expression of the summary of each variable, but the correlation between
the two variables is not visible.

Other techniques for extending the box plot into 2D all use the notion of a hinge that
encompasses 50% of the data and a fence that separates the central data from potential
outliers. The distinctions between each of these methods are the way the contour of the
hinge and fence are represented, and the methods used to calculate the contours.

The two-dimensional box plot [Ton05], as seen in Figure 6b, computes a robust line
through the data by dividing the data into three partitions, finding the median value of
the two outer partitions and using these points as the line. Depending on the relationship
between the slope of the line and each variable, the quartile and fence lines are drawn
either parallel to the robust line, or parallel to the variable’s coordinate axis. The lines not
comprising the outer-fence and the inner-hinge boxes are removed.
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The bagplot [RRT99] uses the concept of halfspace depth to construct a bivariate version of
the box plot, as seen in Figure 6c. The halfspace depth ldepth(θ|Z) of some point θ is the
smallest number of data points zi ∈ Z = z1, z2, ..., zn contained in any closed halfplane
with a boundary line through θ. The depth region D k, which is a convex polygon, is the
set of all θ with ldepth(θ|Z) > k and Dk+1 ⊂ Dk. To construct the bagplot a scatterplot
of the data is first created. The depth median is then found which is the θ with the highest
ldepth(θ|Z), if there is only one such θ, otherwise it is the center of gravity of the deepest
region. This point, which is at the center of the plot, is represented as a cross. The bag
is a dark gray region in the plot encompassing 50% of the data. The fence separates the
outliers of the dataset, but is not drawn, and the loop is a light gray region of the plot
that contains points outside of the bag, but inside of the fence. Outliers are highlighted
as black stars. Options for reducing the visual clutter of the bagplot are to not plot data
points contained in the bag, and to not fill the regions contained in the bag and the loop,
but instead surround the bag with a solid line and the loop with a dashed line. In addition,
a confidence region can be added into the bagplots as a blotch drawn around the depth
median.

The relplot and the quelplot [GI92] use concentric ellipses to delineate between the hinge
and fence regions. Both the relplot and quelplot can be seen in Figure 6d. The relplot uses
full ellipses which assume symmetric data and are constructed using a robust estimator
such as the minimum volume ellipsoid. In the figure, the relplot is shown as ellipses
drawn in thin black lines. The quelplot divides the ellipses into four quarters aligned on
the major and minor axes, and computed using an M-estimator. The quelplot is shown
in the figure as thick, gray lines. The quelplot can show skewed data, since each quarter
ellipse can be tranformed individually.

4 Conclusion

The box plot is a standard technique for presenting a summary of the distribution of a
dataset. Its use has become prevalent in all forms of scientific inquiry, and understand-
ing its construction, origins, and modifications can help not only with interpretation of
the information presented by the box plot, but also in its creation and use. The concise
representation provides not only insights to the important characteristics of a distribution,
but permits the addition of information which enables the customization of the box plot to
specific scenarios. Overall, the simplicity of the box plot makes it an elegant method for
the presentation of scientific data.
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Abstract: The Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BDTNP) has de-
veloped a suite of methods that support quantitative, computational analysis of three-
dimensional (3D) gene expression patterns with cellular resolution in early Drosophila
embryos, aiming at a more in-depth understanding of gene regulatory networks. We
describe a new tool, called PointCloudXplore (PCX), that supports effective 3D gene
expression data exploration.

PCX is a visualization tool that uses the established visualization techniques of
multiple views, brushing, and linking to support the analysis of high-dimensional
datasets that describe many genes’ expression. Each of the views in PointCloudXplore
shows a different gene expression data property. Brushing is used to select and em-
phasize data associated with defined subsets of embryo cells within a view. Linking is
used to show in additional views the expression data for a group of cells that have first
been highlighted as a brush in a single view, allowing further data subset properties to
be determined. In PCX, physical views of the data are linked to abstract data displays
such as parallel coordinates. Physical views show the spatial relationships between
different genes’ expression patterns within an embryo. Abstract gene expression data
displays on the other hand allow for an analysis of relationships between different
genes directly in the gene expression space. We discuss on parallel coordinates as one
example abstract data view currently available in PCX. We have developed several ex-
tensions to standard parallel coordinates to facilitate brushing and the visualization of
3D gene expression data.
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1 Introduction

Animal embryos comprise dynamic 3D arrays of cells that express gene products in in-
tricate spatial and temporal patterns that determine the shape of the developing animal.
Biologists have typically analyzed gene expression and morphology by visual inspection
of photomicrographic images. Yet, to understand animal development, we need good
methods to computationally describe gene expression data. To address this challenge,
the BDTNP has developed image analysis methods to extract information about gene ex-
pression from imaging data, using early Drosophila melanogaster embryos as a model.
Confocal image stacks of blastoderm stage Drosophila embryos are converted into matri-
ces specifying the position of nuclei and the expression levels of select genes around each
nucleus, (see Section 3). The resulting new datasets, called PointClouds, promise to be
an invaluable resource for studying development. Since available visualization tools are
insufficient for comparing and analyzing 3D PointCloud data, we have developed Point-
CloudXplore as a tool to help biologists explore these datasets.

During embryogenesis complex regulatory networks are built up as transcription factors
cross-regulate the expression of other transcription factors as well as enzymes, structural
proteins, etc., guiding the development of animals [WKS+03, Law92, SL05]. Since spatial
regulation of gene expression directs animal morphogenesis, a major goal of the BDTNP
is to decipher how spatial patterns of target gene expression are directed by the expression
patterns of the transcription factors that regulate them. Because gene regulation depends
on combinatorial inputs from many transcription factors, simultaneous analysis of many
expression patterns is required. Therefore, PCX includes multiple visualization methods
to allow specific relationships to be seen within highly complex expression data for many
genes.

2 Previous Work

Generally, data can be displayed in multiple formats, or views, that each allow different
relationships between the data components to be observed. The linking of multiple views is
a well-established visualization method [BMMS91]. For example, it has been shown that
linking abstract data displays, such as scatter plots, with physical data views, such as a 3D
model of a catalytic converter, can improve data analysis significantly and provide insight
into complex physical phenomena [KSH04, PKH04, DGH03]. Hauser et al. [HLD02]
proposed integrating parallel coordinates with physical views for a better understanding of
high-dimensional phenomena. Gresh et al. [GRW+00] used parallel coordinates linked
to physical views for visualizing biological data sets describing cardiac measurement and
simulation experiments.

Parallel coordinates were proposed contemporaneously by Inselberg [Ins84] and Weg-
man [Weg90] and are a common information visualization technique for high-dimensional
data sets. In a parallel coordinate view, a data set consists of a set of samples, which in
our case are the cells in a Drosophila embryo. Each sample (cell) has a set of associated
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quantities, which in our case are the relative expression levels for multiple genes. Expres-
sion data for each gene corresponds to a dimension in the data set, with data for each gene
being represented by one of a series of parallel vertical axes. Each sample (cell) defines a
data line, i.e., a zig-zag line connecting adjacent parallel axes. The intersection point of
the data line with each vertical axis corresponds to the value of the sample for the corre-
sponding dimension (i.e., the relative expression level for the corresponding gene in that
cell).

Many extensions to standard parallel coordinates have been developed to make them more
useful for practical applications. Fua et al. [FWR99] proposed hierarchical parallel co-
ordinates, including several techniques for visualization of selected subsets of the data.
Distortion operations, such as dimensional zooming, for example, support a more detailed
analysis of data subspaces. Color is widely used for improving parallel-coordinate views
since dedicated line coloring eases following the course of data lines. Fua et al. [FWR99]
and Novotny [Nov04] proposed the use of color bands for visualization of brushes in paral-
lel coordinate views. Wegman and Luor [WL97] proposed the application of transparency
and “over-plotting” translucent data points/lines. This method highlights dense areas while
sparse areas fade away, thus revealing inherent data characteristics.

3 Gene Expression Data and Visualization Pipeline

A single PointCloud file contains the x,y,z location of each nucleus in one embryo and
the relative concentration of gene products (mRNA or protein) associated to each nu-
cleus [FLHK+05]. These files are created in the following manner (see Figure 1). Em-
bryos are fixed, stained, and mounted, then imaged using a confocal microscope (Figure 1,
IA). The obtained images are processed to detect all nuclei and measure the associated
gene expression levels (Figure 1, IS). Embryos are typically labeled with one fluorophore
to detect the nuclei, and with two others to detect two gene products. It is not practical
to obtain the expression of more than a few genes in a single embryo, due to the limited
number of different fluorophores that can be distinguished by the microscope, as well as
the difficulty in adding these labels to the embryos. Since it is critical to compare the
relationships between transcription factors and many of their target genes in a common
co-ordinate framework, a set of PointClouds using both morphology and a common refer-
ence gene to determine correspondences (Figure 1, ER) are registered into Virtual Point-
Clouds [FLHK+05]. The resulting Virtual PointCloud contains averaged expression levels
for many genes mapped on the nuclei of one of the embryos in the set. PCX, see Figure 1,
can be used for visualization of both single-embryo PointClouds and Virtual PointClouds.

4 Physical Views

We have developed several physical views (models) of the embryo to support analysis of
spatial gene expression patterns. In all these Embryo Views, each cell is represented by
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Figure 1: Gene Expression Data and Visualization Pipeline: PCX is used to visualize data from
single embryo PointClouds and Virtual PointClouds.

one 3D graphical object, positioned in space according to the physical position of the cell
it represents. Gene expression values are visualized using color and also by height, in the
case of views using gene Expression Surfaces (Section 4.3), . During the developmental
stage that the BDTNP is currently investigating — the blastoderm — all cells studied by
the BDTNP are located on a surface in shape very similar to an ellipsoid. Orthographic
projection is used to display views from fixed angles that display expression and morphol-
ogy along the three coordinate axes (Section 4.2). In another view, a cylindrical projection
is used to map cells onto a plane to gain a global overview of the entire embryo (Sec-
tion 4.2). Cells of interest can be selected in any of these views to create a so called brush,
just by drawing on the surface of the embryo. The selected cells that comprise the brush
are highlighted using color. The user can interact with all embryo views via interactive
zooming, panning, and rotation.

4.1 3D Physical View

In all our Embryo Views, each cell is represented by a polygon on the embryo surface,
using the Eigencrust method [KSO04] for constructing an approximation of the Delauny
triangulation of the surface of a PointCloud. The dual mesh of the triangulation is a tes-
selation similar to a Voronoi diagram, defined on the embryo surface [dBvKOS00]. Each
cell is represented by a Voronoi polygon with exactly one original data point in its cen-
ter. The polygon sizes depend on the cells’ distribution in the embryo, whereas the shape
of the polygons has no direct meaning. This results in a 3D model of the embryo which
provides an intuitive way to look at the data (see Figure 2).

Each polygon is colored according to expression values measured in the cell it represents.
The color mapping is based on the HSV color model [FDFH95]. The basic color hue, H,
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Figure 2: 2D Orthographic View (left); Unrolled View (right).

of each gene is defined by the user. Gene expression values are mapped linearly to color
brightness V. Saturation of color is always one, unless specified differently. For each gene,
a minimum and maximum value can be defined independently by the user. All expression
values below the minimum are mapped to black, and all values above the maximum are
mapped to full intensity.

4.2 2D Physical Views

To allow one to obtain a much quick overview of all cells several 2D visualizations of
the embryo have been developed. As shown in Figure 2 (left), by centering the main
coordinate system within the 3D embryo model, orthographic projection can be used to
create three 2D views of the embryo showing the dorsal/ventral, anterior/posterior, and
the left/right sides of the embryo. These Orthographic Views provide an overview of all
cells while preserving the shape of the embryo as a frame of reference for a biologist.
The curvature of the embryo leads to high densities of cells on the projection borders, but
provides an impression of depth and shape. A general overview of all cells in an embryo
can be obtained by switching between the three different Orthographic Views.

For a scientist who wants an instant overview of the whole blastoderm expression pattern,
the Unrolled View uses a cylindrical projection to map all surface cells of the embryo
onto a rectangular plane (see Figure 2 (right)). All cells are first projected onto a cylinder,
which is unrolled in a plane. In this view, a complete overview of all cells is provided
while the relative positions of cells on the anterior/posterior axis and around the embryo
are preserved. Due to of the ellipsoid like shape of the embryo, cells in the anterior and
posterior of the embryo are distorted by the projection in order to fill the rectangule. Shape
and size of cells in the middle part of the embryo are less affected by distortion effects.
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All 2D physical views are projections of the original 3D embryo model. To visualize gene
expression values and brushes the same color mapping is used as in the 3D physical view
(see Section 4.1).

4.3 Expression Surfaces

To support a more quantitative analysis of gene expression data, Expression Surfaces can
be defined above either the Orthographic or the Unrolled Views. Each Expression Surface
displays data for one gene. The xy positions of Expression Surface points are determined
by the positions of cells in the underlying views, whereas the height of an Expression
Surface is determined by the expression values measured for the gene it represents. Spa-
tial relationships between several genes’ expression patterns can be viewed at once using
multiple Expression Surfaces. For example, Figure 3 shows the quantitative relationship
between eve and ftz. The expression levels of these two genes are spatially largely non-
overlapping and change relative to one another along each body axis.

Figure 3: Gene expression surfaces for eve (light gray) and ftz (dark gray).

5 3D Parallel Coordinates

A limitation of all described Embryo Views is that when more than four or five genes
whose expression overlaps are displayed at the same time, it is often not possible to dis-
tinguish each gene’s expression. Therefore, we have adapted parallel coordinates to create
several Parallel Coordinate Views, in which relationships between many genes’ expres-
sion can be visualized. See Section 2 for an introduction to parallel coordinates. Further,
we have linked Parallel Coordinate Views and Embryo Views, ensuring that all brushes
defined in the Embryo Views can be displayed in the Parallel Coordinate Views and vice
versa. In general, parallel coordinates introduce several other visulaization problems, such
as occlusion and cluttering. To reduce these problems, several extensions to standard par-
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Figure 4: Expression level of four different genes visualized in 2D Parallel Coordinates (left) and
3D Parallel Coordinates (right).

allel coordinates have been developed, which have already been described in more detail
in [OGS+06]. By varying color and transparency of data lines it is much easier to gain
a fast overview and to detect important features and clusters in the data. Line trace high-
lighting and animation are additional tools which allow one to follow the course of single
data lines through the graph. To allow for detailed analysis of brushes the dimensional
zooming technique is used. Brushes define a subspace of the entire gene expression space.
By scaling the selected ranges to the entire length of the parallel axis it is possible to anal-
yse details in a user-defined subspace. Statistical properties of brushes such as selected
minimum- and maximum values, average expression values, and standard deviations can
be analyzed using brush bands (see Fig 5(d)).

Information about the spatial relationships between different genes’ expression patterns is
essential for the analysis of regulatory networks. Information about relative cell positions
along the two main axes of the embryo, anterior/posterior (AP) and dorsal/ventral (DV),
can be derived from the Unrolled View described in Section 4.2. To display this informa-
tion in Parallel Coordinate Views, the coordinate axes have been extruded into the third
dimension (Figure 4 (left)). Data lines are ordered from back-to-front according to cell
positions along either the AP axis or the DV circumference. Along any given data line,
the positional information is constant, such that data lines do not intersect each other in
this third dimension. The 3D coordinate axes are drawn highly transparent with active
z-buffering to prevent the addition of colors of overlapping parallel axes. This strategy
guarantees a complete overview of the entire plot, with no details hidden. In addition, the
outer frame of the coordinate axes are drawn with full opacity, which makes it easier to
determine the position of the coordinate axis in 3D space.

By using this 3D visualization, spatial data dimensions are clearly separated from gene
expression dimensions of the data, and the basic character of the spatial gene expression
patterns in one dimension is preserved. For example, if data lines are sorted according
to the position of cells along the AP axis, then the stripe patterns of genes like eve or ftz
are visible in the plot (Figure 4 (left)). This 3D view also reveals what is not obvious
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Defining brushes in Parallel Coordinate View. In (a) a brush is defined to exclude all cells
expressing eve at more than 20%. In (b) this brush is further refined to also exclude all cells express-
ing ftz at a value greater than 20%. (c) shows a 3D Parallel Coordinate View of the brush defined
in (b) , where cell locations along the A/P axis of the embryo are shown in the third dimension. (d)
Shows a broad color band display of the brush selected in (b), indicating the minimum, maximum,
mean, and standard deviations for expression values for each gene.

in the 2D views shown in Figure 4: Cells expressing both eve and ftz at low levels are
mainly at the anterior and posterior of the embryo, and a subset of these cells is found in
the principal areas where hkb and tll are highly expressed. Even if tens of additional gene
dimensions were added to the 3D view, these and doubtless other relationships could still
be visualized.

Brushing can be executed in parallel coordinates using two sliders attached to each axis
to define ranges in gene expression. In 3D parallel coordinates, two additional sliders are
available to allow one to select cells also according to their relative AP- or DV position
within the embryo. The physical views and the parallel coordinates are synchronized, i.e.,
if a brush is edited in one view, then the other view is also updated. If, for example, a
brush is changed in parallel coordinates then the user can view in parallel how the spatial
pattern the brush defines alters in any physical view. In Figure 5, an example for brushing
in parallel coordinates is shown. One can see how additional relationships are revealed
in 3D parallel coordinates where the brush splits of into two characteristic regions in the
anterior and posterior of the embryo (see Figure 5(c)). Visualizing the brush just as broad
color band reveals basic statistical properties of the brush (see Figure 5(d)).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced PointCloudXplore and described a subset of its views and functional-
ity. Dedicated physical views of the Drosophila melanogaster blastoderm (termed Embryo
Views) make the comparison and analysis of spatial gene expression patterns possible. Ex-
pression Surfaces provide an effective and intuitive way for quantitative analysis of gene
expression data. To support analysis of the relationships between genes directly in gene
expression space, we have integrated parallel coordinates into the system (Parallel Coor-
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dinate Views). Parallel Coordinate Views have been extended to a 3D rendering, making
it possible to present spatial and gene expression data dimensions in one plot, while both
dimension types are visually separated and basic spatial properties of gene expression
patterns are preserved. All views are linked via brushing. PointCloudXplore makes inter-
active analysis of 3D expression data possible for the first time.

We plan to integrate automatic data analysis tools into PCX. Unsupervised clustering has
been used previously to analyze microarray data and can also be applied to 3D gene ex-
pression data. Singular value decomposition (SVD) and other techniques have also been
used to analyze gene expression and similar data. For analysis of 3D gene expression data,
these techniques need to be modified, and new ones developed. Integration of such tools
should further improve the utility of PCX.
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Abstract: The reference evapotranspiration ET0 is an important meteorological quan-
tity in agriculture and water resource management. It is usually estimated from other
meteorological quantities measured at weather stations. To estimate ET0 at an ar-
bitrary geographical position these quantities must be interpolated. The Center for
Spatial Technologies And Remote Sensing (CSTARS) at UC Davis uses the DayMet
approach for this task.

We discuss some inconsistencies within the DayMet approach and suggest im-
provements. One significant problem of DayMet is the lack of consideration of terrain
topography. We define new distance functions that are elevation-dependent and show
preliminary results of the comparison of the classic and the improved DayMet ap-
proach.

1 Introduction

To set up near-optimal irrigation schedules the amount of water that has evaporated or tran-
spired into the atmosphere during the day must be known. This information is important
to farmers that have to replace this amount of water to maintain appropriate availibility
for crop growth and to administrators of water management systems so they can provide
adequate water supplies for agricultural and urban needs. Also this information can be
used for setting up a land use plan as a basis for decisions.

One important quantity is the evapotranspiration that is the combination of evaporation,
i.e., the loss of water from the surface of the plants and the soil and transpiration, i.e., the
loss of water from inside the plants to the atmosphere. This quantity depends on several
factors, such as weather variables, soil conditions, and the type of vegetation.

For determining evapotranspiration ET for a certain region, a reference evapotranspira-
tion ET0 is defined as the evapotranspiration above a defined reference vegetation (uni-
form closely-cropped grass), and therefore only depends on the weather conditions. The
evapotranspiration ETc for a specific vegetation or surface type is

ETc = Kc · ET0, (1)

where Kc is the crop coefficient and can be determined from a look up table.
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To estimate a spatially distributed ET0 for the state of California, the California Depart-
ment of Water Resource and the University of California, Davis developed the CIMIS
project (California Irrigation Management Information System). They established about
120 automated weather stations all over California, each of which measures several cli-
mate values (such as solar radiation, relative humidity, wind speed, temperature) under
defined reference conditions (2m above a dense grass surface). This data is collected and
stored in a database. From these measured values ET0 can be estimated.

This approach leads to estimated values for ET0 only for the locations of the CIMIS
weather stations. For all other places, the weather values have to be estimated by com-
bining the measured values of nearby weather stations (interpolation), and then ET 0 can
be estimated from these.

In the CIMIS project, a map is created that contains the estimated value for every point
on a dense grid with grid distance of 2km ([HBT+06]). To find estimates for each grid
point, two different methods are used: Some of the weather values are interpolated using
regularized splines with tension ([MM93], [MH93], [HPMM02]), for others the DayMet
interpolation method ([TRW97]) is used.

We focus on the DayMet interpolation approach. In Section 2, we give a formal definition
of this approach and show some of its deficits. In Section 3, we suggest some improve-
ments and present some first results in Section 4. Section 5 contains a list of further
research that can be done in this field.

2 The DayMet Interpolation Method

We provide an overview of the DayMet approach in Section 2.1, give a short overview
of its implementation within the CIMIS project in Section 2.2, and point out some weak-
nesses of the approach and the implementation in Section 2.3.

2.1 Definition

As input to the DayMet interpolation we have n weather stations W i (i = 1, . . . , n) cor-
responding to two-dimensional observation points p i ∈ R2 on a planar map, elevation
zi ∈ R and the associated weather data fi ∈ R. Examples for possible weather data are
temperature, solar radiation, precipitation, humidity, or wind speed, as measured at W i.

To interpolate the value at an arbitrary query point Q with two-dimensional coordinates
q ∈ R2, we define a weight function as a truncated Gaussian filter,

w(q, r) =

⎧⎨⎩0; r > R(q)

exp
(
−

(
r

R(q)

)2

α

)
− e−α; r ≤ R(q)

, (2)
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where r is the radial distance arround q, R(q) is the truncation distance of q, and α is a
unitless shape parameter.

We define the weights of the weather station Wi at a query point Q as

wq,i = w(q, ‖q − pi‖2). (3)

If the truncation distance were constant, there would be a large number of observation
points with non-zero weights in dense regions, whereas in regions with a sparse number of
observation points all weights could be zero. Therefore R(q) depends on the local density
of weather stations arround q, and an iterative approach is used to find a value for R(q):

1. Start with R(q) = R with R a user-specified value.

2. Use R(q) to calculate the weights wq,i of all Wi (i = 1, . . . , n) using Equation (2),
and calculate the local station density D(q) (number of stations / area) as

D(q) =

n∑
i=1

wq,i

w

πR(q)2
, (4)

where w is the average weight over the untruncated region of the kernel, defined as

w =

R(q)∫
0

w(q, r)dr

πR(q)2
=

(
1 − e−α

α

)
− e−α. (5)

3. With a user-specified desired average number of observations N and the calculated
value of D(q), we can calculate a new value for R(q) as

R(q) =

√
N̂

D(q)π
, (6)

where N̂ = 2N is chosen for every iteration except the last one, for which N̂ = N .

4. Perform I (I being user-specified) iterations of step 2. and 3. to get the final value
of R(q).

The value f(q) at the arbitrary query point Q at two-dimensional coordinates q ∈ R 2 is
now estimated as

f(q) =

n∑
i=1

wq,ifi

n∑
i=1

wq,i

. (7)

For temperature data there exists a relationship between elevation and temperature. In
[TRW97] the use of a correction term to take elevation into account is suggested. First, one
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estimates regression coefficients β0 and β1 that describe the correlation between elevation
z and temperature t in absence of any other meteorological effect

t = β0 + β1z. (8)

To calculate the values for β0 and β1, a weighted least squares regression is used on every
pair of observation points (Wi, Wj), weighted by the product of the interpolation weights
w(pi, ‖pi − pj‖2)w(pj , ‖pi − pj‖2) of one to the other. But instead of calculating the
regression directly as in Equation (8), it was suggested to do this regression for the differ-
ences of temperature (ti − tj) and elevation (zi − zj)

(ti − tj) = β0 + β1(zi − zj). (9)

With temperatures ti = fi (i = 1, . . . , n) and the estimated values of β0 and β1, the
temperature t(q) = f(q) for a query point Q at two-dimenisional coordinates q ∈ R 2 with
elevation z ∈ R is now calculated as

t(q) =

n∑
i=1

wq,i [ti + β0 + β1(z − zi)]

n∑
i=1

wq,i

. (10)

2.2 Implementation of DayMet within the CIMIS Project

Within the CIMIS project, the DayMet interpolation method is implemented as a GRASS
module. For temperature interpolation, an elevation map of California is used. The module
reads a site file with the values of the weather stations, including exact positions, and
interpolates the value for every point on a regular grid of 500 × 550 points. The grid
distance is 2km. The resulting interpolated values are written to the GRASS database as a
raster file.

To find suitable values for the free parameters I (number of iterations for calculating R(q)),
N (desired average number of observation points) and α (shape parameter for weight
w(q, r)), a range for each of the three parameters is specified and every combination of val-
ues is checked via cross validation: For every observation point p i the interpolation f(pi)
is calculated, using only the (n − 1) other observation points p1, . . . , pi−1, pi+1, . . . , pn.
The cross validation root-mean-square error (RMSE) is

ERMSE =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(f(pi) − fi)2. (11)

The combination of values for I , N and α that produces the least error E RMSE is used for
the interpolation procedure.
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2.3 Deficits of the CIMIS DayMet Implementation

In the CIMIS implementation the valid ranges for I and N were interchanged: The ranges
were set to I ∈ {3, . . . , 5} and N ∈ {30, . . . , 50}. With these ranges the maximum
number of iterations I to calculate R(q) was five, too few iterations to make the calcula-
tions converge. On the other hand, the minimum number of average observations N that
are taken into account was 30 and therefore too high. Figure 1(a) shows the correspon-
dence between the measured and the interpolated values at the positions of the observation
points. They are nearly unrelated. After interchanging the ranges to I ∈ {30, . . . , 50} and
N ∈ {3, . . . , 5} the results were better, see Figure 1(b).
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(b) Corrected ranges of I and N .

Figure 1: Measured value (horizontal axis) against interpolated value (vertical axis) at observation
points.

Although being called an “interpolation method” in [TRW97] the DayMet approach is not
an interpolation, but only an approximation of scattered data. Calculating the value f(p i)
at an observation point pi results in a value close to fi, but in general does not reproduce
fi exactly. This can be seen in Equation (7), since there are in general several non-zero
weights wj , so that f(pi) not only depends on fi but also on other observation values. If
it were an interpolation method, the points of Figure 1(b) would all lie on the line y = x.

There is another shortcoming of the method in [TRW97] related to using the regression
Equation (9) for calculating the values of β0 and β1. When substracting two instances of
the original Equation (8) ti = β0+β1zi and tj = β0+β1zj , the absolute term β0 vanishes,
resulting in ti − tj = β1(zi − zj). From this equation only β1 can be estimated by a least
squares regression. With the argument of symmetry one can also conclude that β 0 = 0,
because the indices of the weather stations are artificial. Having two weather stations,
either of them can be (zi, ti) or (zj , tj). Only β0 = 0 can then fulfill Equation (9).

Another drawback of the DayMet approach is the way the weights in Equation (2) are cal-
culated: The distance r only takes the x- and y-coordinate of the query position q and the
weather station position pi into account. For temperature interpolation, also the elevation
of z and zi influences the result, see Equation (10). But the topographic structure of the
terrain between q and pi does not play any role. (Think of a terrain with a cross section
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as in Figure 2(a), built of a plane adjacent to a mountain. To interpolate the value at the
query point Q with two-dimensional coordinates q the weights for the weather stations W 1

and W2 have to be calculated. Since their radial distances r = ‖q − p1‖2 = ‖q − p2‖2

from Q are the same, they have the same weight w1 = w(q, r) = w2 from Equation (2).
Obviously the influence of W2 is less than the influence of W1 since the mountain divides
the terrain into two different regions that inhibits air exchange across the mountain. There-
fore, the interpolation weight w1 should be bigger than w2. Since California has a diverse
topographic structure containing high mountains and large flat valleys, see Figure 2(b),
these conditions are common.)

(a) A plane adjacent to a mountain. (b) Map of California.

Figure 2: DayMet neglects the topographic structure of the terrain.

In the following, we introduce a way to take the topographic structure of the terrain into
account to improve interpolation quality.

3 Improvement of DayMet

To take the topographic structure of the terrain into account we keep the general concept of
the DayMet interpolation, but change the way the distance r in Equation (2) is calculated,
so that the terrain elevation influences the weights. If along the path from the weather
station W to the query point Q a mountain has to be crossed, the distance should be larger,
resulting in a smaller weight and therefore in a smaller influence on the overall result.

We only take the direct path from W to Q into account, i.e., we calculate the intersection
of the terrain surface with a plane that contains W and Q and contains the ray from W
to the center of the Earth as illustrated in Figure 3(a). This intersection is a planar curve
representing the profile of the direct path from W to Q as illustrated in Figure 3(b). This
profile is a function P : [0, S] → R, returning for every (horizontal) position s on the path
from W to Q the elevation at that point. The distance r from W to Q is calculated by
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(a) Intersection of terrain and plane. (b) Terrain profile between W and Q.

Figure 3: Direct path from W to Q.

using a function d : ([0, S] → R) → R+ that uses the profile as input and returns r. We
call such a function a distance function.

One can think of the original DayMet definition as the distance function d xy with the
property that for an arbitrary profile P : [0, S] → R we have dxy(P ) = S. Thus, dxy does
not take the profile into account, but just returns the horizontal distance S between W and
Q. We now define two different distance functions that do take the profile into account.

A mountain ridge with a height of 1000m has a larger impact on the influence of a weather
station than a horizontal distance of 1000m has. Thus, the distance in vertical direction
must be amplified to make it comparable to horizontal distances. For this reason, we
introduce an exaggeration factor z exag. We define the exaggerated profile P̂ as

P̂ (s) = zexagP (s). (12)

3.1 Arc Length of Convex Hull: dch

The first distance function returns as the distance of a profile the length of the shortest path
through the air from the start to the end point. More formally speaking, this shortest path
is the upper convex hull of the profile and the distance is its arc length.

Let P̂ (s) : [0, S] → R be an exaggerated profile as defined above. Its upper convex hull is
the function P̂ch(s) : [0, S] → R that fulfills the following three conditions:

1. ∀s ∈ [0, S] : P̂ch(s) ≥ P̂ (s).

2. ∀s1, s2 ∈ [0, S], s1 < s2 : P̂ ′
ch(s1) ≥ P̂ ′

ch(s2).

3. ∀P̃ : [0, S] → R fulfilling condition 1 and 2, s ∈ [0, S] : P̂ch(s) ≤ P̃ (s).
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While the first condition ensures that our path is always above ground, the second (mono-
tonic decreasing derivative) ensures that the path does not have unnecessary waves, and
the third ensures that the path is as low above ground as possible. The three conditions
together ensure that P̂ch is the shortest path through the air from one end to the other.

The distance dch(P ) is now the arc length of that shortest path,

dch(P ) =

T∫
0

√
1 + (P̂ ′

ch)2.

Figure 4(a) demonstrates how the distance dch for a profile is calculated.

The application of these equations results that while crossing a mountain the distance
reported is increased by dch, while crossing a canyon has no effect.

3.2 Radial Distance plus Highest Peak: dp

The second distance function dp we define determines the highest peak that has to be
crossed and adds this height to the radial distance between start and end point.

We define two slightly different functions dp1 and dp2, differing in the base to which the
height of the peak is measured. Let P (s) : [0, S] → R be a profile, then

dp1(P ) =S + max
s∈[0,S]

(P̂ (s) − max{P̂ (0), P̂ (S)})

=S + zexag max
s∈[0,S]

(P (s) − max{P (0), P (S)}), (13)

and

dp2(p) =S + max
s∈[0,S]

(
P̂ (s) −

(
s

S
P̂ (0) +

S − s

S
P̂ (S)

))
=S + zexag max

s∈[0,S]

(
P (s) −

(
s

S
P (0) +

S − s

S
P (S)

))
. (14)

While dp1 takes the height of the highest peak relative to the hight of the start or the end
point (whichever is higher), dp2 takes the hight relative to the linear interpolation between
the start and the end point. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show examples of how the distance with
these two distance functions is calculated.

It can be seen that ∀P : [0, S] → R : dxy(P ) ≤ dp1(P ) ≤ dp2(P ) and dxy(P ) ≤ dch(P ).
It depends on the actual profile how dch(P ) compares to dp1(P ) and dp2(P ).
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(a) dch (b) dp1 (c) dp2

Figure 4: Three new distance functions. The black line is the profile, the (sum of the) length of thick
gray line(s) is its distance. The dashed line is the base for measuring the height of the peaks for dp1

and dp2.

4 Preliminary Results

To compare the results of our distance functions with that used in the original DayMet
implementation of CIMIS, we used a data set of relative humidity (values in the range
from zero to 100) of the 108 weather stations that measured data that day. We used cross-
validation as described in Section 2.2.

Table 1 shows the overall results for ERMSE as defined in Equation (11) for the different
distance functions and different values of z exag. These results do not show an advantage of
the new distance functions when compared to the original implementation d xy . Only dp2

with zexag = 50 shows a slightly improved result, but this might be random.

zexag dxy dch dp1 dp2

5 12.98 12.95 12.99
50 12.96 13.09 13.32 12.64

500 13.03 13.21 12.88

Table 1: ERMSE values for the different distance functions.

To understand in more detail the errors for specific structures, we searched each distance
function for what weather station had the maximal improvement over the original imple-
mentation and for what weather station it had the most degradation. These experiments
were done with zexag = 50. Figure 5(a) provides an overview of the positions of the three
weather stations W88, W113, and W35 we studied in detail.

The first weather station we considered was W88. Figure 5(b) shows its neighbourhood,
Table 2 lists the relative interpolation weights. While dxy and dp1 produced poor results,
dch and dp2 had reasonable values. This is the situation we wanted to improve: a mountain
ridge divides the terrain into two parts, the dry northern part (W 54, W146, W5, W138, and
W125) and the humid southern part (W64, W94, and W107). W88 belongs to the northern
part, and therefore the southern weather stations should not have any influence on it. Note
that dp1 produced the same result as dxy since W88 is near a mountain top, so any pro-
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file ending in W88 has W88 as highest peak. Therefore, dxy and dp1 produce the same
distances.

Weather station W5 W64 W94 W107 W125 W138 W146 W88

measured rel. hum. 55.0 69.0 86.0 87.0 35.0 45.0 46.0 32.0

dxy .05 .24 .27 .28 .16 74.1
dch .28 .22 .15 .35 45.9
dp1 .05 .25 .27 .27 .16 74.1
dp2 .29 .13 .17 .13 .28 49.5

Table 2: Weights used for interpolation at weather station W88 (dch and dp2 have the best results).
The last column contains the measured value and the predicted values using the different distance
functions at position of W88.

dp1 has its best result for W113, see Figure 5(c) for the neighbourhood and Table 3 for the
interpolation weights. At first sight it seems we achived the opposite of what we wanted
to do: dp1 used W124 and W190 that are hidden behind a mountain. But it also used W163

with a higher weight than the other functions, which is the station at the other end of the
long, small valley, which resulted in better results.

Weather station W89 W105 W114 W116 W126 W143 W163 W190 others W113

measured rel. hum. 83.0 32.0 80.0 91.0 61.0 72.0 51.0 32.0 65.0

dxy .18 .77 .02 .03 78.7
dch .25 .64 .07 .04 80.3
dp1 .16 .05 .45 .05 .05 .05 .06 .07 .06 70.0
dp2 .26 .66 .06 .02 80.8

Table 3: Weights used for interpolation at weather station W113 (dp1 has its best result). The last
column contains the measured value and the predicted values using the different distance functions
at the position of W113.

W35 is now the station, where dch, dp1, and dp2 produced worse results than the original
dxy . Table 4 reveals that our new distance functions have heigher weights on W 183 and
W189, exactly following what we wanted: The stations to the west (W80, W39, W142, W33,
and W86) are completely out of sight, since they are behind a tall mountain. The results
are bad as a consequence of the fact that W183 and W189, which share the same valley
with W35, show very dry weather (only 15 and 17, respectively), while the weather station
W35 reports rain with a relative humidity of 100. Possibly, W35 suffered from a very local
weather phenomenon (like a local thunderstorm), or the reported value was wrong; d xy is
the winner by mere chance.

As a first result, we can state that the interpolation quality for selected areas can be in-
creased with the new distance functions. On the other hand, significant improvements do
not occur in every case. The reason might be the placement of weather stations: The den-
sity is high in valleys and low on mountains. Therefore, dxy prefers stations within the
same valley, since the others are too far away, and so the crossvalidation does not show
improvement when using the new distance functions. Presumably, the interpolation result
in the mountain regions is better using the new distance functions.
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(a) Overview of CIMIS weather stations.

(b) Neighbourhood of weather sta-
tion W88.

(c) Neighbourhood of weather sta-
tion W113.

(d) Neighbourhood of weather sta-
tion W35.

Figure 5: Neighbourhoods of interesting weather stations.
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Weather stations W33 W39 W80 W86 W142 W183 W189 others W35

measured rel. hum. 47.0 48.0 34.0 37.0 31.0 15.0 17.0 100.0

dxy .03 .09 .06 .12 .23 .30 .17 26.6
dch .54 .46 16.1
dp1 .23 .77 19.7
dp2 .05 .04 .05 .05 .06 .39 .34 .02 23.3

Table 4: Weights used for interpolation at weather station W35. (All new distance functions are bad
there.) The last column contains the measured value and the predicted values using the different
distance functions at the position of W35.

5 Future Work

We list a few possibilities for future work:

• The tests can be processed on other data sets. The CIMIS database contains many
data sets from other dates, and other weather variables different from relative humid-
ity, e.g., temperature, precipitation, wind speed. Such other tests would also reveal
whether W35 has just the wrong value, or if it is a local weather phaenomenon.

• zexag must be optimized. zexag = 50 seems to be a good initial value.

• Determine under what topographic situations which distance function produces the
best results.

• Our results should be compared to other interpolation methods, e.g., Hardy’s multi-
quadric, interpolating splines, or kridging.

• The program structure can be improved to allow more efficient processing. Espe-
cially the distances and the truncation distances R(q) for every grid point can be
calculated in advance. These have to be recalculated every time a weather station is
added or eliminated, or when a weather station has a technical problem transmitting
values.

• The CIMIS project interpolates the different weather variables and afterwards cal-
culates ET0 for every point (interpolate first, then calculate: IC). This is rather time-
and space-consuming. A more efficient approach calculates ET 0 at the weather sta-
tions and interpolates only this (calculate first, then interpolate: CI), see [MKK05],
where these two approaches are compared, finding out that the results are similar.
At least there is no significant difference between IC and CI.
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Abstract: Modeling large-scale virtual urban environments remains challenging for
researchers and urban planners. Cities are difficult to model in detail, since they hold
diverse and complex geometries as well as complex social processes. Building large-
scale 3D city models by means of photogrammetric reconstruction is a time and re-
source intensive process and does not provide data for modeling future cityscapes.
Recently, a lot of research in the area of comuter graphics has been dedicated to devel-
oping alternative 3D modeling techniques.
This survey provides an overview of state-of-the-art procedural modeling techniques
for generating virtual cities. Research projects using grammar-based and agent-based
models, statistical approaches, and real-time procedural modeling techniques are pre-
sented and discussed.

1 Introduction

In architecture and urban planning, 3D models are increasingly used as standard tools for
visualizing urban design and development. Furthermore, virtual cityscapes offer a criti-
cal visual dimension for decision making to participants in the planning processes. They
communicate future impacts of planning decisions and allow envisioning alternative fu-
tures. 3D city modeling is also applied in environmental planning where it is crucial for
the spatial analysis of 3-dimensional phenomena like air pollution, noise, and earthquakes.
Computer graphics make use of virtual cityscapes in 3D computer games and visualiza-
tion applications, just as entertainment industry benefits from 3D urban environments in
animated movie productions.
The application areas mentioned all have similar demands on 3D model generation: it
has to be low-cost, fast, resource-saving, and automatic. In the past decade, research has
focused on the 3D building reconstruction from sensor data using photogrammetric meth-
ods, active sensors, and hybrid systems [HYN03]. Photogrammetry provides techniques
for constructing 3D city models from aerial photographs and terrestrial images. Using ac-
tive sensors, building geometry is recognized from dense point clouds, e.g. acquired with
the airborne laser scanning technology LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). Despite
intensive research in these areas, both reconstruction methods do not automatically de-
liver full 3D city models yet [Bre05]. Further, these technologies are designed to develop
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models of existing built environments and have little to offer for envisioning future devel-
opments. Hybrid systems combining several sensor-based methods like the CC-Modeler
developed by CyberCity AG, Zrich [Ulm06] are promising but still semi-automatic ap-
proaches.
All things considered, the generation of large-scale 3D urban environments from sensor-
based data remains a significantly time-intensive and resource-consuming task. Further-
more, it is inapplicable for modeling urban futures, since it is exclusively based on the
satus-quo of real-world data.
For a lot of applications the appearance and the socio-statistical representativeness of an
environmental model is more relevant than geometric accuracy. Focusing mainly on land
usage, building density or other socio-statistical parameters, the 3D visualization of look-
alike cities is sufficient. This can be achieved with a technique known as procedural model-
ing. Procedural modeling utilizes code segments or algorithms to generate 3D geometries
rather than storing an enormous amount of low-level primitives like points, lines or tri-
angles [Ebe96]. Creating abstract and formalized models is an efficient and flexible way
to reduce the amount of stored data. Furthermore, the models are controlled by parame-
ters in the generation process to increase the level of detail (LoD). Procedural modeling
yields good results for repeating and random processes as well as for self-similar features
like fractals. The fractal nature of cities is comprehensively discussed in Michael Batty’s
book “Cities and Complexity - Understanding Cities with Cellular Automata, Agent-Based
Models, and Fractals” [Bat05].

The following sections of this survey address different techniques for procedural city mod-
eling, covering grammar-based models and agent-based techniques. After briefly introduc-
ing a statistical approach, a method for real-time procedural modeling will be presented.
The survey concludes with a discussion of relative advantages and disadvantages among
the different techniques for procedural modeling and gives an outlook on the perspectives
of procedural 3D modeling.

2 Grammar-based Models

In the context of procedural city modeling, formal grammars have proven to be a pow-
erful modeling tool. Formal grammars are abstract structures for describing formal lan-
guages. Recent approaches use so-called L-Systems for generating a variety of geometric
elements in 3D city models [CdSF05]. An L-System or Lindenmayer-System is a parallel
string rewriting mechanism that alters a string iteratively according to specified production
rules. The resulting string can be interpreted geometrically to produce graphical output.
L-Systems were conceived by Aristid Lindenmayer [Lin68] to describe the development
of multicellular organisms. In the 90’s, they have become a sophisticated computer graph-
ics tool for simulating and visualizing plant geometry [PL90].
Kato et al [KOO+98] are the first to reveal a substantial similarity between the growth of
branching structures and the development of street networks. They introduce a virtual city
modeling technique using stochastic parametric L-Systems to generate varying road net-
works. Their technique supports hierarchical street systems and can produce both linear
flow systems and cellular networks (see figure 1(a)).
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(a) Map and Tree L-Systems [KOO+98] (b) Self-sensitive L-Systems [PM01]

Figure 1: Street networks generated with L-Systems

The city modeling system CITYENGINE by Parish and Müller [PM01] incorporates an
advanced street generation algorithm based on extended L-Systems. Unlike previous
Lindenmayer-Systems, the enhanced grammar allows for the creation of closed loops and
intersecting road branches. This is accomplished by adding self-sensitiveness to the nature
of L-Systems. CITYENGINE employs a hierarchical set of production rules and enables
the generation of streets that follow superimposed patterns. To derive a large-scale road
map (compare figure 1(b)), we would require information about geographical image maps
on elevation, vegetation, and land-water boundaries as well as geostatistical maps on pop-
ulation density, zones, and land-use. Since the introduction of CITYENGINE, L-Systems
have been widely used for both reproducing existing street networks [GMB06] and cre-
ating fictional road maps [HMFN04]. Yet for modeling geometrically detailed buildings,
L-Systems are difficult to adapt since they emulate growth-like processes in open spaces.
CITYENGINE implements an L-System to generate simple buildings consisting of trans-
lated and rotated boxes. In this way, large urban environments emerge, but with a low
resulting level of detail.
INSTANT ARCHITECTURE is a technique developed by Wonka et al. [WWSR03] for au-
tomatic modeling of geometrically detailed buildings. Their approach uses parametric
split grammars, derived from the concept of shape grammars [Sti80] which have been
successfully applied in architecture to construct and analyze architectural designs. Split
grammars operate with production rules consisting of geometric split operations. The idea
is to generate geometrically rich 3D building layouts by hierarchically subdividing build-

(a) Instant Architecture [WWSR03] (b) Roman Housing [MVUG05]

Figure 2: Architectural models generated with shape grammars
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ing facades into simple attributed shapes (figure 2(a)). Wonka et al. set up a large grammar
rule database to model various buildings in different architectural styles. INSTANT AR-
CHITECTURE generates highly detailed buildings, but is only applicable for small-scale
urban areas.
Inspired by INSTANT ARCHITECTURE is the virtual 3D model of Roman housing ar-
chitecture presented in [MVUG05]. Müller et al. reproduce ancient sites by extending
the functional range of the CITYENGINE system to shape grammars like introduced in
[WWSR03]. The production rules for shape grammars are deduced from archaeological
and historical data to ensure a faithful reproduction of Roman architecture. Plausibility is
further enhanced by importing real building footprints and streets as ground truth.
Also integrated in the CITYENGINE framework is a sophisticated technique for procedural
modeling of computer graphics architecture proposed by Müller et al. [MWH +06]. Their
approach uses extended set grammars, so-called CGA SHAPES, combining the benefits
of [WWSR03] and [PM01]. CGA SHAPES are suited for creating large-scale and at the
same time geometrically detailed 3D cityscapes. Intrinsic context sensitive shape rules are
applied sequentially to building footprints, the axioms of the productions, in order to gen-
erate mass models of the buildings. A mass model is a union of simple volumes and can
consist of highly complex polygonal faces. In the next step, 2D building facades are ex-
tracted from the 3D shapes and structured into their elements. Here, CGA SHAPES re-use
the volumetric information to solve intersection conflicts between adjacent facades. After
adding details for ornaments, doors and windows the buildings are finally roofed with dif-
ferent types of roof-tops. In this manner, CGA SHAPES are applicable to model diverse
urban areas like office districts, suburban environments and ancient cities (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Pompeii and Beverly Hills, modeled with CGA SHAPES [MWH+06]

3 Agent-based Models

Agent-based models are computational models for simulating real world phenomena and
are closely related to cellular automata and multi agent systems. The main modules of
agent-based models are rule based agents, situated in space and time. They reside in arti-
ficial environments, e.g. virtual cities, are free to explore their surroundings, and dynam-
ically interact with their environment and other agents. Simple transition rules drive the
agents’ behavior and result in purposeful, intelligent, far more complex reactions. For a
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detailed introduction to computational agent-based modeling, particularly regarding multi-
agent systems, and a broad introduction to automata-based urban modeling the reader is
referred to [BT04].

Figure 4: Agent-based modeling of virtual cities [LWR+04]

Until recently, agent-based modeling has been largely restricted to 2D. For Instance, UR-
BANSIM [Wad02] is a sophisticated 2D agent-based simulation model for large-scale ur-
ban environments that incorporates the interactions between land use, transportation, and
public policy. Lately, systems have been designed to combine agent-based urban geosim-
ulation with 3D visualization of urban environments. Lechner et al. [LWR +04] present
an approach to procedurally generate virtual cities using an agent-based simulation. Their
system only depends on a terrain description as low-level input and accepts optional pa-
rameters like water level and road density. Three types of agents are responsible for gen-
erating the hierarchical road network by exploring the virtual space. Primary road agents
connect highly populated regions, extenders expand the existing street network to urban
areas not serviced by a road, and connectors interlink poorly accessible areas with ter-
tiary streets. To output a land usage map (compare figure 4) developer agents generate
parcels and land use for residential, commercial, and industrial zones. Finally, the map is
visualized using the SimCity 3000 graphics engine, as shown in figure 4.

4 Statistical Models

As opposed to grammar-based and agent-based approaches, statistical models utilize sta-
tistical propagation techniques to procedurally generate urban environments. Statistical
models are often employed to complement other procedural modeling techniques and are
rarely used stand-alone. An example for the automatic generation of large geometric mod-
els based on statistical parameters is “A Different Manhattan Project” [YBH+02]. Yap et
al. reconstruct the city of Manhattan based on the TIGER data set and diverse physical
parameters like average size and height of buildings, zoning classification of land use, and
dominant architectural styles. The parameters are statistically propagated over the city,
using different parameter scripts for varying districts in order to capture the uniqueness of
each neighbourhood. Landmarks such as the Empire State Building are hand-coded into
the geometric model to accomplish a realistic view of the city skyline (see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Statistical model of Manhattan [YBH+02]

5 Real-time Procedural Modeling

Besides believability and complexity of the scene, an important characteristic for the ren-
dering of procedural models in computer graphics is real-time interactivity. While the
modeling approach by DiLorenzo et al. [DZT04] is focused on the interactive anima-
tion of evolving cities, the technique introduced in [GPSL03] concentrates on dynamic
geometry rendering in real-time. Greuter et al. have developed a method for generating
pseudo-infinite virtual cities on-the-fly. Randomly generated regular polygons are merged
into floor plans, extruded to parameterized buildings and textured, resulting in highly de-
tailed office districts. The model’s building geometry is generated dynamically as needed
inside the user’s cone of sight while the user is interactively exploring the city. This view
frustum filling (see figure 6) provides for the generation of pseudo-infinite cityscapes in
real-time that would take a lifetime to explore.

Figure 6: Real-time generation of ’pseudo-infinite’ city [GPSL03]

6 Discussion

Previous sections reviewed state-of-the-art techniques in procedural modeling, including
grammar-based, agent-based, statistical, and dynamic models. The presented approaches
mainly differ in the following characteristics (see figure 7 for comparison):

• scalability/LoD (large-scale models vs. architectural models)

• realness (existing cities vs. fictional cities)

• dynamics (static vs. dynamic cities)

• amount of input data (extensive vs. little input data)
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These characteristics are conducive to the believability of the procedural model, whereas
authenticity has a slightly different focus in different application areas. Besides visual fi-
delity, the realistic projection of socio-statistical and economic input parameters is a deci-
sive factor for believability in planning applications. In contrast, gaming industry attaches
importance to interactive, dynamic procedural modeling in real-time.

Figure 7: Predominant characteristics of procedural modeling techniques

Greuter et al. [GPSL03] mainly contribute to the applicability of procedural city modeling
in computer graphics and visualization applications. They dynamically generate visually
interesting and complex buildings in real-time, still their interactive model is inapplica-
ble for planning purposes. It only supports one building type, office skyscrapers, and the
transportation network does not correspond to a realistic city, since streets are uniformly
gridded. The procedural model of Yap et al. [YBH+02] overcomes this drawback by
including a transportation system validation process using the TIGER data set. On that
account, the implemented method only works for existing cities, not for future scenarios
or fictitious cities. Apart from this, the “Different Manhattan Project” does not take into
account the economic conditions of the modeled cityscape as well as the dynamics of res-
idents’ activities. In considering these aspects, the agent-based approach by Lechner et
al. [LWR+04] simulates the development of different land use zones. Their model is suit-
able for planning applications where no socio-statistical and economical data is accessible.
The believability of the agent-based simulation benefits from a more realistic urban layout,
whereas it lacks an authentic road network with street patterns and visual attractiveness.
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While Lechner et al. focus on land usage and building distribution, most grammar-based
approaches aim at colonizing road networks. Kato et al. [KOO+98] generate road maps
holding two different street patterns, whereas Parish et al. [PM01] enhance L-systems and
implement production rules which are easily extendible to several different street patterns.
Their method is applicable for both reproducing existing cities and creating fictitious or
future cities. Nevertheless, the L-system production rules presented do not allow a proper
representation of the buildings’ functionality. This considerable shortcoming is somewhat
resolved by INSTANT ARCHITECTURE [WWSR03], offering a variety of different archi-
tectural styles and designs for individual buildings. The complex geometric representation
is at the expense of scalability, the approach only focuses on architecture and disregards
urban layout and streets. Procedural modeling techniques combining large-scale models
with geometrically detailed architecture are introduced by Müller et al. In [MVUG05]
grammar-based techniques are combined to recreate ancient Roman cities, in [MWH +06]
CGA SHAPES generate extensive urban models with up to a billion polygons. Both ap-
proaches offer high scalability as well as strong visual fidelity and are suited for the gener-
ation of ancient, existing, and future cityscapes. Yet, to visualize potential future impacts
of planning decisions in urban planning applications, additional input data is needed. The
models have to incorporate correctly projected demographic and economic data. Our cur-
rent techniques and knowledge in the area of future 3D models of real cities is still at a
very nascent stage.

7 Conclusion

Procedural content generation is a promising technique in many application areas where
the visual and socio-statistical believability of a model is more important than its geomet-
ric authenticity. Procedural models are useful for visualization and computer graphics ap-
plications, entertainment industry, and especially architectural, urban, and environmental
planning. With increasing hardware performance, the application of procedural modeling
techniques will become more ubiquitous and more refined. Future research, especially
in the context of urban planning, needs to find ways of integrating different procedural
modeling techniques. A combination of agent-based simulation tools like UrbanSim with
grammar-based approaches like CGA SHAPES will result in a comprehensive procedural
modeling tool for the simulation and visualization of existing and developing cities.
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Abstract: We give an overview of our system for the simulation and visualization
of room acoustics and sound propagation within rooms. The simulation uses phonon
tracing, which was inspired by methods like photon mapping. Phonon tracing is used
to simulate mid- and high-frequency sound. The result of the simulation, the phonon
map is used as a starting point for the visualization of sound propagation and exploring
the influence of different room surfaces on the acoustical behaviour of the room (i.e.
absorption of different frequencies).

1 Introduction

Room acoustics is important for designing concert halls, theaters or class rooms. Nowa-
days, computer-based simulations of acoustic behavior inside a room are available [Kro68,
Kul84, Vor89, FCE+98, KJM04, BDM+05]. The question comes up for an appropriate vi-
sual representation of the simulation results.
Stettner et. al. [SG89] visualize room acoustic quality properties such as clarity or spatial
impression by use of specific icons. Furthermore, they color the room boundaries accord-
ing to the pressure level. Khoury et. al. [KFW98] represent the sound pressure levels
inside the room by means of color maps. Additionally, the authors analyze the prece-
dence effect (or ”law of the first wavefront”) by using iso surfaces. Funkhouser et. al.
[FCE+98] use visualization of source points, receiver points, pyramidal beams, reverber-
ation path etc. in order to understand and evaluate their acoustic modeling method. The
system also provides the presentation of power, clarity etc. A couple of commercial sys-
tems [ODE, CAT, Bos] provide some tools for visualizing computed acoustic metrics. In
[BDM+05] we have visualized the spacial propagation of particles called phonons from
the sound source using spheres colored according to their energy spectra.
Our work concentrates on the presentation of the simulation results of our phonon tracing
algorithm [BDM+05]. Here, we introduce various approaches for visualizing the phonon
map. First, we represent the individual phonons on their positions at the room surfaces
colored according to their energy spectra. This method provides insight how the room
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influences the spread sound waves. In order to observe the propagation of different wave
fronts for the first few reflections, we visualize them as deformed surfaces. For the visu-
alization of late reflections and a time dependent look at the phonon map, scattered data
interpolation is used. For the representation of acoustic behavior at a certain listener posi-
tion, we use colored spheres deformed according to the received sound.
The remainder of our paper is arranged as follows. In the next section we will give a short
description of the phonon tracing algorithm. In section 3 we will present our visualization
approaches and provide examples. Then we will discuss our results in the last section.

2 Phonon Tracing

Photon mapping [Jen96] is often used for rendering photo-realistic images, supplementing
uni-directional raytracing by a variety of visual effects, like color bleeding and caustics.
We adopt a similar approach to the simulation of sound, named phonon tracing [BDM +05,
DBM+06], which is summarized in the following.

2.1 Problem Specification

Our simulation algorithm requires the following input information:

• position of sound source s
• emission distribution E of sound source
• one or more listener positions li

• a triangulated scene with tagged material m j

• an absorption function α j : Ω �→ (0,1] for each material
• an acoustic BRDF for each material (if applicable)
• an energy threshhold ε for terminating the phonon paths

The output of our approach is a FIR filter f i for each listener’s position li corresponding to
the impulse response with respect to the sound source and the phonon-map containing for
each phonon the energy spectrum e p, the traversed distance dp, the phonon’s position p p

at the reflection point, its outgoing direction v p, number of reflections n p, and the material
mp at the current reflection.
Our simulation algorithm contains two steps, the phonon tracing step constructs the phonon
map, and the phonon collection and filtering step collects the phonon’s contribution to a
FIR filter for every listener position.
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2.2 Phonon Tracing

Every phonon p emitted from the sound source carries the following information:

• an energy spectrum e p : Ω �→ R+

• the distance dp traversed from the source
• the phonon’s current position p p

• the normalized outgoing direction v p

Our absorption and energy functions α j are represented by ne = 10 coefficients associated
with the frequencies 40,80,160, ...,20480 Hz. The basis functions for the energy spectrum
are wavelets adding up to a unit impulse. Every phonon is composed of different frequen-
cies, which is more efficient than tracing a single phonon for each individual frequency
band.
Phonons are emitted from the source s according to the emission probability distribution E
and have at starting point a unit energy spectrum e p,i = 1 (i = 1, ...,ne). At the intersection
of the phonon ray with the scene, the phonon direction d p is reflected with respect to the
surface normal and the absorbed energy is subtracted according to the local material m j,
and the distance dp is set to the traversed distance. The phonon is fixed at the intersection
point, contributing to a global phonon map.
If the maximal energy of the phonon exceeds the energy threshold, i.e. max{e p,i}ne

i=1 > ε ,
the next phonon re-uses the path and energy of the preceding one, saving computation
time. It is started at the current position with respect to the outgoing direction d p and con-
tributes to the phonon map at the next surface intersection. If the threshold is not exceeded
and a minimum number of reflections have been computed, then a new phonon is started
from the source. After a prescribed number n p of phonons have contributed on the global
phonon map, the tracing is terminated. The phonon map is written to a file for further
visualization purposes.

2.3 Phonon Collection and Filtering

The remaining task of the phonon tracing method is collecting the phonon’s contribution to
a FIR filter f for every listener’s position l. This filter corresponds to the impulse response
from the source, recorded at l, such that convolution with an anechoic signal, reproduces
the perceived signal.
In the case of uniform absorption for all frequencies, the contribution of a phonon visible
from the listener is simply a scaled, translated unit impulse (Dirac). The Dirac is shifted by
the time elapsed between emission and reception of a phonon and scaled by the phonon’s
energy ep,i multiplied by a gaussian weighting the distance of the ray to the listener. In
classical acoustic raytracing [Kro68, Kul84], a sphere is used to collect rays at listener
position. Using a gaussian, however, provides much smoother filters, since more phonon
rays contribute to the filter, weighted by their shortest distance.
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In the more general case of frequency dependent absorption, the unit impulse is subdivided
into wavelets representing the individual frequency bands. The filter becomes then a sum
of this wavelets scaled by ep,i and shifted by the elapsed time. In our implementation
we use 10 frequency bands and absorption coefficients for the frequencies ω i = 20 · 2i

Hz (i = 1, ...,10). We construct band-pass filters in spectral domain by means of cosine
functions in order to obtain quickly decaying wavelets. The wavelets are constructed using
the Fourier Transform. The filter design is described in [BDM+05].

3 Visualization Methods

The phonon map as result of phonon tracing (section 2) characterizes the acoustic be-
haviour of a scene considering the location of a specific sound source. It consists of the
reverberations of a unit pulse, coming from different directions with different time delays
and specific energy distributions. How can we visualize this complex information?

Color Coding

We provide the option to consider all frequency bands in total or each of them separately,
whereas we consider 10 frequency bands associated with the frequencies 40,80, ...,20480
Hz.
In the first case the spheres representing the phonons are color coded by using the RGB
components, such that red corresponds to the average of e p,8, ...,ep,10 (5120, 10240, 20480
Hz), green corresponds to the average of e p,5, ...ep,7 (640, 1280, 2560 Hz), and blue to the
average of ep,1, ...,ep,4 (40, 80, 160, 320 Hz).
In the second case, considering only one frequency band, we color coded the energy of this
frequency band using the HSV model. We interpolate the color between red (full energy)
and blue (energy equals zero) corresponding to the energy e p,i of the i-th frequency band.

3.1 Visualizing Phonons

The first visualization focuses on the spatial propagation of a pulse response from the
sound source (figure 1). The corresponding wave front traverses the room and is reflected
at surfaces, altering its intensity and energy spectrum. We visualize this wave front by
rendering a small sphere for every phonon path with color coded spectral energy.
When sliding through time, the spheres follow the phonon paths. At small time values,
the reflected wave fronts are clearly visible. When the number of reflections increases,
however, it becomes more difficult to recognize individual fronts.
In order to tackle this problem, we integrated the following function into our interactive
visualization system [DMB+06]:
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Figure 1: Wave-front propagation from a spherical sound source. The visualization shows phonons
with color-coded spectral energy due to reflection at different materials.

• varying the percentage of phonons to be rendered
• rendering only the phonons reflected from a selected material
• exchanging selected materials
• varying time / traversed distance.

3.2 Visualizing Phonons on Surfaces

The second method we have implemented to examine the phonon map is the visualization
of certain phonons at their position inside the given scene. Each phonon is rendered as
a sphere and is colored according to its spectral energy. In order to show the phonons
outgoing direction v p we render a cone whose peak is rotated towards v p. The color of the
cone corresponds to the phonons energy, too.
Since the number of phonons in the phonon map is large we render only phonons with a
given number of reflections n p simultaneously. With this approach we examine how the
surfaces of the considered scene affect the overall acoustic of the room. The phonon map
contains for each phonon the number of reflections n p, so we display only those phonons
with a certain number of reflections, visualizing their frequency spectrum and outgoing
direction.

Figure 2 shows an example of this visualization approach. The phonon map consists of one
million phonons. In figures 2 (a) and (d) the overall frequency spectrum of the phonons
after one and four reflections, respectively, is depicted using the RGB components. As we
can see in figure 2 (a) the walls, the bottom and the canvas absorb high frequencies better
than low frequencies(bluish color), whereas the door, for example, reflects all frequencies
equally. After four reflections at the scene surfaces we can observe a shift towards lower
frequencies. The representation using the RGB model shows an average of the energy
spectrum at low, middle and high frequencies. Sliding through the frequency bands we
can observe the absorption for each individual frequency band. Figure 2 (b, e) shows the
energy at 160 Hz and figure 2 (c, f) at 10240 Hz after one and four reflections, respectively.
As we can see, after four reflections there are about 75% of the energy of the phonons at
160 Hz, whereas the energy at 10240 Hz is nearly completely absorbed by the room. By
depicting the outgoing direction we can guess which object the phonon will hit next.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Visualization of particular phonons. First (a) and fourth (d) reflection color coded using the
overall frequency spectrum. First (b, c) and fourth (e, f) reflection color coded using the frequency
band at 160 Hz and at 10240 Hz, respectively.

3.3 Wave Front Visualization

In this section we describe an approach visualizing wave fronts reflected at the room sur-
faces by use of triangulated surfaces. In order to build these surfaces we need to know
which phonons belong to a common wave front. Therefore we subdivide the phonons
in clusters of equal history, such that phonons in the same cluster satisfy the following
criteria:

• equal numbers of reflections n p

• and for each reflection:

– equal material indices mp (same object of the scene)
– equal surface normals n at the reflection position

Consequently all phonons inside a cluster have equal energy spectra.
In order to build the cluster we need to trace the phonons back to the sound source and
compare their histories. This is not a difficult task since the phonon p i re-uses the path and
energy of the preceding one (see section 2).
We can construct the surface of the wave front comming from the sound source as a convex
hull of phonons on the unit sphere and obtain the neighborhood relationship of particular
phonons. This relation does not change in time for a set of phonons in the same cluster,
so the polygonal representation of the wave front must be calculated only once. For the
construction of the convex hull on the unit sphere providing a Delaunay-triangulation we
use the CGAL library [CGA]. The wave front surfaces reflected at the objects inside the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Wave front traversed from the sound source (a), separated after reflections (b).

considered room are built by keeping only triangles of the initial wave front whose vertices
(phonons) reside in the according cluster. Figure 3 shows the wave front coming from the
source. Where it hits the canvas, for example (figure 3 (b)), the faces that now belong to
the wave front of the reflection at the canvas are separated from the initial surface. Now
we can render the resulting surfaces for visualization of the wave fronts reflected from the
scene objects. To illustrate where the wave front hits the object first and in which direction
it propagates we use the phonons traversed distances d p to deform the surface. First, we
determine the maximum traversed distance dmax of all phonons inside the cluster. Then,
we render the phonons (which are the triangle vertices of the wave front surface) in an
offset from the according scene surface. We color coded the wave front surfaces according
to the energy spectra of corresponding phonons. Depending on whether we want to ex-
amine all frequency bands in common or each of them separately we use the RGB model
or the HSV model as described in the previous section. Furthermore, we set the surface
transparency according to the average energy of the wave front.
For better clarifying the propagation direction of the wave fronts and the traversed dis-
tance, we provide the option to draw colored cones at the position of the phonons. The
peaks of these cones are rotated towards the phonons outgoing directions. Their color
corresponds to the traversed distance and is calculated by use of the HSV model. Since
displaying all wave front surfaces becomes complex, our implementation provides the al-
ternative to select wave fronts by number of reflections, material(object) or history.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Clustered wave front. (a) first reflection color coded using the overall frequency spec-
trum. (b) Traversed distance represented by use of cones. (c) first reflection color coded using the
frequency band at 10240 Hz.
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Figure 4 shows an example of the described visualization approach. The red colored sphere
in the corner of the room represents the sound source. The depicted wavefronts are the first
reflections comming from the bottom, the wall and the canvas. In image 4 (a) and (b) we
see the wave fronts color coded using the RGB model and overall frequency spectrum as
described above. We can see that the bottom and the canvas predominantly absorb more
high frequency, whereas the wall absorbs more low frequencies. Figure 4 (c) shows the
wave front surfaces color coded by use of HSV model and the frequency band at 10240
Hz. This frequency band is absorbed by the canvas and bottom, but is reflected almost
completely by the wall.
The surfaces are deformed according to the traversed distance of the phonons belonging
to the clusters. Here, we can observe where the wavefronts hit the room surfaces first and
in which direction they will further spread. A representation of the traversed distance by
use of colored cones (figure 4 (b)) shows that the wave front propagated from the sound
source hit the canvas and the bottom before the wall.
Since the wave front traversed from the sound source is splitted after each reflection, the
visualization approach described in this section is applicable only to the first few reflec-
tions.

3.4 Scattered Data Interpolation

At higher reflection orders, the clusters become smaller and smaller, until they contain
only a single phonon. In the following we develop a visualization method for the entire
phonon map based on scattered-data interpolation.
The goal of the interpolation is to get a continuous representation of the emitted energy on
the surfaces of the scene. First of all it is used to visualize phonons not belonging to the
early reflections of wavefronts, because these cannot be visualized as cluster surfaces due
to the increasing fragmentation. Rather than visualizing individual reflections, we look
at the phonon map from a different viewpoint, namely discrete timesteps, i.e. ”show the
energy emitted from the floor at 50 msec”. This allows us to look at the change in energy
comming from a surface over time.
The interpolation is done for the energy and pathlength of the phonons. The direction is
neglected, since it is not important for the visualization due to scattering.
Depending on what to visualize, different kinds of phonons are used for the interpolation,
i.e. all phonons which are reflected at least 5 times or all phonons present on a surface for
a certain timestep.
The interpolation results are color coded corresponding to section 3.2. This means using
RGB color when visualizing the whole frequency spectrum and HSV for distinct frequency
bands.
As mentioned before, the interpolation is used to visualize late reflections (n p ≥ 4). There-
fore the energy of all phonons reflected at least n times is used to calculate the energy for
the whole surface.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5: Energy on the floor at timesteps 20-23 msec for the 160Hz band.

An example for distinct time steps is given in figure 5 (a-d), where the change in emitted
energy for the 160Hz band is shown at 20(a), 21(b), 22(c) and 23(d) msec.
Having dealt with the visualization of the phonon map on the surface in the last sections,
the next section will provide information about the received energy at distinct listener
positions throughout the room.

3.5 Listener-based Visualization

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Deformed spheres representation at four listener positions. (a) color coded using the
overall frequency spectrum (b) by 80 Hz and (c) by 1280 Hz.

The approaches described above visualize the phonon map considering the surfaces of the
room and their acoustic properties. In this section we present a visualization method de-
picting the received energy at a listener position. With this approach we can detect from
which direction the most energy reaches the listener and visualize the energy spectrum.
For this purpose we render a triangulated sphere deformed according to the weighted
phonons received at the listener position. The phonons are collected using the collection
step described in section 2. The color of the sphere points is calculated by use of the RGB
(for overall frequency spectrum) or the HSV (certain frequency band) model as mentioned
in the previous sections. For assessing purpose of the acoustic quality at a listener position
it is important to know at which time the reflections arrive at the listener. For this reason
we add the feasibility to determine the lower and upper time limits for phonon selection.
The following figures present the results of the introduced visualization approach. Figure
6 (a) show spheres at four positions in the considered room. The energy is collected over
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the entire time interval. The spheres are deformed and color mapped by using the overall
energy spectrum. As we can see that the most energy of low frequencies arrives at the lis-
tener from the bottom and the ceiling, since they do not absorb low frequencies. Whereas
middle and high frequencies reach the listener from the walls. Considering the energy at
80 Hz (figure 6 (b)) and at 1280 Hz (figure 6 (c)) we can observe that most part of the
energy at 80 Hz reflects at the bottom and ceiling, and at 1280 Hz most part is reflected at
the walls.

4 Discussion

In this work we have presented various visualization approaches for analyzing acoustic
behavior inside a room by use of the phonon map resulting from our phonon tracing algo-
rithm. First of all we visualized the single phonons as color coded spheres. The advantages
of this approach is the simplicity of the technique and the direct visibility of the material
influence on the sound traversed from the source. A huge drawback is the lack of connec-
tivity information between the phonons. This is overcome by our second approach, the
visualization of wave fronts. Additionally this method is a natural representation of the
propagation of sound.
Due to increasing fragmentation, this method can only be used for the first few reflec-
tions and there is only limited time dependency. To visualize the reverberations of higher
order at the scene surfaces and to include the time dependency in the visualization, we
used scattered data interpolation. At the moment, we restricted this method to the surface
representation and neglect the direction of the particular phonons. In these three presented
methods we disregarded the situation at certain listener positions. Therefore we introduced
the listener-based visualization approach. This technique allows a time dependent view on
the received energy on a certain listener position.
In total, these approaches give a general idea over the acoustic behavior inside the consid-
ered scene which can be derived from the phonon map. Further work has to be done in the
area of interpolation to incorporate the outgoing direction of the phonons so that it can be
used in the simulation process. For a better assessment of hearing experience it would be
favorable to look at the different acoustic metrics at the listener positions, as well.
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Abstract: In order to account for scale-dependence effects that are imposed by the
microstructural constitution of certain materials, we employ a micromorphic contin-
uum theory. Therein microcontinua are assumed to be attached to each physical point.
They may experience arbitrary homogeneous deformation, which are kinematically in-
dependent from the macroscale. The additional kinematical quantities, which account
for the micro-deformation, yield additional stresses and contributions to the balance
of momentum. As a consequence we obtain both non-symmetric second-order as well
as higher-order stress tensors. These among other non-symmetric tensors, which will
be introduced, provide an additional challenge in visualisation compared to standard
continua.

1 Introduction

Many engineering materials possess a distinct microstructure. Examples for such materi-
als are: geomaterials, which are often a conglomerate or a gathering of innumerable single
solid grains, secondly metals which exhibit a relatively small granular substructure con-
sisting of polycrystals or furthermore biomaterials such as blood as a fluid containing solid
particles (see Figure 1). The influence of these microstructures may be considered negligi-
ble if we consider specimens many orders larger than their dimension. However, at scales
of observation approaching this microscale, their influence on the material behaviour will
generally become significant. Particular microcontinuum theories have been developed
to account for the effects of the substructure, especially the scale-dependence. Among
such theories, the so-called micromorphic continuum theory, which is treated here, rep-
resents a rather general case with respect to the kinematics of the microcontinua, see e.g.
[Eri99, KS05, HKS06]. The micromorphic continuum is defined such that a microcontin-
uum is assigned to each physical point of the body. These microcontinua may experience
both stretch and rotation, which are homogeneous throughout the microcontinuum, never-
theless kinematically independent from the macrocontinuum deformation.

In continuum solid mechanics, usually deformation processes of a material body over
time are viewed with respect to the initial or rather material configuration. Within this
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Examples for materials with microstructure: (a) conglomerate (geomaterial), (b) steel
possessing a granular microstructure, c) blood with red blood cells

perspective, which we call the spatial-motion problem, the occurring quantities are param-
eterised with respect to material position. The opposite perspective called material-motion
problem—wherein the spatial placement is fixed while the material position is the un-
known quantity of observation and all quantities are parameterised with respect to spatial
reference—can be utilised in order to obtain so-called material forces. These are antici-
pated to act as driving forces for the propagation of inhomogeneities such as cracks and
voids in the literature [Mau93, Ste00, Gur00, MS05].

In our research we have applied both perspectives to the micromorphic continuum
[HKS06]. In the current contribution we will present the essential continuum-mechanical
and numerical framework in order to point out the key visualisation tasks and challenges.

2 Theory

As indicated before, in the description of our micromorphic continuum we distinguish
between the macro- and the micro-scale. On the macroscale we consider the behaviour of
a physical point P with the material and the spatial placement vector, X in B 0 and x in
Bt, respectively. In the microcontinuum, which is attached to each physical (macro) point,
a micro point P̄ occupies the material micro-position X̄ in B̄0 and the spatial one x̄ in B̄t,
respectively. Herein, (•)0 represents a quantity at material time t = 0 and (•)t at spatial
time t > 0. Furthermore quantities of the microscale are denoted by •̄, see Figure 2(a) for
illustration.

2.1 Kinematics

The kinematic relations, which characterise the deformation of both macro- and microcon-
tinuum, are summarised in Table 1. Herein ϕ is a vector, whereas both F and F̄ represent
second-order tensors, furthermore the gradient 1of the latter quantity, Ḡ, represents a tensor
of third order.
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Figure 2: Configurational view: (a) Micromorphic deformation maps of the spatial-motion problem.
(b) Cauchy-type stresses and their spatial character

macro micro

deformation map x = ϕ(X) x̄ = F̄ (X) · X̄
tangent map dx = F (X) · dX

gradient F (X) := ∇Xϕ(X) Ḡ(X) := ∇X F̄ (X)

Table 1: Micromorphic kinematics: Deformation mappings and variables for the macro- and the
microscale

2.2 Balance Relations for Energy and Momentum

For the derivation of the balance relations, we avail ourselves of the fact that for the present
quasi-static case, the total potential energy must be stationary for the system to be in
equilibrium. Upon the assumption of hyperelasticity we may thus introduce stresses as
energetically conjugate quantities to the aforementioned deformation variables at fixed
material placement: We define the macro-, the micro-, and the double-stress of Piola type
as

P := DF U0 , P̄ := DF̄ U0 , Q̄ := DḠU0 , (1)

respectively. Herein the scalar U0 represents the stored energy density per unit volume.
The orders of these tensors follow those of their energetically conjugate partners. With
these at hand, by considering the weak form and application of the Gauss theorem, we
achieve the local form of the balance of momentum 2as arranged in Table 2. It consists
of a macro- and a micro-term and is supplemented by homogeneous natural boundary
conditions. Since, due to their introduction in (1), the Piola-type stresses belong to both the
spatial and the material configuration, they are problematic to visualise. Thus we perform
a Piola transformation to obtain a purely spatial description: the alternative representation

1The derivative of any quantity ◦ with respect to any tensor • reads ∂•◦ := ∂◦
∂• , while the gradient of ◦ with

respect to material placement is denoted by ∇X◦. Furthermore D•◦ := ∂◦
∂•

∣∣∣
X

is used for the derivative of •
with respect to a variable ◦ at fixed material placement X.
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Piola-type balance of momentum natural boundary condition

macro Div P = 0 in B0 P · N = 0 on ∂BTP
0

micro Div Q̄ − P̄ = 0 in B̄0 Q̄ · N = 0 on ∂B̄TQ̄

0

Cauchy-type balance of momentum natural boundary condition

macro div σ = 0 in Bt σ · n = 0 on ∂Btσ
t

micro div τ̄ − σ̄ = 0 in B̄t τ̄ · n = 0 on ∂B̄tτ̄
t

Table 2: Local balance of momentum and according natural boundary conditions in terms of Piola-
type and Cauchy-type stress tensors

of the balance of momentum in terms of the purely spatial Cauchy-type stresses is given
in Table 2 and their character is illustrated in Figure 2(b). Particularly the macro-, micro-
and double-stress of both stress types are related to each other by 3

σ := jP · F t , σ̄ := j[P̄ · F̄ t + Q̄
2,3
: Ḡ] , τ̄ := jQ̄ : [F̄ t⊗F t] . (2)

2.3 Constitutive Law

A constitutive assumption provides a relation between deformation and stress. For our
assumption of hyperelasticity (compare (1)), we introduce the following straightforward
formulation for the stored energy density U0 (neglecting external potentials)

U0 =
1
2
[λ ln2 J + μ[F : F − ndim − 2 lnJ ] + μl2Ḡ

... Ḡ + p[F̄ − F ] : [F̄ − F ]] , (3)

which consists of a term of neo-Hooke type for the macroscale, a simple quadratic formu-
lation for the microscale and an additional scale-transition term. The material parameters
incorporated are the Lamé constants λ and μ as well as the internal length l and the scale-
transition parameter p, which plays the part of a penalty controlling the interaction between
the macro- and the micro-deformation [KS05, HKS06]. With this formulation at hand, the
different stress fields may be evaluated, utilising the definitions (1) and the relations (2).

2The divergence operators are identified as Div • := ∇X (•) : I and div • := ∇x(•) : I.
3Between two third-order tensors the product A

i,j
: B denotes the contraction over the i-th and the j-

th index and thus yields a second-order tensor. The modified dyadic product is defined through the relation
[A ⊗ B] : C = A · C · Bt, wherein A, B and C are tensors of second order.
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3 Numerics

For the numerical simulation of boundary-value problems, the finite-element method is
used. According to the continuum theory presented in Section 2, a finite-element approxi-
mation scheme is presented. The primary unknown variables, any boundary-value problem
is to be solved for, we have chosen to be the macro- and the micro-deformation map, ϕ
and F̄ . In a postprocessing step, the stress fields are computed and the material-force
method is applied, which is anticipated to yield insight into the behaviour for instance at
heterogeneities.

3.1 Finite-Element Approximation Scheme

The use of a standard Bubnov-Galerkin approach allows the same interpolation functions,
Nϕ

I and N F̄
J , for the approximation of both trial and test functions. The discrete approxi-

mations or trial functions read

ϕh =
nϕ∑
L=1

Nϕ
L ϕL ∈ Vh and F̄

h =
nF̄∑

M=1

N F̄
MF̄ M ∈ V̄h (4)

Unlike the trial functions, the test functions are required to be zero on the essential bound-
aries, i.e. δϕh ∈ Vh

0 , δF̄ ∈ V̄h
0 . The constitutive law (3) necessitates the use of ap-

proximations of different order within the finite elements. Particularly, we have chosen
quadrilateral Lagrangian plane elements with a bi-quadratic approximation for the macro-
deformation map ϕ and a bi-linear approximation for the micro-deformation map F̄ ; con-
fer [Kou02] and references cited therein.

To obtain a system of equations, the weak from of the balance of momentum in Table 2 is
discretised. From that we obtain the discrete residual vectors as

Rϕ
I =

∫
B0

P · ∇XNϕ
I dV − Fϕ ext

I
!= 0

RF̄
J =

∫
B0

Q̄ · ∇XN F̄
J dV +

∫
B0

P̄ N F̄
J dV − FF̄ ext

J
!= 0

(5)

with the Piola-type stresses determined by (1) with (3). Consequently the following lin-

earised coupled problem is to be solved for increments of ϕh
L and F̄

h
M:[

Kϕϕ
IL KϕF̄

IM

KF̄ϕ
JL KF̄ F̄

JM

] [
Δϕh

L

ΔF̄
h
M

]
=

[
Fϕ ext

I

FF̄ ext
J

]
−

[
Fϕ int

I

FF̄ int
J

]
. (6)

Herein the component matrices of the global tangent stiffness matrix are given by

Kϕϕ
IL :=

∂Rϕ
I

∂ϕL

, KϕF̄
IM :=

∂Rϕ
I

∂F̄ M
, KF̄ϕ

JL :=
∂RF̄

J

∂ϕL

, KF̄ F̄
JM :=

∂RF̄
J

∂F̄ M
. (7)
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The actual computation of the stiffness matrix and the residual vector is done element-
wise (utilising the isoparametric concept with Jacobian transformations), before these are
assembled to a global system of equations, which is solved, as in standard finite-element
procedures. For the numerical evaluation of the appearing integrals within the finite ele-
ments, we avail ourselves of the common Gauss quadrature.

3.2 Application of the Material-Force Method

We apply the material force method to the micromorphic continuum in the spirit of the
work of our group, e.g. [Ste00, SAB01]. Therefore we employ the two equations of the
balance of momentum (compare Table 2) in the spirit of the inverse problem, multiply them
with the respective energetically conjugate variations, δΦ or δ f̄ respectively. After some
manipulations and upon the assumption that the relations hold for arbitrary variations, we
discretise the equations and define the nodal material force FL of the macroscale on the
one hand and the nodal configurational double-force m̄J on the microscale on the other
hand as

FL :=
∫
Bt

p · ∇xNΦ
L dv , m̄J :=

∫
Bt

[q̄ · ∇xN f̄
J + p̄N f̄

J ]dv . (8)

According to their introduction, the vector of the material macro force, F L, is energetically
conjugate to the material virtual node-point displacements δΦL. Analogously the nodal
configurational micro double-force is energetically conjugate to the micro-deformation
map f̄ of inverse problem and it represents a nonsymmetric tensor of second order being
present at the finite-element nodes. Note that herein—for the inverse problem—the ap-
proximation provided in (4) are analogously used and the Piola-type stress tensors p, p̄
and q̄ are determined analogously to (1).

4 Simulation and Visualisation

In order to present some features of the theory and point out open challenges in visualisa-
tion, we perform numerical simulations. Here we exemplarily show a rectangularly shaped
specimen with a static crack under longitudinal uniaxial loading, which will lead to mode-I
crack opening. The geometry is discretised with finite elements described before, and the
boundary-value problem is solved.

Concerning visualisation, we may distinguish between two groups within the resulting
quantities: The first of which consist of field quantities that are continuously distributed
within element domains. Such quantities, for instance the stresses, are usually evaluated at
the integration points and globally projected to the finite-element nodes. The other major
group of data results from nodal equilibrium considerations and is thus exclusively evalu-
ated at the nodal points of the finite-element mesh. Hereby the nodal material forces and
configurational double forces as results from the material-force method need to mentioned.
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4.1 Visualisation of Element-Wise Continuous Quantities

The visualisation of tensor fields is a non-trivial task in continuum solid mechanics, and
here with the presence of tensors of higher order, it becomes even more involved. The data
which is discretely evaluated at the integration point, is projected to the global element
nodes by a global algorithm based on least-square fits and then plotted. Doing so, one
obtains a smooth stress distribution of single tensor components with values at FE nodes.
Figure 3 shows plots of all the occurring components of the Cauchy-type stresses. Note
that in 2d, a second-order tensor is characterised by 2 × 2 = 4 components, while a third-
order tensor has 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 components. From the plots of single components—
especially in the case of the third-order double-stress tensor—we may only arduously
recognise any significant characteristics of the stress tensors, besides the non-symmetry.
Note that for the micromorphic continuum, generally none of these stress tensors is sym-
metric; however certain symmetries in the shear components occur for special choices of
parameters.

4.2 Visualisation of Discrete Nodal Quantities

The second challenge results from the quantities that we obtained from the material-
force method: the nodal material macro force vectors and the nodal configurational micro
double-force tensors are both evaluated at each node of the finite element mesh and require
an appropriate visualisation. The first quantity, the material-force vectors can be easily vi-
sualised as arrows, as seen in Figure 4 for a variation of the internal length l. At boundary
nodes with prescribed displacements these material forces represent the support reactions,
while for instance at the crack tip the material force will always be directed opposite to a
(potential) crack propagation direction.

In contrast to that, the visualisation of the nodal configurational double-force resulting
from the microstructure, however, proves itself as a demanding issue, since this quantity
is a second-order tensor to begin with, and furthermore it is nonsymmetric. In Figure 5
we have attempted various visualisation of the tensors, by solving an eigenvalue problem,
spectral decomposition into a rotation and stretch, and the invariants plotted as if they
were continuously distributed. Any of the eigenvectors are scaled by their corresponding
eigenvalues, which facilitates to recognise a characteristic structure.

4.3 Visualisation Challenges

However, we still seek for a more elaborate visualisation technique which reveals the char-
acter of the occurring non-symmetric tensor quantities more clearly. In this context, we
hope to mutually benefit from the interdisciplinary character of the DFG IRTG 1131.
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σ11 σ22 σ12 σ21

σ̄11 σ̄22 σ̄12 σ̄21

τ̄111 τ̄221 τ̄121 τ̄211

τ̄112 τ̄222 τ̄122 τ̄212

Figure 3: Component-wise plot of the stress fields of Cauchy type: macro-stress σ, micro-stress σ̄,
and double-stress τ̄ , all for p = 20E, l = L0/20
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l = L0/∞ l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2

Figure 4: Material forces FL at spatial mesh for variation of the internal length at p = 20E

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 5: Configurational nodal micro double-forces m̄J (l = L0/20, p = 20E): invariants: (a)
trace, (f) determinant. (b)–(e) first and second left as well as first and second right eigenvectors of
the tensor, scaled by length of eigenvalues. (g)–(h) material tensor from spectral decomposition:
first, second scaled eigenvector. (g)–(h) spatial tensor from spectral decomposition: first, second
scaled eigenvector
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Abstract: Granular media have been gaining much attention in the last few years.
Several attempts have been made to model the behavior of granular media, includ-
ing continuous and dis-continuous approaches. The dis-continuous structure of the
particulate media calls for methods being able to map the discontinuities between the
single grains, for example the discrete element method. Assuming periodicity inside
the granular assembly, a periodic representative volume element is set up. The produc-
tion of the periodic representative volume element is the focal point of our paper. We
would like to draw the attention of the geo-mechanical community to a class of parti-
cle packing methods developed in computational chemistry. These packing methods
are very efficient and their outcome is congruent with the expectations of a periodic
representative volume element used in geo-mechanical multiscale methods. Properties
which are intrinsically fulfilled include the geometric periodicity of the representative
volume element boundary as well as an irregular highly dense packing of the peri-
odic representative volume element itself. The presented algorithm allows the straight
forward generation of polydisperse packings related to given sieve curves taken into
account via prescribed growth rates.

1 Introduction

Analysis of granular media is accomplished in many ways. Next to the approach of as-
suming a continuum, a dis-continuum can be set up. This dis-continuum, consisting of
discrete elements ([DM04]), is capable of capturing the behavior of granular media, val-
idated by Cundall and Strack. Furthermore, Cundall and Strack introduced the discrete
element method (dem)([CS78],[CS79b]), a method to analyze the behavior of granular
media [CS79a]. Embedded on the microscale of a homogenization approach (see Zohdi,
[ZW05]), the discrete element method can be used as a powerful and effective tool to
model structures consisting of granular media. In contrast to methods based on a contin-
uum approach, the discrete element method allows the single grains to form and break
contacts. This behavior is distinguishing for particulate media and is directly related to the
failure behavior known from granular assemblies. Due to the enormous number of grains
inside a particulate medium it is not possible to simulate each grain. Hence, a simplifica-
tion, assuming that the particulate medium is periodic, has to be made. The assumption of
periodicity allows to set only the focal point on a limited number of particles (nop), called
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periodic volume element. Assuming that the number of grains inside the periodic volume
element are capable of reproducing the behavior of the whole granular medium, the peri-
odic volume element can be considered to be representative (rve). Introducing this kind of
sample, the periodic rve, enables to restrict the computational effort to the smallest, still
representative, material sample. Each rve consists of a limited number of particles and
incorporates a geometric periodic boundary of particles. Although theoretically well un-
derstood, the efficient construction of an rve having a high volume fraction and at the same
time being irregular regarding the particle setup is still part of current research. One out-
standing method, developed to produce irregular highly packed particle assemblies having
geometric periodic boundaries was developed by Stillinger and Lubachevsky [ BDL91],
[Lub91]. This method is based on a hard particle contact model and fulfills the needs of
dense packing, irregularity inside the rve and incorporates geometric periodic boundaries.
In the following, this method will be introduced and applied to produce irregular highly
packed granular rves having geometric periodic boundaries. It is noted that only the two
dimensional case is considered here, whereas any other dimension can be tackled with the
same concept.

2 Generation of Representative Volume Elements

The generation of the rve is accomplished by employing an event driven scheme, advanc-
ing from event to event. In an event driven scheme, the event dictates the time step size.
Here, an event is considered to be the discrete collision between two particles. Each event
is considered individually and in serial, postulating that only one discrete event is taking
place at one discrete time. This leads to the possibility to handle each event separately.
The algorithm used to produce the rve is described in Subsection 2.3, where as the basic
steps of finding and handling an event are specified in Subsection 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1 Time Step Calculation

To calculate the time step nΔtc which is needed to advance the particle system from time
nt (Fig. 1, left) to time n+1t (Fig. 1, right) the event, collision between two particles, has
to be observed. Since we are using a hard contact model we do not allow any overlap of
the particles. Entering at time nt we assume that the positions of the particle centers, the
particle radii as well as the particle velocities are known. Furthermore, we postulate that
the particle velocities are not zero and that particle i and j are currently not in contact, see
Fig. 1. The particle radii ri are assumed to increase as

Dt ri = gi ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , nop} , ri , gi ∈ R (1)

whereby we assume a constant growth rate g i = const.. The discrete counterpart of
(1) can be constructed, e.g. with the help of a finite difference scheme, i.e. D t ri =[
n+1ri − nri

]
/Δt , yielding the discrete update equation of the particle radii at time
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nt

nvi

nvj nxj

nxi

nlij

n+1t

n+1vi

n+1vj

n+1xj

n+1xi

n+1lij

Figure 1: Configuration of particle i and j at time nt and n+1t. Left: Particles i and j at time nt with
centers nxi and nxj , having radii nri and nrj and velocities nvi and nvj . Right: Event position of
particle i and j, with center positions n+1xi and n+1xj , radii n+1ri and n+1rj and velocities n+1vi

and n+1vj . The branch vector n+1 l ij connects the centers of the particles i and j with length equal
to the sum of the radii of the particles i and j.

n+1t to be equal to (2).

n+1ri = nri + gi
nΔt ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , nop} (2)

In the present case, without periodic boundary conditions, the particle velocities and
growth rates are selected to ensure a collision. Assuming periodic boundary conditions,
a collision between the particles is guaranteed without restricting 1 the particle velocities
or growth rates, see proof at the end of this Subsection. Postulating a constant velocity of
particle i between the time nodes, the position of particle i at time n+1t is calculated by
using the well known forward Euler formula.

n+1xi = nxi + nΔt nvi ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , nop} , xi , vi ∈ R
n (3)

The increase of the volume fraction between the particles and the periodic boundary box is
controlled by the growth rate gi . If gi is equal for all particles i, a monodisperse packing is
constructed, while different growth rates g i generate a polydisperse packing ([ARK02]).
The growth rate, gi > 0, is integrated in the particle radius evolution formula (2), in-
creasing the radii depending on the time increment nΔt . The branch vector n+1lij is
calculated by subtracting the position vectors of the particles.

n+1lij = n+1xj − n+1xi ∀ i �= j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , nop} (4)

The branch vector connects the centers of the particles i and j. Its absolute value measures
the distance between the particle pair i and j. A contact condition, consisting of the
absolute value of the branch vector as well as the particle radii can be set up.

‖n+1lijc
‖ = n+1ric

+ n+1rjc
(5)

1This still implies the postulation of zero overlapping between the particles which leads to a restriction of the
largest radius, driven by the largest growth rate, to be less or equal to the half of the length of the rve, see Fig.3
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min
nΔtc > 0

{nΔtc1 , nΔtc2 }

−
n+1vi

−
n+1vj

n+1xj

n+1xi

max
nΔtc > 0

{nΔtc1 , nΔtc2 }
−

n+1vi

−
n+1vj

n+1xj

n+1xi

Figure 2: Different settings for the collision configuration of particle i and j depending on the time
step size nΔtc. Both configurations fulfill constraint (5). The growth of the particles is neglected.
Left: nΔtc is selected to be the minimum and positive, see (7). Right: nΔtc is selected to be the
maximum and positive. This leads to an inadmissible configuration and is not tolerated.

For the sum of the particle radii being equal to the length of the branch vector, particle
i and j are in contact, see Fig. 1, right. Using (3),(2) and (5) leads up to two possible
solutions for the time step nΔtc .

nΔtc1,2
=

[−v ±√
v2 − uw

]
u

(6)

with u = Δvij
2 − [

gi + gj

]2
, v = nlij • Δvij − [

nri + nrj

] [
gi + gj

]
,

w = nlij
2 − [

nri + nrj

]2
, Δvij = nvj − nvi

We restrict our solution for nΔtc to be greater than zero since only advancing in time is
possible. Furthermore, we are interested in the minimum of the possible solutions.

nΔtc = min
nΔtc >0

{
nΔtc1

, nΔtc2

}
(7)

The minimum of the possible solutions, regarding the time step, is connected to the ful-
fillment of the contact condition between two particles prior overlap, while the maximum
solution leads to the fulfillment of the contact condition posterior the particle overlap, see
Fig. 2. Calculation of the time step nΔtc enables the progress of the event driven scheme
to the next event.

Proof. For two particles the upper time bound of a collision can be constructed from the
equality between the sum of the particle diameters and the diagonal of the rve, having
periodic boundary conditions:

2
[
n+1r1 + n+1r2

]
=

√
2 lengthrve. (8)
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n+1l12,max

Figure 3: One possible configuration of two particles in a boundary box having periodic boundary
conditions. The dimensions of the box are given by lengthrve × lengthrve. Particle one is located at
the center of the boundary box, while particle two and its images are positioned at the corners. The
highest possible volume fraction ψmax is reached. Moreover (11) is distinctly visible.

Using (2) leads to the maximum time step of

nΔtc,max =
√

2 lengthrve

2 [nr1 + g1 + nr2 + g2 ]
(9)

to reach the collision event. As can be seen, the maximum time step nΔtc,max to reach
the next event does not depend on the particle velocities. This leads to the statement that
under arbitrary particle velocities, the collision between the two particles will occur in
less or equal time regarding the maximum time step. This is founded by the fact that the
state reached by the maximum time step nΔtc,max is equivalent to the state possessing the
highest possible volume fraction ϕmax, restricting the total number of particles to be two.

ϕmax =
π
[[

nr1 + g1
nΔtc,max

]2 +
[
nr2 + g2

nΔtc,max

]2]
lengthrve

(10)

A larger number of particles will automatically lead into a smaller maximum time step
nΔtc,max . Additionally, it can be shown by (8) and (5) that the distance between the two
particles in contact ‖n+1l12 ‖, assuming the highest reachable volume fraction ϕmax, is
constant for any arbitrary growth rates g1 and g2 , illustrated in Fig. 3.

‖n+1l12 ‖ =
√

2lengthrve

2
(11)
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−
n+1vni

<
−

n+1vnj

−
n+1vni

>
−

n+1vnj

+
n+1vni

−
n+1vni

− gi

−
n+1vnj

− gi
+

n+1vnj

−
n+1vnj

+ gj

−
n+1vnj

+ gj

Table 1: Posterior collision velocity increase and decrease regarding the enhanced momentum rela-
tion, depending on the prior collision velocity ratio.

For a number of n particles, collisions inside the periodic boundary box are guaranteed.
This is due to the fact that the size of the rve boundary box does not change while the vol-
ume of the particles increase with time, trying to approach the maximum possible volume
fraction.

2.2 Event Handling

Being able to advance to the next event, the event itself has to be handled. For simplicity
purposes, we select the mass m of particle i and j being equal to unity. The relation
between the particle normal velocities directly before and right after the collision can be
formulated by

+
n+1vni

=
−

n+1vnj
,

+
n+1vnj

=
−

n+1vni
, (12)

with n+1vn = n+1v • n+1nij , n+1nij =
n+1lij

‖n+1lij ‖
,

where
−

(•) indicates quantities prior and
+

(•) posterior to the collision. The assumption of
the smoothness of the particles leaves the tangential particle velocities unchanged. Due to
the previously introduced growth rates g i it is not possible to use the well known simplified
momentum relations given in (12). An enhancement, see Table 1, needs to be introduced
to keep the particles from overlapping. This is done by increasing or decreasing the post
collision normal velocities of the colliding particles by the growth rate g i , see Table 1.

Using Table 1 to calculate the posterior collision velocities will finally lead to an energy

blow up
+
E >

−
E. Since the construction of the rve does not underlie any physical meaning

this effect can be neglected.
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2.3 Algorithm

The here presented algorithm is based on the assumption of periodicity, laid out in Sec-
tion 3. This presumption allows to simply focus on a periodic granular rve, having geo-
metric periodic boundaries. The construction of such an rve starts with the definition of
the periodic boundary box. For simplicity the rve is set to be a square with dimensions
lengthrve × lengthrve, however any reasonable shape is possible. The desired number of
particles is randomly distributed inside the periodic boundary box, provided with random
particle velocities. The initial radii of all particles are set to zero. Having the initial state
set up, the event algorithm is started. Of interest is the next particle pair collision and its
time. The time step calculation outlined in Subsection 2.1 is performed for each particle
pair being able to collide. Different algorithms for fast collision detection can be found
in the literature. We will assume the simplest possible collision search by comparing all
particles, even though the contact search time is not attractive.

tsearch time ∝ nop [nop − 1]
2

(13)

The minimum time step of all possible collisions, calculated by (6), is selected to advance
the event driven scheme. The post velocities of the colliding particle pair are further en-
hanced by using Table 1, followed by a new search for the next collision. Allowing the
algorithm take its course, the particles float around inside the rve, collide and grow de-
pending on the elapsed time. Postulation of a dropout criterion can be accomplished in
many ways. We follow the simple approach of [BDL91] and select the time during colli-
sions to be the variable of interest. With nΔtc dropping under a certain threshold over a
specified number of events fulfills our criterion. The complete algorithm is listed in Fig. 4.

INITIALIZATION
random positions 0xi , random velocities 0vi
radii 0ri = 0, growth rates gi ∈ R

DO WHILE
find collisions and collision times between
all particles (5), (6)

select minimum collision time of all possible
collisions

advance all particle positions regarding the
minimum collision time (3)

update velocity of colliding particle pair (Table 1)

Figure 4: Basic algorithm to produce dense particle packings by using a periodic boundary box. The
dropout criterion, regarding the DO WHILE-loop, is based on the minimum collision time.
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3 Concept of Periodicity

The assumption of periodicity inside the particulate medium leads to the use of a boundary
box having periodic boundary conditions, see Fig. 5. Topologically, the periodic bound-
ary box for two dimensional systems can be thought of as a torus. The torus is set up by
connecting the opposite boundary box sides marked by � and ⊕. Assuming a torus, the
particles can only move on its surface. A particle with its center being inside the boundary

Figure 5: Periodic boundary box including one primary particle and its replica. Both particles share
the same properties, excluding their center positions. The primary particle is found on the right side
of the box, while the replicated particle is positioned on the left side. The distance between the
particles is equal to the length of the boundary box. The replicated particle is entering the boundary
box, while the primary particle is leaving.

box is considered to be a primary particle. If a primary particle intersects with a boundary
of the periodic boundary box, a replica of this particle is positioned on the opposite side.
All properties of the primary particle are projected onto the replicated particle. As soon
as the center of the primary particle leaves the boundary box, the replicated particle center
enters the boundary box and their states change. This leads to a constant number of pri-
mary particles inside the periodic boundary box. The periodic boundary box is used as a
frame for the periodic rve.

4 Examples

A series of different stages of one rve during production is shown in Fig. 6. In the early
stages of the evolution process, particles move freely from collision to collision. At this
point no oscillation of the particles are noticed. At a later time the radii are increased and
the space available for the particles to move is limited. This point is distinguished by a high
oscillation of the particles. From this point on, only shifts of patterns or reorganization is
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possible. Due to the very close packing of the particles, times between collisions narrow
down quickly. This results, due to (2), into a slow particle growth between the collisions.
Close to the final state, only shifts inside the particle assembly enable a relocation of the
particles. The quality of the final rve is in the present case dependent on a full boundary
set B .

B :=
{
i ∈ {1, . . . , nop} : BRi

(
0xi

) ∩ ∂rve �= ∅} (14)

Set B is considered a full set if each gap between the particles of set B is less then
the sum of the two particle radii observed and the smallest radius. Fulfilling the need
of a full set B insures that under shear and compression no particles from the inside
will escape the boundary box. Images of an evolution process can be seen in Fig. 6.
The images shown in Fig. 7 are all based on different values of initial particle positions

Figure 6: Evolution process of a monodisperse rve. Particles inside the rve are colored in blue,
particles intersecting with the periodic boundary box are colored in red. The periodic boundary box
is pictured by a black frame. The evolution process runs from the upper left image to the lower right
image. The upper left image shows the rve after ten event cycles. The image at the lower right
shows the final state of the rve. Areas of dense packing are clearly visible while at the same time
irregularities can be observed.

and velocities. A fixed growth rate of 5 leads to the upper two images of Fig. 7. The
highhandedness of the outcome is clearly visible. Even though the particle radii of the
final state are nearly equivalent, patterns of highly packed particles are not comparable.
Still, the way of how the rve is structured is equal in both images. Optimally packed
particle clusters are separated from one another by edges. The edges are distinguished by
the shifts and small turns of densely packed particle areas. The lower left images shows
an rve constructed with different particle growth rates. For a snug fit of the particles and
a high volume fraction of the rve, the growth rates were calculated by a power law. The
power law is used to reconstruct a sieve curve known from natural granular materials.
Using this growth rates renders a well packed and mixed polydisperse rve. The different
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particle sizes do not allow a clear statement regarding highly packed areas and their edges,
found in monodisperse packings. A special kind of polydisperse packing is illustrated in
the lower right image. Here, only two different growth rates are used. Similarities like
densely packed particle clusters and their edges, known from the monodisperse packing,
are of existence. Furthermore, this example shows the numerical stability of the here
presented method. This leads to the conclusion that a meaningful growth rate relation
does not effect the algorithm itself.

Figure 7: Four final state rves, started with 1000 particles having different initial positions as well
as velocities. The two upper images show monodisperse particle packings. Highly packed patterns
as well as pattern distortions are visible. The two lower images represent polydisperse particle
packings. The lower right image shows a particle packing having growth rates related to the power
law. Dense patterns are not clearly visible. The lower right image shows an almost monodisperse
packing including one larger particle. Relations to the monodisperse packing exist.
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Abstract: Within the Hamiltonian setting of classical mechanics the behavior of a
dynamical system is typically visualized in terms of the canonical phase space co-
ordinates, i.e. the position and the canonical momentum in a so called phase space
portrait. The investigation of elastodynamic systems modelled by finite element sim-
ulations leads to high dimensionality of phase spaces, i.e. twice the number of nodal
degrees of freedom (DOFs). In order to study the overall phase space structure a re-
duction of the problem’s dimensionality seems absolutely necessary which leads us
to the theory of pseudo-rigid bodies. A pseudo-rigid body is a continuum capable of
undergoing only spatially homogeneous deformation, which enables us to interpret its
configuration manifold as a Lie group. In a Hamiltonian setting the phase space is
just the cotangent bundle of the configuration manifold, which has a natural symplec-
tic structure. We will give an overview of a class of geometric numerical integration
schemes which should be well suited to conserve the problem’s inherent structure.

1 Introduction

In order to study the behaviour of dynamical systems one usually makes use of the the-
ory of Hamiltonian systems and the phase-space concept. Within Hamilton’s framework a
dynamical system with n degrees of freedom (DOFs) is described by generalized coordi-
nates qk ∈ R and corresponding canonical momenta pk ∈ R for k = 1, . . . , n. The scalar
Hamiltonian H : Rn × Rn × R → R is sufficient to describe the dynamics of the system
completely. The equations of motion are Hamilton’s equations:

ṗk = −∂H(q, p, t)
∂qk

, q̇k =
∂H(q, p, t)

∂pk
, k = 1, . . . , n

Solutions to this system of 2n ordinary differential equations are curves (q(t), p(t)) ∈ R 2n

in phase-space.
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p

q

Figure 1: 2-dimensional mathematical pendulum in ”natural” units, gravity acting downwards (left)
and its phase-space portrait (right)

To illustrate the phase-space concept figure 1 depicts one of the most simple dynamical
systems, i.e. the 2-dimensional mathematical pendulum. Solution curves are clearly di-
vided by a separatrix into two regions of vastly different behaviour. In the neighorhood of
the origin of the coordinate system the pendulum is in normal back-and-forth oscillatory
motion (closed, ellipsoidal solution curves). The outer region describes clockwise and
counterclockwise spinning motion.

The dynamics of engineering structures are usually modelled by finite element simulations
which leads to high dimensionality of phase spaces, i.e. twice the number of nodal degrees
of freedom. Even small academic examples like the rotor blade shown in the upper left
quadrant of figure 2 have a huge number of DOFs, in this case 716. The time-evolution
of this freely flying rotor blade was determined by solving Hamilton’s equations with an
enhanced Galerkin method [Gro04]. The three quadrants labeled ”phase-space projec-
tion” show different views of the {q1, p1, p2}-projection for an arbitrarily chosen node.
Obviously projection to an only 3-dimensional subspace of a vastly higher dimensional
phase-space can not yield insight into the overall phase space structure.

2 Pseudo-rigid Bodies

As we have seen in the last section it is absolutely necessary to reduce the dimensonality
of the considered system if insight into phase-space structures is to be gained by means
of visualization. Considering the theory of elasto-dynamics, the obvious simplification
of the full problem is the restriction of possible modes of deformation. A suitable and
well studied [CM88, SP99, KP04, Pap01, Cas04] choice for this restriction is the so called
pseudo-rigid body. On the one hand it generalizes a rigid body by admitting deformations
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Figure 2: freely flying 2-dimensional hyper-elastic rotor blade, 140 4-node elements → 716 DOFs,
different views of the {q1, p1, p2}-projection for a single node

of the body via affine transformations, on the other hand it can be viewed as a restriction
of an elastic body.

We will start by describing the pseudo-rigid body in a standard continuum mechanical set-
ting. Let B0 ⊂ R3 denote the reference configuration of a pseudo-rigid body with smooth
boundary ∂B0 and reference mass density �0 : B0 → R+. The non-linear deformation
map ϕ : B0 → Bt describes the motion of the pseudo-rigid body. A Taylor-expansion of
the non-linear deformation map

ϕ (X, t) = x̄(t) + F (0)(t)
(
X − X̄

)
+

1
2
F (1)(t) :

[(
X − X̄

)⊗ (
X − X̄

)]
+ . . .

can be used to illustrate the restriction on the full elasto-dynamic case imposed by pseudo-
rigidity:

pseudo-rigid ⇔ x = ϕ (X, t) = x̄(t) + F (t)
(
X − X̄

)
. (1)

This mapping is affine, i.e. F is a second order tensor with detF > 0, and allows us to
state the equations of motion of a pseudo-rigid body as follows.
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Starting from the balance of linear momentum and the definition of centre of mass X̄

Div P + �0b = �0ẍ, mX̄ =
∫
B0

�0X dV (2)

we obtain the equations of motion for independent variables x̄ and F by integrating
eqn. (2)1 and the tensor product of eqn. (2)1 with

(
X − X̄

)
over B0:

m¨̄x =
∫
B0

�0b dV +
∫

∂B0

P · N dA (3)

V0P̄ + F̈ · E =
∫
B0

�0b ⊗ (
X − X̄

)
dV +

∫
∂B0

(P · N ) ⊗ (
X − X̄

)
dA, (4)

where E is the Euler tensor and P̄ is the mean first Piola-Kirchhoff stress defined by

E =
∫
B0

�0

(
X − X̄

)⊗ (
X − X̄

)
dV, P̄ =

1
V0

∫
B0

P dV,

with m =
∫
B0

�0 dV and V0 =
∫
B0

dV .

Following the ideas of [SK03, Sou02] we formalize the pseudo-rigid body to study it in
a general Hamiltonian setting. The configuration manifold Q for our system is the semi-
direct product of the group of non-degenerate 3 × 3 matrices with positive determinant
with R3

Q = GL+(3) � R
3.

Therefore the configuration manifold becomes a Lie-group with elements
(A, x), A ∈ GL+(3), x ∈ R3 and multiplication law

(B, y) ◦ (A, x) = (BA, Bx + y).

The phase-space of this general Hamiltonian system is its cotangent bundle

T ∗Q = T ∗[GL+(3) � R
3] ∼= [GL+(3) � R

3] × [gl(3)∗ � R
3],

which is itself also a Lie-group with a natural symplectic structure that should be preserved
by numerical integration schemes. The kinetic energy of the pseudo-rigid body can be
described by a function K : T ∗Q → R as

K =
1
2

∫
Bt

�tẋ · ẋ dv =
1
2

[
tr
(
Ḟ · E · Ḟ

)
+ m ˙̄x · ˙̄x

]
using eqn. (1) where mixed terms cancel due to eqn. (2) 2.

3 Geometric Integration (Lie-group Methods)

In order to exploit the problem’s geometric sructure to the fullest extent, we have to con-
sider integration schemes that generate solutions which remain in the cotangent bundle
of the configuration manifold T ∗Q. In recent years a powerful machinery of geomet-
ric integration (especially Lie-group integrators) has been developed, see for example
[IMNZ00, HLW02]. We will present its basic ingredients in the following subsections.
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3.1 Lie-groups and Lie-algebras

We will start by looking at Lie-groups. A Lie-group is a group with a smooth (differ-
entiable) group operation and smooth inversion. Therefore it can also be viewed as a
differentiable manifold. Several well-known examples are listed below:

GL(n, R) = {g ∈ Mat(n × n, R)| det g �= 0}
SL(n, R) = {g ∈ GL(n, R)| det g = 1}
O(n, R) =

{
g ∈ GL(n, R)|gT g = e

}
SO(n, R) = {g ∈ O(n, R)| det g = 1}

The Lie-algebra g corresponding to a Lie-group G can be defined as the tangent space to
the group at the identity element e ∈ G

g = TeG.

g is a vector space equipped with a skew-symmetric, bilinear product called Lie-bracket

[ . , . ] : g × g → g

which satisfies Jacobi’s identity: let a, b, c ∈ g

[a, [b, c]] + [b, [c, a]] + [c, [a, b]] = 0.

Because of this tangent space construction there are several choices of coordinate charts
that map from the Lie-algebra back to the Lie-group. One such coordinate chart is the
exponential map exp : g → G which maps the whole Lie-algebra to a neighbourhood of
e ∈ G. Because of the smooth group operation required above, this map can be extended
to the whole group G via left- or right-translation. For matrix groups the exponential map
is just the standard matrix exponential.

3.2 Lie-group and Lie-algebra Actions

Lie-group and Lie-algebra actions describe the effect of group and algebra elements on
points of a manifold, think of rotations R ∈ SO(3) acting on points of R 3 for example.
A (left) Lie-group action is a map

Λ : G ×M → M.

It induces a corresponding Lie-algebra action

λ : g ×M → M
via

λ(v, p) = Λ(exp(v), p) v ∈ g, p ∈ M.
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Next we define a map λ∗ : g → X (M) from the Lie-algebra to the set of vector-fields on
M pointwise as

(λ∗v)(p) =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

λ(tv, p)

A differential equation on the manifold can now be written as

y′ = Fλ(t, y) = (λ∗f(t, y)) (y), y(0) = p ∈ M (5)

where f : R ×M → g.

These definitions allow us to state the main paradigm of Lie-group methods as follows:
The solution of the differential equation (5) for small t ∈ R+ is

y(t) = λ(u(t), p)

where u(t) ∈ g satisfies

u′ = f̃(u) = dexp−1
u (f(t, λ(u, p))) , u(0) = 0 ∈ g. (6)

This statement follows by the commutativity of the following diagram

Tg
λ′

p−−−−→ TM
f̃

"⏐⏐ "⏐⏐F

g −−−−→
λp

M

One problem we have not yet considered is the non-commutativity of general Lie-groups
and Lie-algebras. Let u1, u2 ∈ g, then

Λ(exp(u1), Λ(exp(u2), p)) = Λ(exp(u1) · exp(u2), p)
= Λ(exp(B(u1, u2), p)

⇒ λ(u1, λ(u2, p)) = λ(B(u1, u2), p)

The symbol B(., .) is the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula which has the following ex-
plicit form in terms of iterated commutators

B(u1, u2) = u1 + u2 +
1
2
[u1, u2]

+
1
12

[u1, [u1, u2]] − 1
12

[u2, [u1, u2]] + . . . .

In order to solve differential equations on manifolds it is sufficient to solve correspond-
ing equations in the Lie-algebra which is a linear space. Therefore standard integration
schemes can be applied on the algebra-level and the solution mapped back to the nonlinear
manifold via appropriate coordinate mappings. Suitable combinations of these have been
developed in recent years, foremost the Runge-Kutta-Munthe-Kaas methods which usu-
ally require many iterated commutator evaluations and Crouch-Grossman methods which
evaluate vector field flows via matrix exponentials.
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4 Conclusions

In this contribution we have laid out the problems in understanding phase-space struc-
tures of engineering structures caused by the high dimensionality of their respective phase-
spaces. In order to reduce this high dimensionality a simpler model namely the pseudo-
rigid body has been presented. The theory of pseudo-rigid bodies has then been cast into
a Lie-algebraic framework which makes its dynamics approachable by new geometric nu-
merical integration schemes.
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Abstract: Computational modeling often demands the incorporation of dynamic ef-
fects. The consideration of computational continuum dynamics requires in particular
advanced numerical techniques to satisfy the classical balance laws like balance of
linear and angular momentum or the laws of thermodynamics. Energy and momentum
conserving time integrators for purely elastic behaviour are well-established in com-
putational dynamics [2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13]. The involvement of dissipation effects in
the dynamic modeling poses further challenges. There are only a handful approaches
that deal with dynamic plasticity or dissipative systems and the related conservation
properties [1, 5, 7, 8, 9]. Most of them are based on specific order-restricted time inte-
gration schemes. Some of the conserving schemes were constructed on the basis of a
particulary designed algorithmic stress tensor, see [3, 4].
In this contribution we deal with the enhancement of these concepts to finite plasticity
based on a general fully discrete Finite Element Galerkin method combined with an
‘elastic-enhanced algorithmic’ stress tensor. First, we apply concepts of geometrically
nonlinear continuum mechanics and Finite Elements in space to receive a semidiscrete
system of equations of motion based on a Hamiltonian-type formalism. The formula-
tion of finite plasticity adopts a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gra-
dient in an elastic and a plastic part, see [6, 10]. For the temporal approximation of the
semidiscrete system also Finite Elements are used, compare [2, 4].
The resulting mechanically and thermodynamically consistent time-stepping scheme
for geometrically nonlinear elasto-plastodynamics is analysed regarding its conserva-
tion properties influenced by the applied nonstandard quadrature rule. It will be shown
that these algorithmic conservation properties require for nonstandard visualization
methods to further insight on the performance of the resulting time integrator.

1 Constitutive Formulation

We start with some basic concepts of geometrically nonlinear continuum mechanics. First,
the nonlinear deformation map ϕ(X, t) : B0 × [0, T ] �→ Bt shall be introduced as a
mapping from the reference to the spatial configuration. In the context of finite plasticity,
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the resulting deformation gradient F := ∇Xϕ(X , t) is assumed to be multiplicative
decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part, see [6]:

F
.= F e · F p (1)

This multiplicative decomposition naturally implies three configurations. In contrast to
the modeling of elasticity, additional internal variables q int have to been included in the
Helmholtz energy density Ψ0 for the plastic case to model the loading history. These
are the plastic part of the deformation gradient F p and other variables to incorporate
e.g. hardening or damage effects. By assuming an additive structure of Ψ 0(F , qint) =
Ψmac

0 (F , qint) + Ψmic
0 (qint) with the macroscopic Ψmac

0 and the microscopic part Ψmic
0

and by restriction on isotropy, the Helmholtz energy density can be written in eigenvalues
of the elastic right Cauchy-Green strain tensor Ĉe := F t

e · F e of the intermediate confi-
guration B̂:

Ψ0 = Ψmac
0 (1λ

Ĉe
,2 λ

Ĉe
,3 λ

Ĉe
) + Ψmic

0 (qint) (2)

For thermodynamical aspects it is accepted to introduce the so-called conjugated thermo-
dynamical forces αint := −∇qintΨ0. To differ between elastic and plastic deforma-
tion states the yield function Φ is introduced which defines the elastic range Eαint :=
{αint |Φ(αint; qint) < 0}, see [10]. For thermodynamically consistent modeling the
dissipation inequality – corresponding to the second law of thermodynamics – should be
fulfiled, namely:

D =
〈
αint, Dtq

int
〉 ≥ 0 (3)

By accounting additionally the postulate of maximum dissipation, the resulting local evo-
lution of the internal variables – well-known as associated evolution equations, see e.g.
[10] – can be written as:

Dtq
int = Dtλ

[∇αintΦ(αint; qint)
]

(4)

The plastic multiplier Dtλ and the yield function Φ must satisfy the consistency and the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, compare [10].

2 Semidiscrete Dynamics

We begin with a standard Finite Element discretisation in space for the reference con-
figuration of a solid continuum body: B0 =

⋃nel

e=1 Be
0. With the spatial approximations

of the nonlinear deformation map ϕ : B0 × [0, T ] �→ Rndim the semidiscrete map can
be written by means of the spatial shape functions NA(X) in the form: ϕ(X , t) =∑nnode

A=1 qA(t)NA(X). Consequently the spatial approximations of the spatial velocity
Dtϕ =

∑nnode

A=1 DtqA NA, the deformation gradient F =
∑nnode

A=1 qA ⊗ ∇NA and the
right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C := F t · F =

∑nnode

A,B=1 qA · qB ∇NA ⊗∇NB of the
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reference configuration can be computed straightforwardly. To obtain a semidiscrete sys-
tem of equations of motion a Hamiltonian-type formalism with the generalised coordinates
q = [q1, ..., qnnode

]t and the generalised momenta p = [p1, ...,pnnode
]t – the phase-space

variables z := [q, p]t – is applied. The Hamiltonian is defined as the sum of the kinetic
energy T (p) = 1

2 p · M−1 · p, the internal energy V int =
∫
B0

Ψ0 dV and possibly an
external potential V ext, see e.g. [2, 4]:

H(q, p) = T (p) + V int(q) + V ext (5)

With these definitions and the symplectic matrix J the resulting canonical equations can
be written in the compact form:

Dtz(t) = J · ∇H(z(t)) (6)

More precisely the gradient of the Hamiltonian ∇H can be formulated in the following
vector representation:

∇H =

[
F int − F ext

M−1 · p

]
(7)

At this stage we have used the definiton of the internal load vector F int which is given as
a function of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S = 2∇CΨ0:

F int(S) = ∇q

∫
B0

Ψ0 dV on nodal level F A
int(S) = ∇qA

∫
B0

Ψ0 dV (8)

It will be demonstrated in the next section that especially this internal load vector F int

plays a decisive role for the temporal discretisation and in consequence for the resulting
conservation properties of the time-stepping scheme.

3 Temporal Discretisation

In the following, a decomposition of the time interval of interest [0, T ] =
⋃N

n=0[tn, tn+1],
a map of each time interval to the reference time interval [0, 1] via the function α(t) =
t−tn

hn
and the time-step size hn = tn+1 − tn are used. For the temporal approximation

again a Finite Element method – more specific a continuous Galerkin method (short: a
cG(k)-method) – shall be applied. Therefore, the temporal approximations for the un-
known function zh =

∑k+1
J=1 MJ(α)zJ and the test function δzh =

∑k
I=1 M̃I(α) δzI

are introduced1. The resulting weak form in time can be written in the compact represen-
tation, compare [2, 4]:∫ 1

0

[
J · δzh

]
·
[

Dαzh − hn J · ∇H(zh)
]

dα = 0 ∀ δzh ∈ Pk−1 (9)

1It is important to underline that the temporal shape functions MI ∈ Pk are polynomials of degree k and the
shape functions M̃I ∈ Pk−1 are only of degree k − 1.
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In (9) a time-integrated internal load vector can be found which shall be refered to F̄ int. As
mentioned before, the crucial aspect for the conservation properties of the resulting time-
stepping scheme is the approximation of this time integral. To guarantee the conservation
of the total energy in the elastic case, the following nonstandard quadrature rule with the
Gauss points ζl and the Gauss weights wl is used:

F̄
A
int ≈

ngpt∑
l=1

node∑
B=1

wl M̃I(ζl) qh
B(ζl)

[ ∫
B0

∇NA ⊗∇NB : elSalg dV

]∣∣∣∣
ζl

In this approximation the elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor elSalg has been ap-
plied based on the enhanced Galerkin method – or short: eG(k)-method, see [4]:

elSalg(S) = S + 2
[
Ψα=1

0 − Ψα=0
0 − ∫ 1

0
S : 1

2 DαCh dα∫ 1

0 ||DαCh||2 dα

]
DαCh (10)

With the above discretisations at hand we obtain a completely discrete system which offers
the following conservation properties. By vanishing external loads the presented time-
stepping scheme allows the conservation of both momentum maps: the conservation of
linear momentum I as well as the conservation of angular momentum L:

Iα=1 − Iα=0 = 0 Lα=1 − Lα=0 = 0 (11)

By means of the elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor elSalg this time integrator of-
fers also a conserved total energy in the elastic case without external loading:

Hα=1 − Hα=0 = 0 Dint = 0 (12)

And additionally the dissipation inequality (3) is fulfiled in the plastic case:

Hα=1 − Hα=0 < 0 Dint > 0 (13)

Recapitulating, it can be retained that the presented time-stepping scheme enables the me-
chanically and thermodynamically consistent modeling of geometrically nonlinear elasto-
plastodynamics.

4 Numerical Examples

Now the performance of the proposed time integrator shall be demonstrated with two re-
presentative numerical examples. In this context we investigate not only the elastic but also
the plastic case to evaluate the featured algorithmic conservation properties. For all com-
putations the elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor (10) in combination with linear
Finite Elements in time – a cG(1)-method – have been applied. The constitutive law relies
on a Helmholtz energy density Ψ0 formulated in principal stretches and a ‘v. Mises’-type
yield function Φ.
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4.1 Elastic Motion

The first example shows the elastic motion of a quasi-rigid ‘Flying-L’. For the spatial dis-
cretisation 36 4-node Finite Elements have been used, whereby the following parameters
have been utilised: time-step size hn = 0.2, elastic constants λ = 100000, μ = 50000 and
yield stress Y0 = 4000. To start the motion we have applied an initial velocity ||v 0|| = 5
and a piecewise linear function with a loading period of 3 for the external loads which is
shown in Figure 1 (a).
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Figure 1: (a) external loading, (b) motion & deformation, (c) incremental dissipation, (d) linear
momentum, (e) total energy & angular momentum, (f) zoom: total energy & angular momentum
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In Figure 1 (b) we see a sequence of configurations of the nearly unstretched body after
several time steps. As claimed in (12) the dissipation is in the elastic case equal to zero,
see Figure 1 (c). Important to notice is that the presented time-stepping scheme enables the
conservation of the two components of the linear momentum as well as the conservation
of the third component Lz of the angular momentum after vanishing external loads. This
properties are shown in Figure 1 (d) and Figure 1 (e), (f). Additionally the conservation
of the total energy is guaranteed in the elastic case, compare Figure 1 (e). So that – as
mentioned before – one important condition for thermodynamical consistency of the time
integrator is fulfiled. This conservation property is also satisfied when zooming the plot of
the total energy, see Figure 1 (f).
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Figure 2: (a) external loading, (b) motion & deformation, (c) accumulated dissipation, (d) linear
momentum, (e) total energy & angular momentum, (f) zoom: total energy & angular momentum
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4.2 Plastic Motion

The second example deals with the motion of a ‘Flying-Frame’ with large plastic defor-
mations. The continuous body has been discretised with 48 4-node Finite Elements in
space. For this computation the yield function has been supplemented with a nonlinear
isotropic hardening part. The incorporated parameters for this simulation are: time-step
size hn = 0.01, elastic constants λ = 3000, μ = 750, initial yield stress Y0 = 40, sa-
turating yield stress Yi = 80 and hardening parameters H = 10, cp = 36. The initial
velocity has been set to ||v0|| = 10 and the time dependent course of the external loads is
illustrated in Figure 2 (a).
With the chosen external loading pretty large deformations occur which are contained in
Figure 2 (b). In Figure 2 (c) we see that in the plastic case the dissipation inequality
(3) is fulfiled by the time-stepping scheme which enables again the conservation of both
components of linear momentum and the conservation of L z , diagrammed in Figure 2 (d)
respectively in Figure 2 (e). A further interesting aspect – which can be seen in Figure 2
(e), (f) – is the decrease of the total energy caused by the plastic dissipation corresponding
to the strictly positive dissipation.

5 Visualization – Thermodynamical Consistency

So far, the challenges in mechanically and thermodynamically consistent modeling of geo-
metrically nonlinear elasto-plastodynamics have been demonstrated. In this section it will
be shown that these special conservation properties of the time integrator open also the
way for nonstandard visualization aspects related to one of the characteristic features in
view of thermodynamical consistency: the conservation of the total energy H in the elastic
case, see (12). The appropriate tool in this context has been the introduction of a nonstan-
dard quadrature rule based on the elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor elSalg , which
has been defined as a function of the standard second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S,
compare (10). In general, these two symmetric second-order tensors of B 0 have different
eigenvalues and also different principal directions. Based on a spectral decomposition we
obtain:

elSalg =
ndim∑
i=1

Sλalg
i Nalg

i ⊗ Nalg
i S =

ndim∑
i=1

Sλi N i ⊗ N i (14)

This deviation of the different eigenvalues or eigenvectors provides access to a new non-
standard analysis of the thermodynamical consistency of the applied time-stepping scheme
in the elastic case, e.g. the differences between the principal directions of the second Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor elSalg are a
local measure for the algorithmic behaviour with respect to the desired conservation pro-
perties. To visualize this local statement, the eigenvectors of both stress tenors are plotted
after several time steps at the integration points of the undeformed reference configuration,
see Figure 3 (a), (b). For conceptual clarity the eigenvectors have not been scaled with the
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corresponding eigenvalue, which, nevertheless, would provide additional information and
should be included in a more sophisticated visualization method. In Figure 3 (c) the differ-
ences between the principal directions can be seen more clearly. It is important to underline
that only with an application of the principal directions and eigenvalues of the algorithmic
stresses elSalg a thermodynamically consistent modeling of finite elasto-plastodynamics
can be offered. With this nonstandard visualization aspect at hand we can investigate two
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Figure 4: principal directions [Nalg
i , N i] of elSalg & S: (a) stiff case λ = 100000, μ = 50000,

(b) nonstiff case λ = 1000, μ = 500

important influences on the local thermodynamical consistency performance of the time-
stepping scheme. Once more we focus on the elastic motion of the ‘Flying-L’ after 10s.
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First, the influence of the stiffness on the algorithmic properties in view of the consistency
shall be demonstrated. For the computation the following parameters have been applied:
time-step size hn = 0.2, stiff case: elastic constants λ = 100000, μ = 50000 and nonstiff
case: elastic constants λ = 1000, μ = 500. Considering the zoom of one part of the
‘Flying-L’ in Figure 4, it can be clearly seen that in the stiff case, plotted in Figure 4 (a),
the differences between the principal directions of elSalg and S are not as significant as in
the case with a reduced stiffness, compare Figure 4 (b).
Another important parameter for the thermodynamically consistent behaviour of the time
integrator is the time-step size. This influence shall be illustrated again by means of the
elastic motion of the ‘Flying-L’. For this example the following parameters have been
used: elastic constants λ = 10000, μ = 5000, a small time step hn = 0.02 and a large
time step hn = 0.2. Regarding again the zoom of a particular part of the ‘Flying-L’, it can
be seen that in the case of a rather small time step there are nearly no differences between
the eigenvectors of elSalg and S, see Figure 5 (a). However, we observe a rather high
deviation if for the same computation a larger time step is used, compare Figure 5 (b).
Additionally we can realise the local distribution of the differences and therewith the local
algorithmic achievement of the presented time-stepping scheme. This information cannot
be found in plots of the total energy H over the time.
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Figure 5: principal directions [Nalg
i , N i] of elSalg & S: (a) small time step hn = 0.02, (b) large

time step hn = 0.2

6 Conclusions

In this contribution we have elaborated a mechanically and thermodynamically consistent
Galerkin-based time-stepping scheme for geometrically nonlinear elasto-plastodynamics
based on a Hamiltonian-type formulation. This scheme enables the conservation of the
linear momentum as well as the conservation of the angular momentum. In addition, the
presented time integrator guarantees the conservation of the total energy for the elastic case
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and strictly positive dissipation for the plastic case which enables a stable integration of
the resulting equations. Subsequently, we have demonstrated that these special conserva-
tion properties of the algorithm in general require new visualization tasks. In particular the
local thermodynamical consistency-behaviour of the time-stepping scheme for the elastic
case and the influence of the stiffness and the time-step size on this performance have been
worked out.
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Abstract: Large Displays and visualizations on such display systems are becoming
more and more popular. In order to interact with those systems new devices and inter-
action techniques must be developed in order to fit the specific needs. In this paper, an
overview of the common state of the art devices and techniques will be presented and
the pro and cons discussed.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the size of the displays and their resolution is rising extremely fast. Therefore,
the task of efficient and simple interacting is quite challenging. Basic devices, e.g. the
mouse, suffer first of all from their degree of freedom (DOF). This can easily be shown,
when a user is asked to reposition an object in virtual environment [WJ88]. Even if some
devices, e.g. the SpaceMouse or the SpacePilot, provide the sufficient degree of freedom,
the aspect of the stationary usage of these devices is definitely a drawback. In order to
be able to interact properly with these devices in front of a large display e.g. a table or
a desk must be used. This is due to the fact, that most of the devices have been devel-
oped for desktop purposes. Consequently, while trying to focus on easy and also intuitive
interaction, other devices and technologies are becoming more and more popular.

So, the following chapter will provide an overview of the basic interaction metaphors,
which are essential while dealing with large and immersive displays. After that, the most
common devices and their corresponding techniques are presented. The paper is finalized
with the conclusions and remarks.

2 Interaction Metaphors

Interaction is one of the most important aspects when dealing with virtual environments.
It can be separated into the basic tasks of navigation and manipulation [Bow99], whereas
the selection metaphor can be combined with the manipulation. The following section will
give a short overview of these basic metaphors.
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2.1 Navigation

This is one of the basic and most common interaction techniques in a virtual environment.
Every navigation technique consists of two basics. The first is the traveling, which con-
trols the motion of the user’s viewpoint in the environment. The second is the way finding,
where the user determines the path by the knowledge of the environment or visual infor-
mation, e.g. signs. Other supporting aids are maps, top–views, the well known World in
Miniature metaphor [SCP95], or the voodoo dolls technique [PSP99]. So, when building
up an efficient virtual environment, the navigation should be considered as an essential
technique. However, most of the time traveling is just a basic task in order to perform a
more important task for interaction further with the virtual environment, e.g. grabbing or
moving of an object.

2.2 Selection and Manipulation

After the efficient user navigation to the desired object or target, the selection of the object
is usually the next step. The selection can be performed by different purposes, e.g. by a
command, or mapping. After the selection is finished, manipulation, e.g. translation or
rotation of the object, can be performed. Based on trying to focus on interacting with the
virtual environment in a most natural way, natural mapping simply maps the location and
the scale of the user’s physical hand to the virtual hand. So, when the user tries to grab an
object in the virtual world, it is automatically selected and manipulated.

Although this interaction is very intuitive and is easily adapted to most users, a big dis-
advantage for the interaction is the physical limit of the users arm. Avoiding this issue,
the Arm–Extension Technique solves this problem. This approach allows the extension of
the virtual hand and interaction with far away objects. Within the threshold distance, the
user interacts in a normal way. Outside the threshold, the virtual arm follows a nonlinear
function relative to the distance of the physical arm from the user’s body, e.g. the Go-Go
technique in [PBWI96]. So, this mapping function is the important improvement based on
this approach. However, the precision e.g. by position lacks in the far away distance. The
World in Miniature technique [SCP95] as well as the voodoo dolls technique [PSP99] can
also be used for selection and manipulation. Furthermore, the miniature representation of
the objects can also be manipulated with both hands.

In order to select objects, the ray–casting techniques are commonly used, where the mouse
or more generally a pointer is used to select an object. The three dimensional approach
is comparable to the well known computer graphics ray casting technique. So, the object
is selected by pointing a virtual ray into the scene. When the interaction is performed
with a users hand and not a pointing device, the orientation of the hand is mostly used in
order to specify the direction of the virtual ray. If an object intersects the ray, it will be
selected and ready for further manipulations. Based on this technique is also the image
plane technique, where the selection is performed by covering the desired object with the
virtual hand [PFC+97].
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Dealing with the selection task in front of large scale devices, two main problems affect
navigation beyond the reaching problem: the bezel interference and the cursor tracking.
The navigation or selection sometimes becomes difficult due to the fact that a physical
barrier might exist. These are areas of the screen, where the virtual (screen) space is
not visible. Several approaches exist which provide a suitable solution to the problem,
see e.g. [BCHG04]. Furthermore, the user can easily lose sight of the cursor’s location
due to the large number of potential distractors, or lose the position while moving. Var-
ious solutions for this problems exist, e.g. a high-density cursor [BCR03], or lost cursors
[RCB+05, KMFK05].

3 Large Display Interaction

Nowadays all different kinds of large displays exist. The most common ones are CAVE R©,
PowerWalls, all different kinds of curved screens or tiled display systems, e.g. the HIPer-
Wall by Küster et al. . The usage of basic devices or even haptic devices for interaction is
very uncomfortable, unnatural, and often downright impossible. In order to simplify the
interaction and provide a more suitable interface in front of this huge display systems, new
devices have been developed. In the following sections, the main focus is on devices and
techniques, which can be used for interaction with large displays.

3.1 Laser Pointer

Nowadays, there have been many approaches using laser pointer as interaction devices,
e.g. by Haman et al. [ATK+05]. Usually a camera captures the position of the red laser dot
on the large display. The resulting position is used as a cursor for interaction purposes.
However, the pointing task is often not accurate, because of the action tremor of the user,
or the unsteadiness of the users hand. This effect even becomes worse by incrementing
the distance from the user to the large display. Cheng and Pulo proposed in [CP03] the
replacement by circulating gestures, in order to avoid this issue. However, these devices
are really efficient for two dimensional interaction tasks, but they lack when dealing with
three dimensional interaction tasks.

3.2 Wands

Associated with pointing devices like laser pointer are wand devices, e.g. the Magic Wand
by Ciger et al. [CGVT03] or the Visual Wand [CB03]. These approaches are using tracked,
sometimes color coded wands. The color coding is used, in order to solve the problem of
the orientation of the wand. However, there resists still one missing degree of freedom,
because the wand itself represents a rotation axis. This axis is not well suitable for per-
forming efficient rotations. This can easily be demonstrated, when holding a pen and
trying to rotate it in the hand.
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3.3 Tracking Technologies

In order to control the virtual environment, tracking of alternative interaction devices or
even the tracking of the position and gestures of the user becomes very common. In such
cases, tracking a device’s position and often its orientation is needed in order to make
meaningful measurements on the user’s intentions.

The two mainly interesting technologies, which provide sufficient update rates, accuracy
and mobility of the user are the magnetic and optical tracking systems. These systems and
their technology will be shortly presented in the following section.

Magnetic Tracking One of the most common tracking technologies is the magnetic
tracking. By using a magnetic field, the position of the receiver element can be calcu-
lated without being dependent on a direct line of sight. There are two different types of
magnetic trackers: AC and DC trackers. AC trackers use an alternating field of 7-14 kHz
and DC tracker use pulsed fields. Nixon et al. [NMFP98] showed that the trackers can
be influenced or distorted by ferromagnetic metals or copper. The metallic distortion for
DC fields is significantly less sensitive than for AC fields. However, the DC tracking sys-
tems interfere with magnetic fields generated by ferromagnetic objects, e.g. loudspeakers,
or monitors. Furthermore, the error rate is increasing dependent on the distance between
transmitter and receiver. This influence was also noted by Fikkert [Fik06], who tried to
obtain ground-truth for passively obtained user head orientation estimations. The driv-
ing simulator in which these measurements should be obtained contained great pieces of
metal, influencing measured orientations greatly.

Optical Tracking Optical trackers go beyond magnetic trackers; the most often used
tracking systems. Optical sensors (cameras) are used, in order to determine the position
and the orientation of an object. The position can then be calculated using trigonometrical
mathematical equations. In order to simplify the tracking, marker can be used. The track-
able marker can be represented as pattern or balls in every size, where pattern recognition
techniques are used in order to transmit more information. However, being dependent on
a marker and the position of the marker on the interacting person is not really intuitive and
cumbersome.

Nowadays, researchers are focusing on markerless tracking e.g. [FM05, CMZ05]. In mark-
erless tracking the position of the users hand and head is detected and used for inter-
action purposes [MSG01]. Carranza et al. [CTMS03] build up a markerless tracking
system, which uses common computer vision techniques in order to estimate the user’s
position and gestures in the real world. The data are then mapped to a virtual model.
This interaction is more intuitive. Research is also done on real time tracking of human
eyes [Han03, Duc03, ZFJ02] or faces without any markers [ZCPR03]. Not being de-
pendent on any further devices markerless tracking and its corresponding interaction has
become one of the most challenging topics in computer vision research. Moeslund and
Granum [MG01] provided an overview of computer vision based human motion captur-
ing, which currently is the main focus of the computer vision research area.
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One big advantage of optical tracking is the immunity to ferromagnetic materials and
the low latency time, which make them very attractive for researchers. However, optical
tracking systems are also dependent on the line of sight. In order to solve this issue,
different filter techniques, e.g. Kalman filters [MB89, WB01] or Wiener filters [Wie64],
are used. The filter try to estimate the position or orientation of the target depending on
the previously measured position or orientation. Furthermore, by using of high speed and
high resolution cameras, a high accuracy can be obtained.

3.4 Gaze Tracking

One of the application areas for optical tracking is the so called gaze tracking or eye–
tracking. This tracking technology measures the eye positions and the eye movements.
Withal other method for pointing, the eye motion is the fastest [WM87]. However, when
being used as input method, the eye motion conflicts with the primary usage for visual-
ization purposes [Zha03]. Furthermore, the task of selecting of objects smaller than one
degree of visual angle can not be achieved sufficiently [WM87]. Recently, some research
is being done in order to solve this problem [vM05].

Some researchers are trying to focus on the combination of gaze tracking technology and
other input devices, e.g. keyboard or mouse, in order to enhance pointing tasks. This
can be achieved by setting the initial point via eye tracking and adjusting the result with
an external device [ZMIC99]. This approach can be extended to collaborative environ-
ments [Zha03].

In order to detect a user’s focus, gaze detection can be used an appropriate possibil-
ity. Therefore, the gathered information is used as a basis for gaze-contingent render-
ing [BDDG03]. As the displays are getting larger, it is becoming more and more popular.
However, the massive communication bandwidth needed to deliver gigapixel or higher
graphics at satisfying refresh rates is one of the rizing challenges in visualization [WL05].

3.5 Gesture Interfaces

Finding a natural way of interaction is a huge effort. One possibility is the usage of gesture-
recognizing interfaces, that provide more accuracy than tracking devices and are very intu-
itive. Nowadays, most devices used for this interaction technique are gloves with embed-
ded sensors. According to the sensor values, the position of the fingers can be calculated.
For gesture recognition, these positions are compared to a stored set of defined gestures.
The gesture is identified and used for the interaction task for the virtual environment. An-
other possibility is the interaction with virtual objects in the virtual environment. So, while
interacting the user has the advantage of a multi finger interaction fulfilling different tasks,
which provides a higher flexibility and definitely simplifies many tasks. The data gloves
can be used not only for grabbing issues but also for the navigation or other tasks specified
by the gesture library.
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In order get the correct position in space, the data glove has to be connected to a tracking
system. Otherwise the data glove is not really efficient. The well known state-of-the-art
devices are the CyberGlove by Immersion, the 5DT Data Glove by Fifth Technology, the
P5 Cyberglove by EssentialReality and the Pinch R© Glove by Fakespace. Not every device
has the same properties. The main differences amongst these state-of-the-art devices are
the different sensor types, the sampling rates of the glove, and the interface connection.

A clear disadvantage of using datagloves is the varying size of the human hand between
users. This results in different sensor locations for each user that needs to be accounted for.
Typically, for every new user the data gloves have to be reconfigured in order to efficiently
match the user specific configuration of the fingers and size of the hand. The Pinch Glove
needs not be calibrated in this manner. It measures the contacts and the contact time of
the fingertip, the finger back and palm electrodes. Consequently, there’s no possibility of
a specific readout of the finger configuration, which are typically the angles of the fingers.

3.6 User Tracking

Considering that every person has the ability to perceive the current orientation and the po-
sition of the body or parts of body, this perception can be used for navigation [MFPBS97].
The body tracking itself can be decomposed into finger, gesture/hand, head, and full body
tracking. Most recent applications of these tracking methods use vision-based tracking.
The different body tracking parts will be described in this section.

Finger tracking can be achieved with touch-based input; gestures constrained to the plane
can also be detected this way. At arms length, however, additional technology is needed.
The previously described gesture interfaces have been used extensively in virtual reality
applications to track fingers and gestures. However, tracking resolutions have limited
their applicability for fine-detail tracking until recently [VB05]. Many research groups
are focusing on vision-based methods, which can segment the fingers and hand. These
detected gestures can either be captured on a surface [Wil04, MRB05] or in the air [VB05,
CC02]. Finger and gesture tracking is ideal for selection, though the wrist is not well
suited to six degree-of-freedom tasks [Zha98].

Head tracking is often used to identify a user’s location or the direction of their gaze;
head tracking can be combined with eye tracking for this latter application. Head tracking
can be done in a tethered (magnetic/inertial-based) or untethered (vision-based) fashion.
One example of head tracking is its use to augment the accuracy of finger/gesture track-
ing [NS02]. A novel application is using gaze and facial expression (such as frowning)
as input [SII04]; for example, one could consider using frowning as negative feedback
to a semi-automatic visualization technique. However, except for its use in collaboration
(indicating gaze), head tracking is not an ideal input for visualization applications which
require fine motor control.

Full body tracking determines the body’s location and pose. In order to navigate in 3D,
body pose/position tracking has been used with partial success [JJLFKZ01]. However,
body pose tracking is less fine-grained than even head tracking [VB04]. Concerning this
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fact, it can be efficient for macro-scale or rough initial interaction. However, for fine-grain
manipulations and selections it is not a very satisfying way of interaction.

4 Conclusion

So, in this paper, an overview of the current state of the art interaction technologies for
large displays has been presented. It based on the book chapter “Interacting with Visual-
izations” in [KEM07], which provides a more detailed view of the topic.

Concluding, it has been shown that many devices and many technologies exist, all having
different advantages and disadvantages. So, when dealing with large displays, researches
should try to focus on more natural ways of interacting e.g. the tracking or gesture recogni-
tion. This form of interaction can easily be learned and adapted. Furthermore, it is similar
to the natural behavior of humans. Keep in mind, that some interaction devices are still
heavy, and can lead to fatigue or have stationary usage e.g. the SpaceMouse.

The multi user interaction or collaborative interaction is still one of the hot topics today.
Suitable solutions and new metaphors have to be found in order to simplify the interaction
purpose.
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Abstract: The graphics processor (GPU) on current personal computers has developed
into a rich and stable platform for developing scientific applications which do not fall
under the category of traditional computer graphics software. The application of the
GPU as a SIMD processor for scientific computing has proven to be a very powerful
tool to an extent that various graphics card manufacturers have started taking GPGPU
into consideration when designing and developing the next generation hardware. The
GPUs are a magnitude faster than the present generation CPUs due to high-bandwidth
memory availability; and a more elegant parallel-programming platform due to true
multi-threading units in hardware. We present a brief introduction to this rapidly grow-
ing field, discussing the basics of stream programming and then applying this generic
framework to the GPU programming model.We present two examples from the wide
spectrum of GPGPU applications, which illustrate the underlying concepts.

1 Introduction

The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has evolved into a mature platform for performing
fast vector operations suited for the graphics pipeline. A short look at the latest hardware
aptly demonstrates the tremendous rate of development in the manufacture of faster GPUs,
a trend which overtakes similar development on traditional processors (CPUs). The main
driving force behind this development is the gaming market, providing a steady user base
and an annual turnover running into millions of US dollars. As a result, the GPUs to-
day are more powerful than the conventional CPUs, delivering up to 45-50 GFLOPS of
throughput and packing more transistors than a state-of-art dual core CPU [NVI06, ATI06,
AMD06]. The GPU can therefore be thought of as a computing co-processor, for delegat-
ing computationally intensive tasks, where the same operation is applied on millions of
data elements. Applications such as calculation of generalized 2D/3D Voronoi diagrams
[KEHKL+99] have already proven that the GPU is capable of operating beyond the graph-
ics pipeline. While scientific applications reap the most benefit of having a second, much
faster processor to offload computation [BFGS03], traditionally non-scientific applications
like database query processing [GLW+04] have also been shown to benefit from the ad-
ditional power of the GPU. In this paper, we will introduce the reader to the process of
porting general purpose scientific applications to the GPU.
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The next section provides a brief introduction of the stream programming model. We pro-
vide definitions of the basic concepts, and highlight important characteristics of such a
programming model. Section 3 introduces the GPU as an efficient stream processor, map-
ping the concepts introduced in the previous section to their counterpart implementations
on the GPU. Sections 4 and 5 present example methods which use the GPU for scientific
computing. We conclude with our remarks on the future of GPGPU and provide directions
for the curious reader.

2 Stream Programming

Stream programming is a programming model developed for processors that can process
multiple data records/packets at once viz., the so-called SIMD (Single Instruction Multi-
ple Data) and MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) processors. It was originally
developed for vector processors [Ble90]. The processor is modeled as a “black box” that
takes as input, one or more data packets and produces one or more output packets. Owens
[Owe05] presents an excellent overview of recent trends in streaming architectures. We
define the following terms wrt. such a processing paradigm:

• Stream : An ordered sequence of data packets / records, where the packets belong-
ing to a stream are of the same type.

• Kernel : An algorithm which takes an input stream and produces corresponding
output stream. The kernel operates upon the input stream and produces the corre-
sponding output stream.

An important characteristic of a kernel is that it is defined and operates on an entire stream,
and not on individual packets. This is the most useful property for us, because it corre-
sponds directly to the GPU programming model.

The main bottlenecks of stream processing are communication latency and data depen-
dency. Communication latency can be minimized if we can cache all partial results locally
instead of accessing the main memory for each access. Data dependency is a domain-
specific issue, and can at most be minimized, but not eliminated entirely for grid based
simulations. We will show how mapping the input data to a 2D texture on a GPU solves
this problem. We will now see how these characteristics can help us port our applications
to the GPU.

3 GPU Programming As Stream Processing

3.1 GPU Architecture

The GPU programming model can be thought as a special case of the generic stream
processing model developed for vector processors. The GPU provides two levels of pro-
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grammable processors viz., the vertex processor and the fragment processor. The vertex
processor takes as input, a stream of vertex positions and associated per-vertex attributes,
and generates a stream of output vertices which are slated for rendering. These vertices are
assembled into triangles, and then pass through the rasterizer, where a stream of fragments
(proto-pixels) is generated and fed to the fragment processors. Typically, hundreds of frag-
ments may be generated for a handful of vertices. Hence, there are more parallel pathways
for the fragment data (24 in NVIDIA GTX 7800) than for vertices (8 in NVIDIA GTX
7800). We will exploit this property when we implement our “kernels” – implementing a
kernel as a fragment program allows us a higher degree of parallelism than as a vertex pro-
gram. Also, it is more efficient to access memory from the fragment processor, than it is
from the vertex processor. In some cases, we cannot access random memory from the ver-
tex processor at all. Hence, the fragment processor is the suitable candidate to implement
our computation kernels.

Figure 1: The GPU pipeline as a stream model. The GPU processes an input stream (vertices /
fragments) to produce a corresponding output stream (fragments / pixels).

As seen in figure 1, the GPU is hardwired to efficiently process 3/4-component vector
data (RGBA or xyzw). Hence, the first issue at hand is to pack input data into a format
which can be efficiently processed by the GPU pipeline. Data that can be put into 3D or
4D datatypes is mostly passed in either as vertex data, or as texture data. Memory reads
on a GPU correspond to a texture fetch in the fragment shader, and memory writes can
be achieved by setting the pipeline state to render-to-texture. Note that since the fragment
program cannot change the location of the pixel, the only way to write to a random memory
location is via output to textures. The fragment program typically executes the “kernel” on
a per-fragment basis. The program is invoked by drawing a full screen quad with at least
as many pixels rendered as are the number of data points. Changing the vertex locations
helps in deciding which fragments will be processed, and thus can help in a distributing the
computational range over multiple passes of the same pipeline. The fragment program can
be considered as the “inner loop” in a typical CPU based implementation, the algorithm
step that is executed for each data element. Feedback is also implemented using render-
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to-texture functionality. The output of the previous iteration is a texture which can be
accessed in the fragment program for the next iteration.

3.2 GPGPU Programming Issues

Several fundamental changes need to be made when deciding to port an application from
the CPU to a modern GPU. Foremost amongst them is the question whether the additional
overhead of packing real-world data into 3/4-component vector format optimized for the
graphics pipeline offsets the gain in computation speed. Memory transfers are a major
bottleneck in any PC-based architectures, and the primary objective in such an exercise
would be to reduce memory transfers to and from the main memory to the memory on the
graphics card. Tools like ShaderPerf (NVIDIA), Shark and OpenGL Profiler (Apple) help
in analyzing and optimizing memory transfers to/from the GPU.

Once an optimal configuration has been found, the next step involves exploiting data par-
allelism on the GPU itself. Scalar data is most often used as an input to many scientific
applications, and the limited real-estate on the graphics memory makes data compaction
a necessary task to process large volumes of data. Figure 2 describes two ways in which
such a compaction could be achieved.

Figure 2: Page blocked and Page stripped (with stride) memory layouts for achieving data paral-
lelism.

In the first case, individual blocks of memory are “paged” into the RGBA channels of a
texture map. This mechanism can drastically reduce the memory requirement to a one-
fourth of the actual data stored, with no additional overhead. This method is similar to the
Page blocked configuration in main memory. The second example shows adjacent data
elements being packed into a single 4-tuple, thus giving access to all neighboring values
in one texture fetch. We call this method Page stripping.
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4 Examples: N-body Simulation

In this section, we study the GPU version of the classical N-body Simulation as described
in [LHK+04]. The N-body simulation is a general problem with applications in fields as
diverse as astrophysics to molecular interactions. The problem can be stated as follows:

Given: N physical bodies {N1, N2, ..., Nn} in general position, with mass {m1, m2, ...,
mn} respectively.

To Find: The total force acting on each of the N massive bodies.

Formula: The formula to calculate the force acting on a body N i due to a body Nj is
given by

F i
j = G ∗ mi ∗ mj

d2
, i �= j

where, G = Universal constant of gravity, and d = Euclidean distance between the two
bodies.

In 3D, the positions of the bodies are given as a vector of three values (one for each dimen-
sion). These values can be readily stored on the graphics card as a floating point texture
with the RGB channels holding the xyz values respectively. The index for accessing the
position of a the ith body is now a pair of (row, column) values derived from a linear
index n. The masses of the bodies are scalar quantities, and may be compacted to reside
into a RGBA texture of size N/4. The force F i

j is the output of the fragment program
which executes for every pair of bodies in the input, and can be similarly calculated and
stored in a texture.

Figure 3: The Force F i
j can be stored in a texture with the ith column storing the forces acting on

body Ni (left). The indices i and j are dereferenced into a pair of (row,column) values (middle)
to retrieve the positions of the bodies Ni and Nj respectively. The output texture stores all forces
acting upon the body i in the ith column (right). A sum of all the values in one column gives us the
total force F i acting on Ni.

The arrangement is shown in the Figure 3. The “kernel” (fragment program) is invoked for
each pixel on the screen by drawing a full screen quad. The fragment program reads the
position values from the position texture based on the fragment’s row and column position
on screen and calculates the force using the above formula. The calculated value is written
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out to the output texture. At the end of this pass, every texel (i, j) of the output texture
gives us the force on body i due to body j. We are interested in the total force acting upon
a body due to the other N -1 bodies. Observe that the column i holds all the necessary
values to compute the same. We only need to sum up the row values for every column
to find the total force acting upon the body. Since there is no dependency amongst the
columns, this operation can be done in parallel. Moreover, using a clever trick, we can
also reduce the time taken for this addition from O(N) to O(log2(N)). We repeatedly
sum the lower and upper halves of the texture (and reset the active lower/upper bounds
accordingly), till we are left with one row. This is the well known parallel reduction
method (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Repeated addition between lower and upper halves of active texture bounds till we are left
with only one row sums N columns in parallel in log2(N) steps.

The first row of the output texture now holds the resultant force acting on the body. A sim-
ple pixel shader calculates the new positions of the bodies based on the present velocities
as given by the formula

x(i, t + δt) = x(i, t) + u(i, t) ∗ dt.

To calculate the new velocities of the bodies based on the above force calculation, we
apply the force F i to the present velocity of the body i. Hence,

u(i, t + δt) = u(i, t) + F i ∗ dt.

Another pixel shader can accomplish this task by reading the values off the output texture
of the previous pass, and writing the results into a new velocity texture. The values of the
new positions / velocities may overwrite the older values in-place to save space. We repeat
the whole process again, till a specified number of steps have elapsed, or an equilibrium
under some threshold has been reached.

The N-body Simulation is a simple example which demonstrates the important steps nec-
essary to transform a scientific simulation from CPU based procedural code, to a parallel
implementation on the GPU, viz.,

• Data Transformation: The input data (positions of the bodies) is transformed into
a three component floating point texture to facilitate random access read/write on
the GPU.
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• Index Transformation: The positions and velocities of the bodies are now indexed
by 2D array indices which are obtained from linear index in the domain.

• Output/Feedback Mechanism: The output of every step is written into a texture,
which is then read in the next “pass” by the corresponding fragment program. The
final output is also rendered to a texture, which is then read into the main memory
to obtain the final results.

We now turn to a more complex implementation - Linear Algebra operators [KW03].

5 Example: Linear Algebra Toolset

In this section, we take a look at the GPU implementation of linear algebra operators
as described in [KW03]. Earlier works include faster matrix multiplication on GPUs
[THO02], sparse matrix solvers [BFGS03], and numerical solutions for least squares prob-
lems [HMG03]. As seen in the previous section, 2D textures were used to represent vector
data. However, as we saw, obtaining final result from such a representation requires post-
processing steps (like parallel reduction). Also, texture access happens through a mapping
mechanism which transforms linear indices into (row, column) index pairs. To solve a
majority of performance issues related with such representations, the authors choose to
represent the diagonals of the matrix as 2D texture maps instead of the columns. See fig-
ure 5. Lower diagonal elements are appended to upper diagonals such that the length of
each 1D vector is N . The 2D textures are padded with zero entries if the vectors do not fill
the texture completely. One of the most important characteristic of such a representation
is that for matrix-vector multiplication, the result can be calculated in-place and does not
need further post-processing. Also, this layout is a natural representation for banded diag-
onal matrices, which occur most frequently in numerical simulation techniques. However,
it should be noted that for a dense matrix, a columnwise splitting into 2D textures can also
serve the purpose, which results in a more efficient matrix-vector multiplication. In the
new layout, a matrix transpose operation is now reduced to merely reordering the diago-
nal rows. The result of each operation is bound to a 2D texture in graphics memory, and
can serve as an input for further operations, especially in cases where we want to perform
operations of the type (Ax op y), where A is a matrix, x and y are vectors, and op is an
operation like sum, product or subtract.

A matrix vector operation is now transformed into multiplication of each diagonal with
a vector. This operation can be performed in multiple passes. The main diagonal of the
matrix is multiplied with the vector to obtain the first partial product. For each subsequent
diagonal, the multiplier is shifted by one and the same operation is carried out. This
process is illustrated in figures 6 and 7. The authors also implement a reduction operator
which is similar to the parallel reduction seen in the previous section, but now uses the
page-stripped approach that we have described earlier.

For representing sparse matrices, vertex arrays are used to store exactly those locations
which have non-zero values. The matrix value associated with that location is stored as
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Figure 5: Diagonal matrix representation on a GPU. The diagonal entries are mapped to a 1D vector,
and then, to a 2D Texture. Figure courtesy Jens Krüger.

colors associated with this vertex value. Multiplication is carried out between the color
values and the vector b, and the result is stored into an output texture, from where it can
be accessed for the next iteration.

Figure 6: Matrix multiplication in two passes: The layout of the main diagonal and the second upper
diagonal of the matrix. On the right, we can see the vectors packed as 2D textures. Figure courtesy
Jens Krüger.

An important feature of this implementation is that the user is not aware of the different
packing layouts for dense, banded or sparse matrices. User application interfaces with
high-level C++ classes which encapsulate the lower level details. The authors demonstrate
the efficiency of their method with the help of a realtime simulation of 2D water surfaces,
which can be found on their website1.

1See http://wwwcg.in.tum.de/Research/Publications/LinAlg
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Figure 7: Matrix multiplication in two passes: In the first pass (i), the vector b is multiplied with the
main diagonal. For the subsequent passes, the 1D vector b is shifted by the distance of the current
column from the main diagonal (in this case, 2) and multiplied with the corresponding column (ii).
The result is stored in the output texture itself (in-place). Dotted lines indicate that the values in the
texture are a partial result.

6 Concluding Remarks

The GPU is indeed a very useful tool for numerical simulation and scientific computing.
Recent projects have gone so far as to use a cluster of GPUs to perform numerically in-
tensive simulations [FQKYS04]. The GPGPU website (www.gpgpu.org) maintains the
state-of-the-art information about leading edge GPGPU methods. Dominik Göddeke’s
website2 provides an excellent tutorial. With the introduction of multi-core CPUs, there
has been a definite increase in available computing power for simulations, but the GPU far
outperforms traditional CPUs in terms of GFLOPS that it can deliver. A GPU is multi-
threaded in hardware, without the overhead of context switching or interrupts. In addition,
from the user perspective, the GPU provides a more elegant platform for writing parallel
code, by defining a fragment program per computational kernel. Hence, we feel that for
achieving true parallelism, the GPU is most certainly a more prudent choice considering
present hardware. However, the GPU is limited in memory, and the 1GB graphics cards
are as expensive as the high-end CPUs, which do not make them an attractive investment.
Technologies supporting multiple graphics cards have arrived in production systems, but
the cards do not support a unified memory architecture. With a growing user base and
technological support in terms of hardware and software [BFH+04, LSK+06], GPGPU
is fast maturing into a discipline in itself. In this paper, we have demonstrated two sim-
ple applications which employ GPGPU techniques. We hope that the reader has gained
sufficient insight to explore this emerging field and also contribute to its growth.
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